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Abstract

CATHEXELLANEA
By Pir Rothenberg, MFA
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts in Creative Writing at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2006

Major Director: Susann Cokal
Assistant Professor, Department of English

Cathexellanea is a portmanteau word blending "cathexis," a psychoanalytical term
meaning an investment of mental or emotional energy on a person, object or idea; and
"miscellanea," a collection of objects or writings. One theme running through these
stories concerns characters attempt to define themselves through their desires.
"Bottomless" explores the idea of emotional and physical fulfillment. "Croquembouche"
revolves around self-loathing and corruptibility. In "Destripado," the protagonist
discovers that one way to dispel fear is to become the thing that causes it. "Ghosts" asks
whether it is a past lover the protagonist longs for, or her phantoms. "Versions" deals
with the impossibility of an authentic version of a life. "Interior" explores the possibility
of love over an impassable distance. "Blood" is about a girl's strange ability to feel, and
even steal, her brother's pain-and his pleasure.

Bottomless

He met her on his first visit to Mistura, the small Roger's Park restaurant where
she waited tables and I tended bar. She had on a blouse patterned with small blackbirds,
and those lusterless army boots she wore every day. Her pale hair was up, wrapped
loosely around the V of chopsticks, and her face and long, bare arms seemed glazed with
moonlight, a little cold and blue. On the golden tag pinned above her small left breast,
Mr. Dexter Bowman thought he saw the words "Oh no," but her name was Oona.
There was another waitress, Lydia, red hair and dimples. He smiled when she sat
him, and his eyes chased the strings of her waist-apron as she bounced away. But when
he pulled his nose fi-om the menu, it was Oona who stood over him, without ledger or
pen, without a word, her wrists crossed behind her back.
The restaurant was slow. A few old, smoky men were bent around the table by the
only window, and that window gave a view only onto the dusky sidewalk. A mazurka
played fi-om a jukebox.
Dexter said hello and fluttered the menu. "I haven't eaten here before.. ."
It was clear Dexter was having difficulty deciding. Andre, owner and head-cook,
designed the menu so as to give little hint, besides the respective languages in which the
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dishes' names were written, where any item came from, or what any of it was. He said it
would add to the mystique of the restaurant. Oona persevered that mystique by offering
no help. Anyhow, she liked to watch her customers squirm.
"What's duvec?" he asked. "German, isn't it?"
"No," she said. Her face was cool and impassive.
Dexter gave the menu a flip with his finger. He slouched back in his chair with a
brash grin and said, "Would you like to suggest something?"
Her chin raised slightly. She asked if he ate meat. Of course he did.
"Then I'll bring you ko hjerte," she said. "It's beef. Very traditional."
It was easy to see that Mr. Bowman did not know what was coming, nor care, so
long as Oona brought it. He was melting like butter in a kettle for her. To be fair, I
already had an idea of him: I knew him from a place in Lake View I used to work at three
years ago called Antony's. He came in almost every evening for dinner. We never spoke,
but from what I learned by the waitresses' gossip he left generous tips. One girl, Monica
Martinelli, became something of his personal waitress. Perhaps Oona could sense he was
looking for a new one.
Oona delivered his plate and when she turned I saw a curl in the corner of her
mouth. She had no control of it, a tell-tale sign of mischief. Dexter gazed at the ko hjerte
on his plate. Amidst the sides sat a quarter-inch thick slice of crimson flesh, darkly
glistening, almost heart-like in shape. He poked it with his knife, then unsettled one of the
purplish mushroom-like blooms which sat adjacent to a mound of pebble-grey beans. His
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face whitened at the first bite, the scent, gamey and sweet at once, filling his sinuses. He
nearly coughed, then gulped his wine.
Between bites, for which he seemed to be slowly acquiring a taste, he watched
Oona, his eyes passing over me without recognition, and over Lydia without interest.
Something about Oona's dexterity allured him, the way her hips rolled like ball bearings
as she wove her way through the heavy oak chairs and tables. She settled against the bar,
pale and detached, the long symmetry of her face like a Byzantine Madonna, and her
steady pale-moon glow interrupted only when she mashed a cube of ice between her
teeth-a

habit of hers, among others that weren't so nice.
When Oona returned to check on her customer, she asked if he was enjoying his

hjerte, though she seemed to pay less mind than before to the foreign stress on the word;
it rolled lazily from her lips and must have sounded somewhat familiar to him.
"I'm sorry?" He wiped his mouth with his napkin.
"Your heart," she said, and her pupils caught the candlelight. "How do you like
your cow's heart?"
He watched her for signs of a joke, but there was none.

Did Dexter sleep well that night? I didn't know. He probably thought of the
hjerte that looked like a heart-and

really was a heart; and of the waitress with

opalescent cheeks and wintry eyes who looked like a Madonna and was really.. .what?
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He didn't know. I'd like to think it was a long night, red acids sloshing in his stomach,
the stench of indigestion on his teeth in the morning.
"I'm looking for the other waitress," he told Lydia when she greeted him the next
night.
Of course he was. He wasn't like those other men I'd watch flirt with Oona too
aggressively, or rub her wrong, those men who bolted for the door with her devilish grin
following their backs into the night. He was a man who liked a challenge. It was busier
this night, burly Serbs in running suits along the bar, forking sausage and onions-the
sausage made of cabbage and lamb brains, and the onions really tulip bulbs, h e d with
ginger. At his table he craned his neck to find her between the slump-shouldered patrons
around the bar. All her ice seemed to melt when she worked: her legs strode from one
table to the next, to the kitchen and back out, her arms were languid, her long neck liquid.
She glanced at him and he tried to make his eyes sparkle, but she disappeared behind the
spring coats and umbrellas of a departing table. I can suspect what he was dreaming those
twenty minutes she left him waiting: of her on his sofa, of him peeling off her thin, damp
garments, smelling the salt of her labor.
Lydia hedged by his table, like she would apologize for his wait, but before she
could speak Oona appeared with a full plate of food. I smiled to myself; she hadn't even
brought him a menu.
"Since you enjoyed the hjerte so much last night," she said.
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She had brought him duck tongues, but what did he know? All he saw were fiery twists
of peppers and fleshy pink petals upon a bed of brown rice.
"Like a flower," said Dexter, and she rewarded him with a smile.
He tried it while she stood by, watching him.
"Now a pepper," she said, and with her fingers plucked one right off his dish and
placed it on her tongue; she sucked it like candy, her lips pursing, her cheeks dimpling.
"I'm happy you remember me from last night," he said. He tried giving his name
but she interrupted, leaned in closer and implored him to try a pepper. He put one in his
mouth and his face grew rosy. "Oona," he said, chomping, "would it be too forward.. ."
His face splashed with sudden heat, and his eyes blinked away a fiesh sheen of
tears. He tried to speak again but the breath in his lungs had already ignited. Oona
watched him curiously. He reached for his drink, but there was none and all he grasped
was air. He wheezed a desperate smile at her.
"Oh," she said. "I'll get you something."

I watched from the bar as his face grew warmer, redder. The true heat of the
pepper hadn't even hit him yet-it

was like rocket-fuel applied to the tongue with steel-

wool. Oona was the only one on the staff who could eat them with no water or dairy. He
shoveled some rice into his mouth, hoping to dull the burn, but I knew the heat was
spreading like brushfire along his lips and turning the fingers he had used to pick up the
pepper into charred, cherry-tipped sticks.
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"Water," he breathed to Lydia, who was skittering by. "Please.. . Is there any
water?"
She glanced around warily for Oona. "I'll let your waitress know."
Struggling with his tie, he got up and elbowed his way between the other men at
the bar and waved for me, rasping something I couldn't understand. I had just set down a
double vodka for another patron; I admit, I might have been able to prevent Dexter from
snatching it up and downing it with two swift swallows, but at that moment I was keen
that he should take the hint the pepper was giving him: Leave and do not return. The
entire bar paused before his eyes closed into slits and, to the hoorah of several drunken
men aside him, his whole body grimaced. I took the short glass from his hand and slid a
glass of water under his chin.

There was only one time I saw Oona with a lover, a short-lived affair with an
older man when she first started at Mistura. I saw them kiss behind the restaurant where
he waited for her in his car each night, staring straight ahead, blowing curls of smoke
against the windshield. I was hauling out trash when I saw them near the dumpster; her
lips seemed to devour his, though her arms hung passionlessly against her sides. Partially
obscured on the steps that ascended from the kitchen to the employee lot, I watched, then
turned to give them privacy. But just then she jerked away and made a noise of disgust. A
car was just then crawling through the alley, so I missed whatever they said to one
another. She kissed him again, and again jolted back, this time spitting on the ground -
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not like Dexter had drooled into a napkin, trying to ease his burning mouth, but as if a
wasp had flown into her mouth. The man struck her face. I made myself visible and let
the bag of trash fall dramatically to the ground. The man regarded me, then got into his
car. Oona, clasping the side of her face, walked past me without a word. I never saw the
man again.
We took the same train home, Oona and I, but her stop was one earlier than mine.
We had never made any effort to sit by one another, or even in the same car, but the night
she was struck I took the seat across from her.
"I'll walk you home," I said. "In case he's waiting."
She looked over at me and smirked, the fluorescent shadows gliding across her
face.
"You speak English better than you let on."
It was true; I spoke English fine-both

my parents had taught English back home

in Turkey. But at the restaurant I affected a Turkish accent stronger than I had ever had. I
ignored plurals and confused tenses. I whistled a song from my youth; I had forgotten the
words, but the melody conjured something strange and alien. Somehow my act managed
to keep me uninvolved with the typical restaurant theatrics. If I came close to troublesomeone trying to reel me in-I'd

say something out of the blue, like, "Much crazy food

in here, huh?" It left me neutral: who needed a poor immigrant on their side, anyway? I
was fnendly with all, but never too friendly. And my customers liked it. It was true, my
act sometimes prompted them to ease their guard and reveal too many private matters,
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but they never asked for anything in return, never demanded anything from me but my
ear, which they never assumed, anyway, could understand half the secrets they spilled.
That's how I began escorting Oona home, down the dark, narrow walks, hemmed
on both sides with chains drooping from post to post, protecting all the miniature night
gardens of the city. Each night the maples and oaks would drip lamplight, and figures far
ahead would appear and disappear, and shapes in storefront doorways would stretch and
yawn, and couples in the park sharing a swing would laugh into each other's arms. We'd
walk quietly, nothing but the sound of her black army boots on the pavement. I'd stop at
her building and wait until the door closed behind her. She trusted me: I had given up my
secret to her. Once, I stood by her building a while longer, watching for a new light to
come alive in the dark windows and show me which unit she rented. I waited for it like a
secret she would return to me, but the building stayed dark, and I moved on.

Dexter didn't stay away even a day to nurse his wounds, physical or otherwise.
When Oona saw him at a table, casually reading a magazine in his casual suit, his dark
hair swept back, the light in her face flickered like a faulty bulb.
"Let Lydia," I said, wiping dry a tumbler.
Her eyes darted at me, then away. And then that grin, disrupting all the darkness.
You saw her, didn't you? Her walk was a gazelle's, her scent the air before it rained. She
never wore jewelry, not on her ears or fragile wrists, but five golden freckles dotted her
milky chest. She looked frail, and some men liked that, but she could do the work of an
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ox. Her haunches swayed when she walked, and men liked .that, too, but to think of her
under a man's weight, even your own, was somehow disturbing. She was pretty, like a
Picasso or a car wreck; pretty like some strange translucent fish without organs or bones,
or anything inside at all to come out and make her real. Men dreamed up all sorts of
things for her as she approached their tables, plates of exotic food lined up along her
arms. But they were crushed when she arrived. It wasn't that she dispelled their dreams,
suddenly becoming a person, a girl of her own, but that she gave them nothing except the
wintry blast of an oceanic current. And such a thing made men feel that indeed something
lived in there, but that it existed under different pressures, in darker pools, and that to reel
her in would be to kill her, to capture the corpse of an idea.
Something in my stomach dropped away as I watched her march to Dexter's
table-with

the intention, I supposed, of driving the corkscrew she kept in her waist-

apron into his skull. She stopped abruptly before him, shifted her weight onto one leg and
locked her arms over her chest. I waited for her to hiss, to tell him to leave-there
only so many creative ways to do it-but

I heard nothing.

"What do you recommend today?" he said, looking up at her coolly.
They regarded each other, neither faltering.
Then, shifting to the other leg, she said, "What do you like?"

"I like filet mignon and Chicken Kiev." Confident, like he'd rehearsed it.
"We haven't got any of that," she said, hardly before he'd finished.
"...I like shrimp, lamb shank.. .potatoes au gratin, veal-"

were

"No."
"Soft-shelled crabs. Asparagus. Swordfish-"
"Go to Red Lobster. Do you have any food allergies?"
"I'm.. .lactose intolerant."
"I'll keep that in mind."
"Thank you."
"What do you want with me?''
He crooked his head slightly, creased his brow, and said, "Whatever you'd like."

And then something happened, a ritual was born: he came every evening, and
every evening she served him our most exotic dishes, ones even Andre wouldn't eat and
only prepared reluctantly. Having long grown bored of the menu, she sometimes asked
Andre for things not on it. Not that Dexter ever saw the menu again. He began taking his
meals at the bar; the menus were stacked at the end, but he never even peeked. These
were the rules. Sipping expensive vodka, he talked to me about his work, which I didn't
understand and which sounded very dull and lonely; other times he asked about Oona,
but I always answered him evasively, with feigned stupidity. Him: "Simi, who's that man
she's speaking to? I've seen him before. Is it her boyfriend?" Me: "She like boys. Or
maybe girls, who knows?" Him: "Simi, did she mention me last night after I left?" Me:
"She say you must be hungry. Ha-ha. You eat here dinner every night. Special today
piranha." But mostly he talked about his ex-girlfriends. All the girls Dexter could
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remember dating, he told me, had been waitresses. They waited in greasy-spoon diners,
in cool Italian cafks, and in family-style chains. He found something very sad and very
sweet about watching a young waitress work. The way they'd flirt for the businessmen
downtown, powwowing over lunch, and graciously answer all the women in suburban
bistros who wanted to know where the coffee was grown. He liked watching them wrap
silverware in napkins and wipe greasy menus in the slow hours, and then through the
dinner rush be pulled in every direction as if by the white rapids of a river. He liked how
they flayed the foil fiom those dark bottles of wine like animal skinners; how quickly
they could calculate tips and totals; how they cursed in Spanish with the cooks by the
kitchen doors.
He hadn't planned such a pattern of dating, he said, but he knew it wasn't a
coincidence that he dined out each meal, nearly every day. Dexter was forty, and his
dates were always much younger, and comparatively poor. He liked to pamper them,
opening doors and opening his home, paying for everything they did--operas and
ballgames, cocktail bars and art openings. And racing toward downtown along the curves
of Lake Shore Drive-she

in the passenger seat watching the high rises glide over the

windows, and the choppy lake lap against the break walls-a

blissful confidence would

spread warm through his body, knowing that she had forgotten, if only for a moment, that
she was a waitress, and might well be one the rest of her life. And sometimes he would
see to it that they were not: Monica Martinelli, his waitress fiom Antony's, became his
lover and quit the restaurant soon after. Dexter had gotten her a job downtown-not
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another waitressing job, but something with an advertising firm where he had a fhend. It
struck me as odd that a man who thrived on young, working women would do anything
to help liberate them fiom that position. I wouldn't have believed a word of it had I not
remembered a chance encounter with Monica Martinelli one frigid and sunny day last
winter. She was crossing Michigan Avenue with bags fiom Marshall Fields and I
wouldn't have recognized her, buried as she was in a fur coat, if she hadn't called after
me. She told me about her new job, and how Dexter had left her shortly afterward with
hardly an explanation except to say it was a final gift.
"'You'll thank me someday,"' she had said, imitating his voice. "And then I saw
him a month later at Paper Lantern chatting up a waitress."

She served an array of tongue dishes: our calfs tongue in cabbage, potted tongue
and ginger, and pottage of larks-beef

tongue in lambs' broth and lemons. He ate

poached sturgeon and sprats for her, sevruga caviar and cod-liver pgte. He devoured
haggis and horse meat for her, and the heads of lambs, stuffed with spiced brain; and
rolled pigs' spleen, ox tail soup and deep fried tripe; and blood-red Russian borscht with
eel, and squirrels sautked upon wilted greens, with a side of devilled kidneys.
He'd ask me each night, his face in some finance magazine, what food she had
planned for him, and I'd say, "Good food, crazy food." But I never knew. He'd ask how
she was after busy nights, and I'd tell him, "She good. She tough," and I'd flex my arm
and gnash my teeth. He liked that little routine, would smile reminiscently as if we were
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discussing some recently passed great-aunt. And he enjoyed the ritual he had established
with Oona, even though it was obvious he could barely stomach some of the foods. The
plate of fned pigs' snouts, for instance, took him three hours to finish, and the ground
dog-flesh in betel-nut leaves sent him to the restroom more than once. Still, he greeted
Oona with that ridiculous, submissive smile each time she came out of the kitchen with
his dish. Sometimes she said nothing to him the whole night; other times she coddled
him, bringing him endless small dishes of strange jellied meats and seafood, watching
him eat from a distance with an almost methodical interest. If she didn't enjoy her end of
the ritual, and I think she did, she took it seriously; sometimes she was at the restaurant
before me, studying the menu or discussing the possibility of a new dish with Andre.

I began to notice, too, that some of the dishes she brought for Dexter were larger
than normal, and others far too skimpy. The peacock seemed spiced beyond the limits of
human tolerance-it

burned my nostrils as she passed the bar with it. I could see the pink

of meats and organs that should not have been pink. I could hear his teeth mash painfully
down on a bone someone had missed--or added, perhaps. And I'd see him chew
endlessly on a wad of gristle from a particularly poor cut of meat, or inspect with his fork
seemingly inedible nuggets hiding in some thick broth or gravy. She had reeled in
Andre's support, and it was no surprise since he had always liked her: when most
waitresses would eat only bread and water the duration of their employment, she had
sampled the cicadae, fried chickens' feet, and marinated whale blubber her first day. I
worried some nights, though. I said to Oona, "How far will this go?"

"As far as it will," she said.
As for Dexter, he never complained.

Each night Dexter stayed, Dexter ate, Dexter finished his plate. Then he'd lean
back in his stool and watch Oona with her other customers, watch her as if she were
something he'd devour next.
"Why come here so much?" I asked him one night. He was having a difficult time
with the kokoretsi, a Greek recipe of sheep's liver, heart and testicles, cooked in the
sheathe of intestines.
"I like the service," he said.
He thought he had wit. I thought he would be sorry.
"Do you know, Simi," he said, "what she told me last night?"
I shrugged.
He put his magazine down and clasped his hands.
"She told me that a spleen swells when you're in love."
"Peasant-talk," I said.
"No, no! It's scientifically proven."
Walking Oona home that night, I said, "He is in love with you, and he thinks
you're in love with him."
I couldn't see her face, but I imagined it creased, just as the entire dark night
seemed to crease and miss a beat. The next day she started with the insects. Dragonfly
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nymphs and locust stew. Water-bug eggs and broiled grasshoppers. Wasp salad and
agave worms in wine sauce. For seven days the man ate bugs. For seven days, stink bug
p8t6 and meal worm spaghetti, until Andre grew fed up with preparing it. Once bugs were
off the menu, Oona demanded bats' head soup. Andre conceded, if only for the change,
but even he was growing weary. That night I left the bathroom window propped open,
even moved the small trashcan out of its usual corner and set it below the window as an
invitational first step. But out Dexter came, teary eyed and refreshed, his face and mouth
flushed with water.
He made a thunderclap with his hands and sang, "What's next?"
Oona and I used to roll our eyes at the oaf, but then it was only me; she just got
that grin and brought dessert.

Oona had never sat with him before. He was at the bar; he had just finished
dinner. She put her chin in her hand and watched Dexter. He said nothing and she said
nothing. The restaurant was quiet and deserted. She yawned, he smiled. She took the
chopsticks out of her hair and clawed at her scalp; her hair fell, crimped and coldly
flaxen.
"Can I buy you a drink?" he said.
"Don't be an idiot," she said, then asked me for a shot of Mezcal, which I knew
she liked only for the sodden worm wafting on the bottom.
"Nice," he reflected blissfully, "you sitting here with me."

"It's nice to sit," she said.

I slid her drink over-I

had made sure to include the worm.

"Your legs must get tired," he said. "Have you ever been to a professional
masseuse?"
She sipped her golden drink while he informed her of orthopedic shoes designed
for people on their feet all day, if, he added, she had to be on her feet all day. When I
returned from serving a wizened old man his regular, some strange white vegetation had
sprouted up between Oona and Dexter. It was a long stalk of milky flowers, each hanging
loosely in petaled clusters. I assumed it was a present from Dexter, but when Oona
plucked off a petal and placed it on her tongue like communion, I knew the gift was from
her. Dexter watched his Madonna perform the first of her final miracles. She sucked on it,
then her face eased, smooth and sleek. She ate the rest of the flower, first the remaining
petals, the sepals, the chalk-blue stigma, and the snowy-white stamen.
There was one real thing I knew about Oona, not a secret she gave up but one I
had discovered. We used to keep a flower in the restaurant, an orchid in the window up
front. I began finding the stems stripped clean, but there were never any fallen petals in
the soil. I thought it was a mischievous child who came in with his parents every week,
but then, a few months after Oona began working, I caught her eating truffles. They were
packed in soil, shipped from France, and she was told to wash them for that night's
special. I crept up behind her, spun her around by her arm, ready to admonish her. But
she wasn't eating truffles. She was eating the soil-it

was smeared across her cheek like
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frosting. I counted the truffles to make sure. She stared at me hard, her chest rising and
falling; I could feel her arm pulse in my hand. I let it go. We never spoke of it, of course,
but since then Oona did not shy around me when she had one of her cravings. And she
had many besides orchids and soil. I'd seen her eat clay, and swallow pebbles left in the
lobster buckets. She sucked on matchsticks until they dissolved into a sulfurous pulp,
coating her teeth, and for a while I suspected that she was gnawing upon her own hair,
though, for the sake of her appearance, she had curtailed that. She'd eaten slivers of soap,
and all sorts of cooking staples-starches

and baking sodas, cocoa and vanilla extract.

Oh, the sampling she did when Andre's back was turned-the
oddities, the scraps and snippets to be thrown out-while

meats, raw and cooked, the

I played her humble lookout

man.
Dexter followed suit; he picked his own flower from the stalk, tore a petal and put
it in his mouth.
"Spit it out," she said.
"What?"
"You ate a piece of the stalk," she said, sliding a napkin in front of him.
"Anything green is poisonous."
He let it fall from his mouth like a child and quickly crumpled up the napkin.
This time she tore a petal off for him. "You see? You have to twist it right about
here."
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I caught her eye, then dropped it coldly. On cue, the pint glass I was drying
slipped from my hand. I heard the glass shatter, felt the shards explode against my pant
leg. A taste, foul and acerbic, welled up from beneath my tongue.
He began to bring her jewelry, sparkling bracelets with opals, and turquoise
necklaces; she began to bring him tablespoons of plant soil, soggy little piles of tea
leaves, uncooked grains of black rice, flecks of pigs' hooves, dollops of hand-soap, and
carbonized crisps scraped from the depths of the oven. He began asking to see her outside
the restaurant, and she began saying "no" rather than nothing at all, which was to him a
change for the better. For me it was disaster. I could think of only one thing: that, perhaps
all those nights standing by the kitchen doors as Andre counted the receipts, making sure
he wouldn't see Oona pick at the meats marinating in .the coolers, or suck on bats' eyes,
or guide the long grasses and weeds that grew around the parking lot into her mouth like
noodles, perhaps those nights as I eyed her through the gap between the swinging doors,
and as she eyed me back, were each an invitation to me. All I had to do was join her.
"What do you want with her?"
I had never spoken so directly to Dexter, and I feared the edge in my voice had
dismantled my simple-minded immigrant act.
"Simi, I'm in love with her," he said, drunk on the bliss, and I knew he hadn't
noticed.
"Why?" I said. "She's a.. .a garbage-mouth." I nearly spit the words, and I felt
suddenly nauseated by the hate I heard in my voice.
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I cranked on the faucet and the water drummed in the basin.
He looked at me quietly, with more sincerity than I had ever seen creased into the
wrinkles on his forehead. His eyes screwed up, his lips parted in a euphoric smile, and he
said, "That's only because she's searching for the thing that makes us want to live. And
you know what? I'm going to help her find it."
It spilled out sloppy and he fell silent, gazing at the bulbs above the bar.
Some men, I knew, fell in love with poor and pretty girls, the spiritless ones who
had already been crushed by some weight or another. I had thought Dexter was such a
man, but the more I reflected on that chance encounter with Monica Martinelli, the girl he
had taken from waitressing and made into a success, the more convinced I grew that
Dexter had no use for a servant at home. He had no interest in control, or in a maid to
wait on him hand and foot. He liked his servants where they served. Liked visiting the
same diner, asking each time for the same waitress until he didn't have to ask anymore,
until she came to him, blushing, smiling; and after they had gone out several times, made
love several times, the thrill was watching her work, talking to one table and moving for
the next-cool

glances his way in between. Pulled in all directions at once, carrying

plates too hot, hauling the dirty ones away, the lipstick-smudged mugs and dirty ashtrays,
the wet balled-up napkins, the remains of food bled together, dried, dripping. Watching,
and knowing the contours of her nakedness as she stood politely laughing with a family
of four. There was an ecstasy in knowing--of a tiny mole below this one's breast, that
another talked in her sleep-and

knowing that the others did not, and would never know.
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And he liked them dirt-poor, liked especially the ones with vivacity, with angst,
with determination. But what he liked especially was that when they spoke a world of
young dreams resonated in their voices, and when they looked at him, when they looked
in need, Dexter thrilled with the possibility that they could fulfill those dreams through
him, through his generosity and his guidance. He was the servant; it was for their dreams
that he scraped along on his knees. He lived by their dreams, by filling them, even the
smallest of them, even dreams they had forgotten they had. But when his lovers were
satisfied, Dexter grew bored; when their dreams, dreams which always implied
emptiness, were fulfilled, his lovers were to Dexter like heavy, steel drums. Dreamless,
they had no use for him, and that's when he would leave.

I stood before him and told him, quite evenly, "You will never fill her. She is a
bottomless hole."
His gaze floated down from the bulbs and settled on my face. There was a dull
and dangerous intoxication in his eyes.

She was bending toward him, like a solitary stiff reed in a steady wind. I could
feel it. Dexter could feel it. She sat with him more often, let him stay later into the night,
after the restaurant closed. But the true sign of her relenting was in the food she brought
him: it had gradually become simpler, more palatable, even pleasant. Mild soups,
common cuts of meat, salads with onions instead of mice tails. His tongue had become a
block of metal, his teeth like a piranha's; he had grown the stomach of a dog. She was
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running out of things to feed him, but there was still a dish he had not sampled; he
awaited it patiently, just as, I believe, she bided her time in serving it, prolonging the
anticipation, stretching out what began to feel inevitable. And when she finally gave it I
was coming through the kitchen doors from the wine closet, three bottles to a hand. She
was on her stool with her head back while Dexter, standing against the bar, lowered
himself to taste her lips.

I left that night alone but accidentally, mechanically, got off the train at her stop.
On the street I imagined that the sleeping rag-doll bodies in every buildings' doorframe
unraveled and clawed at my ankles as I passed. The drunks and beggars congregated
around me; attracted to my solitude, they circled me and trod on my feet, slammed into
my shoulders, breathed rank words I couldn't understand from their crusted beards.
Oona came in late the next afternoon, disheveled and tired. Andre scolded her and
she threw a tantrum, stomping around with her black army boots, her lips sealed tight,
eyes on fire, dropping customers' plates in front of them without a hint of grace. The
night wore on and Dexter did not show. She grew distracted watching the door: spilled a
drink, broke a plate. I was delighted. And then I was sad for her.
"Where is he?" I asked.
"Where is who?" she said, sucking a cigarette by the kitchen doors.
The restaurant was emptying out and I was wiping down the liquor bottles.

I shrugged and said, "I'm sure he'll be in soon."
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Her eyes flared at me more angry than the cigarette tip, and while I wasn't at all
sure he'd be in soon, or ever again, I sensed an opportunity to comfort Oona; I would be
her rock and let her waves lash me until her storm had eased. And maybe then her
Madonna gaze would fall finally upon me.
"Are you all right?" I asked.
"Fine," she said, with suspicion.
I was cautious. I looked her in the eyes and said, "If you'd like to talk, I will
listen."
Even as she dragged on her cigarette I could see the smirk forming on her lips.
"You'd like that, wouldn't you? If I told you about it."
I kept my eyes on the bottle I was cleaning. "You love him now?"
She made that noise again, like the one she made after she kissed the man in the
parking lot. "I don't love him, Simi," she said. "We just fucked, okay?" She blew a line
of smoke at me as straight as a steam whistle's. "We did it in the kitchen, against the
stove."
I stopped wiping the bottle. ". . .You do love him," I said.
She protested once more, and said nastily, "We fucked on your bar, too."
And then a building in my mind started to shake and crumble. Not because of the
foul things she was spouting, but because I suspected for the first time that she did love
him.
"He's done with you," I said softly, because I suspected that, too.
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She stood frozen, an impossible length of ash bending from her cigarette.
The chimes above the front door sounded and Dexter appeared, his wind-kicked
hair settling upon his head. Oona smirked at me as her ash fell to the floor. She entwined
her arms like barbed-wire, and turned to Dexter with skewering eyes.
"Kitchen's closed," she told him as he approached.
"Already ate," he said, without flinching. "Had some Italian."
Her body quivered, her blue-white arms were gooseflesh. He watched her,
furrowed his brow and gave her that stupid smile. But there was something disingenuous
about it, something cunning behind its simplicity.
Didn't she see it now? She had never been in control; it was never her game. She
had shown Dexter with that kiss that she was not bottomless, that she could be filled.
That more than anything, she wanted to be filled. And Dexter knew it before me, before
even her. He must have known all along; he would not have suffered all her foul flavors
without the reward of giving her the food she had always been too afraid to try, or could
never before stomach.
Oona tried to ease herself. "Well, don't you want anything? I could-"
"No, Oona," he said. "I'm full."
The air seemed to grow gaspingly thin. I turned away and continued with cleaning
the bottles. I don't pretend to know how they looked at each other, or even for how long.
I lost track of time, wiped a label clear off a bottle of vodka.
"Get out," I heard her say.
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He left. And there was something in the sound of his footsteps that told me he left
without question, without anger, without arrogance, and something in the way the door
closed that sounded like finality.
She turned toward me and I to her. Her face, ever cool and impassive, cracked.
Her eyes and brows twisted, her lips glistened cherry-red, her jaw shuddered and bulged.
It was like watching fire bleed through from the back of a painting.
"Simi.. ." She said it softly, brokenly.
But I felt suddenly hardened; it was a dumb sort of brutality that wanted to
preserve at all costs the thing on which I had come to worship-that

pale-faced mother

who had room for everything and all in her depths, my Byzantine Madonna. And when I
spoke, all I could say was,
"Much crazy food in here."

I put the bottle I had been cradling back on the shelf. I brushed my hands of the
sticky, peeled-off label over the trashcan. I could feel her watching me, but I didn't look
up. I started to whistle that song, tried to remember the words, but couldn't.
When I looked up, Oona, and everything of her, was gone.

Croquembouche

I didn't venture into the front of the bakery much, where the counter girls in the
clean, white gabbed with tourists about Cclairs and cheesecakes, but sometimes, when it
was as busy at the counters as it was in the kitchen, I helped by restocking the croissants,
or bringing out tiramisus I had freshly assembled. It was so clean up front that I felt
where ever I stepped tracked gummy vanilla shoeprints. But it was nice to feel the airconditioner on my forehead for a moment, and not the old kitchen fans that just blew
around the hot air. And that's where I met Alex. She was standing there behind the
bustling customers, the strollers and the parents with Mardi Gras tee-shirts, standing there
like the girl who froze to death selling matchsticks in that fairytale. Except she was too
clean to be a beggar, and there was no chance of freezing to death in New Orleans.
I thought maybe she wanted someone in the back, since she wasn't looking at any
of the pastries or breads. I caught her eye from behind the counter and she wove through
the crowd. I could smell her shampooed hair when she reached me. She took out a
completed application she must have gotten from the bakery earlier and said, "Are you
Jean-Luc?"

I laughed, but stopped when I realized she wasn't joking.
"He's out now."
"Oh," she said, then extended the application over the counter. "Can you give this
to him?"
I took it too quickly, forgetting my hands were caked in butter-cream frosting. It
smudged on the application and even got on her knuckle. I dropped the application on the
counter, saw the word "Wisconsin," then slid it out of the way with my wrist. When I
looked up to apologize she had just taken her knuckle out of her mouth.
She looked at me and her eyes widened.
"So, you'll give that to him?" she said, already turning.
"Yeah," I said to her back.

I got to work at three that morning and the bakery was already alive. It was
always alive, nineteen hours a day, pulsing in the heavy, warm, sugary air. You could
taste it on your tongue and in the back of your throat. Around each table were three or
four people, hands white with flour, nails stuffed with dough, absorbed in their own tasks.
Behind the haze of flour in the air, the tables were like little islands of different
languages: a Chinese family at one station-two

men, one old with a cataract in his left

eye, a woman and a young girl, quietly slicing fruit and glazing tarts, never looking up. A
few Vietnamese at another table, just as aloof and isolated, a Puerto Rican boy hunched
over the sinks, a Creole man by the oven, and a black man named Earl at the sixty-four-
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quart mixer. After I punched, coffee in hand, I read over the list of cakes that need to be
assembled and decorated for the coming business day. Jean-Luc usually scrawled it an
hour or so earlier. The other three at my station were already there, a few cakes behind
them. There was Cathy, a deaf woman who could read your lips from across the room.
There was Estelle, a middle-aged black woman, sweet and patient, and Geraldine,
ancient, lean and black. The only one who could get away with teasing her was Earl. She
had been working for Jean-Luc's French Pastry for thirteen years and made nine-fifty an
hour.
When I came back into the kitchen after the matchstick girl left, Geraldine
gestured for me with a hooked finger.
"Better get some strawberries for them strawberry sponge," she said, indicating
the Chinese family's table with her spatula. "'Fore they steal up all the good ones."
Estelle nodded gravely, her eyes bobbing up at me, then down again behind her
heavy lids. "Mmmm-hm," she said.
"Mmmm-hrn," I replied.
"Mmmm-hm," Geraldine echoed.
A steel colander of glistening strawberries sat guarded in the middle of their table,
a small puddle of rose-colored water dripping out underneath.
"Hey," I said, edging between the woman and the young girl. "Strawberries?"
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I held up my list, showing them the order, but they didn't look at it. The old man
with the milky cataract barked something in Chinese, then used his paring knife to pull
the colander out of my reach.
I went behind the rack where their finished tarts were waiting for a counter girl to
bring them up; I thought about picking off what I needed. When I started working here a
few years ago, Geraldine told me it was every man for himself. It was the type of life I
had wanted to get away from. I wondered if the matchstick girl could learn to beg,
borrow and steal. If she were hired, I could teach her, but for now I just went back to my
table. It would put me back a few hours, but there'd be a delivery in the afternoon.
By midday Jean-Luc will have already made two stops in the bakery-and
his office for a swig of Grand Marnier-his

one in

thick black hair and gawky smile unaffected

by the chaos of smells, the crashing pans and egg beaters, the heavy turns of the rotating
ovens. It was only October and Christmas orders were already coming in, piling up, and
he could smell the money better than the pastries.
"She's a runaway," he said, when I asked him about the application. "I can't hire
runaways. They never last long. They do drugs, they steal."
I remembered "Wisconsin" on her application. Jean-Luc was wary of out-of-town
girls. The matchstick girl, though, was attractive and young-two

out of the three of his

requirements.
"Did you see her?" I asked, thinking of her clean hair and bright eyes.
"For a moment," he said, "when she came in for the application."
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"I don't think she's like that," I said. Like a girl who'd be eaten alive by the city
within a month, dntnk, broke, scared.
He chortled and paged through the finished orders, adding sums as fast as a
calculator. I started to turn when he said,
"You will vouch for her?"
I shrugged. "I guess so."
"She has no phone," he said. "Take her application and find her home. Tell her she starts
tomorrow morning. Early."

I read the application that afternoon. The corner I had touched was now greasy
and transparent from the butter-cream.
Name: Middleton, Alexandra J. Her last name made me think of some suburban
high school, and the handwriting was large and cursive and bubbly, like the popular girls'
handwriting I remembered. But her first name-Alexandra-pulled

me away to an exotic

place with pyramids and mammoth dunes of golden sand.
Social Security No: ? The dot under the question mark was a tiny circle.
Present address: 404 Burgundy, #4. In the Quarter, not far from where I lived. I
tried to picture the building, but couldn't. They all looked the same after a while.

DOB: 07/14/1988. Eighteen years old. Maybe she was a runaway.
Position appliedfor: Any. You took what you could get down here. After enough
of nothing, anything was better.
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I stuffed the application into my pocket and left. When I got to 404, I rang but no
one answered. I borrowed a pen and wrote her a note on the back of the application, then
dropped it between the bars of the gate.

At home, I sat on the balcony and nursed a whisky. These days I only allowed
myself one drink before bed. I came down here for school about thirteen years ago, when
I was nineteen. I was going to study architecture but I flunked out after a year or two. The
buildings all seemed like they were made of crocodile skulls, and the air of gumbo-steam.
The city was too on edge, like it was rumbling into the Gulf; I decided to enjoy myself
while I could, before we all went under.
I wondered if Alexandra had heard the slurred, thick voices in her courtyard yet,
and the screams outside below her balcony, rising from the narrow streets. In my building
there was a black, nameless cat I let in, fed with scraps, until he swatted at my ankles and
I shooed him out. There was a man who played clarinet with a Klezmer band on the first
floor, practicing into the evening, the music so sad and nervous; and a girl in number
eleven who I heard moaning some mornings when I passed her door, making all the joints
in my body tickle. There were keys jingling, tenants groping for door handles in the
hallways, and s h l l old buzzers sheking throughout the night. Sometimes the stray arm
of a hurricane in Florida created a windstorm that swept the loose bricks along the roof
down into the courtyard like New Year's Eve bullets coming back to earth. But mostly it
was just the long bellows of barges adrift in the fog of the Mississippi I heard, that river
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brown as horse-shit, as powerful as an avalanche of mud. 1 stuck my toe in once and it
nearly took my leg.
Is that why the matchstick girl had come, to stick in a toe?

"You got a junkie-squat," said Louis.
If he hadn't been born with that golden skin, he would have gotten it by now from
the convection ovens he worked at all morning. He was a heavy man with a face like a
bulldog. Mean as one, too. He had always suspected I was a user. I wasn't anymore.
"A what?" I said, since he was staring at me, waiting for a response.
It was around six in the morning; I was in the parking lot having my first cigarette
break. Louis had the hose going on an eighty-quart mixing bowl, the muddy batter
sloshing out and cutting through the gravel.
"A junkie-squat," he said, poking a pudgy finger at me. "See em junkies on
Elysian Fields. All squattin against a building and waitin.. . Just like that."
The din of the highway nearby was growing louder. The bakery sat on the edge of
the Quarter, so there were always a few drunks stumbling back to their hotels through the
lot, or else early-birds heading the opposite direction for their seat at Double-Dees. The
air was still cool, and the orange streaks of morning tore the sky in two. My mouth was
already acrid with the tastes of cream and lemon and black coffee. I would taste them all
day, way back in my mouth, until I got home and ate some real food. And by the time I
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got home my arms were always greased in butter-cream, my knuckles sticky and stained
with rum, my hair reeking of anise. The anise never seemed to go away.
"Here come one," Louis said.

I looked up and saw a girl walking down the sidewalk toward the front of the
bakery. It was Alex. Her hair was braided, her face was bright and rosy. I told Louis she
was a new counter girl. She glanced across the lot and waved when she saw me.

I gave her a short wave back.
"Baby, you gotta let it hang a little looser if you gonna be a counter girl here,"
Louis yelled.
"Shut up, man," I said.
She glanced across the lot at us, confused, then disappeared behind the front of
the building.

A few hours later Michelle, one of the counter girls, gave Alexandra-she
preferred "Alexw-a tour of the kitchen. Michelle had given Alex a stiff white apron and
tied the strings tightly around her waist. I watched them moving from table to table until
the pot of liquid sugar I was heating over a Bunsen burner reached 3 12 degrees.
I had one specialty at the bakery, one thing I could do that few others could, and it
was croquembouche. I made the choux dough first-whipped

butter and sifted flour, one

egg into the mixer at a time, scrape the sides, a sprinkle of water, scrape again. Louis
baked the dough into weightless profiteroles, and I filled them each with Chantilly or
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chocolate cream from an old grey pastry bag. Once the sugar in the pot turned gold and
rolled at the correct consistency, I dipped the puffs in, one by one with my fingers and
began arranging them into an ascending circular cone. Some bakeries used a metal cone
to keep the shape, but I was proud not needing one. The clear, sweet sugar-glue encasing
the puffs bonded them together in seconds flat, and all it took was a fast, steady hand.
The finishing touches sometimes involved a veil of spun toffee, candied angelica,
sometimes pink or white marzipan flowers-really,

it was a grotesque creation. And

Jean-Luc could charge up to two hundred dollars for one, depending on its height.

I couldn't look up for very long when Michelle brought Alex around to my table,
but I didn't miss the white cap on Alex's head. Michelle began telling her about
croquembouche.
"Why don't you use a pair of tongs or something?" Alex asked.
"He thinks he's macho," Michelle said, grinning.
The croquembouche was half done.
"That's pretty," Alex said. "I want to see it when you're done."
"Here," I said, giving her a filled profiterole not yet glazed.
She bit into the puff and the cream dripped out onto her apron. She looked down
at the gob like she had just been caught sucking frosting off her knuckle.

As the newest girl at the counter, Alex got the earliest shift, coming in at six to
clean and prepare the front; she also got to leave in the afternoon, around when I did. A
few days after she started, we clocked out at the same time and I walked her home.
We stopped so Alex could watch a group of black kids, each about eight or nine
years old, tap-dancing on the sidewalk with bottle-caps pressed glued onto the soles of
their sneakers. I nudged my head in the direction of a tired-looking man in the shade by
the fence, the father or uncle of one of the kids, I told her, no doubt making sure no one
stole their coffee-tin of quarters.
That's when I learned of her boyfhend.
"Harley wants a tattoo," she said.

I felt a little jilted. She and Harley had probably already watched the tap-dancers.
We wandered into Jackson Square and stopped for every mime and musician. I
saw them every day, but I hadn't watched them in years. I felt good watching them now
since, by Alex's bright eyes, it was all still new to her. There were people dressed like
kings' jesters, decked in bright, flourishing silks and sashes, standing like statues until
you dropped them a quarter and they'd reward you with one graceful shift of posture, like
a windup-doll. There were artists sketching caricatures of kids and young couples with
the cathedral in the background where they used to hang slaves and burn witches. There
were street performers juggling, dancing, weaving between wineglasses on rollerblades.
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Alex laughed and clapped, and I wanted to imagine that she was just another tourist here
for the week, that soon she'd be going back home to take art history classes or get a job at
a plant nursery. But she had already noticed those fat New Orleans' roaches, moving
unhurriedly in the shadows of the curbs.
"I'm not afraid of those things," she said.
"You will be," I said.

The next morning at work everyone was talking about the murders at a Cajun
place a few blocks from the bakery. The news had broken that morning, and the police
were still identifying the bodies.
"Inside job," Louis said, his dog-face creased and grinning. I could almost see the
saliva gathering in the corners of his lips.
"Mmmm-hm," said Geraldine.
Earl was spooning out batter into cake pans. "Who you, Sherlock Holmes?" he
said.
Geraldine wielded her spatula into the dusty air, gobs of chocolate icing spraying
the deaf girl, Cathy, who bellowed an angry noise. "Don't you start with me!" Geraldine
warned, but a shriveled-lipped smile was curling around her mouth because it was only
eight AM and nobody was in too foul a mood, yet.
Alex was devouring scraps of the tiramisu I was assembling, crumbs of cake
soggy with rum and espresso.
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"I used to love that stuff, too" I said.
She had tried about every dessert we made at the bakery, but she ignored the
breads and croissants. When she heard the name of the restaurant where the murders had
occurred, she said,
"That's right down the street."
The morning crew had discovered the four bodies, stuffed in a walk-in freezer.
The broadcaster didn't mention if they were hung from meat-hooks or anything, so I
imagined they were just slumped in a pile next to a side of beef or a sacks of French fries.
The victims had been shot in the head, three dead and one in critical condition.
"That's just a few blocks from my apartment," Alex said.
"It's always the dishwasher," Earl said from his table.
"That's right," said Louis. "Hey, you hear that, Carlos, man?"
Everyone got a kick out of that, and even Carlos, quietly washing dishes, showed
a mouth full of crooked teeth, though he didn't speak enough English to understand.
"The dishwashers be planning that shit!" Louis said.
I opened another tub of mascarpone cheese when Louis walked by, continuing,
"Less it's some addict need his fix, man. Those muthas'll cut you for nothing."
"Louis, you shut your mouth now, ya hear?" Geraldine said.

I could see Alex in the corner of my eye, watching me scoop the cheese into a
mixer.
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Alex had been visiting me in the kitchen a lot-too

frequently for Jean-Luc. She

could never seem to keep her apron clean, and if there was one thing besides their
attractiveness Jean-Luc demanded of his counter girls, it was .their cleanliness.
"Get a clean apron, girl!" he'd tell her. Then he'd look at me. "You will pay for
her laundry, eh?"
She leaned over to me when he passed, and whispered, "He looks like Tony
Danza."
It made me laugh.

I told her I'd bring her boyfriend to a tattoo parlor where an old friend of mine,
Robbie, worked. I wanted to meet this Harley. He waited outside of the bakery for us the
next day, and I saw he wasn't much older than Alex, a normal looking kid.
When we shook hands he scanned my arm for tattoos. I had a few, sticking out
below my tee-shirt.
"Show him that one you said Robbie did," Alex said, reaching for my other
sleeve.
I dodged her hand and pulled up my sleeve to show Harley.
"Cool," he said, but he was looking at Alex.
Robbie greeted me warmly, though I hadn't shown my face in their for over two
years. He looked the same; maybe few a few more tattoos and less hair, it was hard to
tell.
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"Hey, we still have those raffle ticket parties every weekend," he said. Somehow
he always talked with half his teeth exposed. "Bring your friends."
Alex and Harley paged through the folders, lingering on certain designs,
disagreeing over each of them. Harley held up a snake-and-dagger design; Alex groaned,
but this time he was looking at me for an answer.
I shrugged. "Go for it."
Alex and I watched him in the chair rolling up his sleeve until Robbie, shouting
"Fresh blood!" in a fake falsetto began the work.
"Think I should get one, too?" she asked, her knees clunking into mine.
Her arms were thin and smooth, with hardly a freckle. Mine, I had just noticed,
had hardened bits of dough clumped in the hair.
"It's permanent," I said, crossing my arms so they wouldn't touch her.
I thought Alex should keep her arms just the way they were.
I brought them to a bar I used to spend more time in than my apartment. They
gazed up at the yellowed fliers of punk bands and blues musicians that had played there.
"Did you see this one?" Alex asked, pointing to a framed flier.
"Yeah," I said. Anyway, I probably did.
At our table, Harley peeled off a corner of the loose gauze and showed us his
shoulder, but the tattoo was blurred and bloodied behind a film of ointment.
"When you're old that snake will look like a worm," Alex said.
"It won't matter," Harley said. "When I'm old I'll be on a farm."

"Where," I said, "in Wisconsin?"
"How'd you know?" he said.
I didn't want Harley to suspect his girlfriend was talking too much with a thirtytwo year old guy, so I said, "I saw it on Alex's application." Which was true.
Alexandra Middleton-Past

employment: Swimming Instructor, YMCA, Portland,

Wisconsin.
But Alex had told me about the farm a week or two ago; she had made it clear
what she thought of the idea. She rolled her eyes for me, playing along, because Harley
was, by nature, a little uptight. "He wants to be a farmer," she said, her voice dead-pan.
"No shit," I said.
"I come from farmland," Harley said, "and I'm gonna die on farmland."
Really, it wasn't such a bad idea. Fresh air. Animals. Wooden fences and a wide,
open sky. I wished then I had been a little more uptight way back when I came down
here. And I wished I had a farm to go to tonight.
"Well," I say, because the table had grown quiet, "why the hell have you come to
New Orleans?"

A few weeks later Harley found himself employed.
"Washing dishes," Alex said with a smirk. "I don't think he likes it here very
much."
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We were walking through the Quarter after work, neither of us ready to go home
yet. She stopped, unbuttoned her white blouse and peeled it off. Her hair was a little
greasy, the usually soft waves in it a little sharper. When we continued, I noticed how her
breasts jostled fieely beneath her small white tee-shirt.
"How about you?" I said. "Do you like it?"
"I think I like it," she said, smiling at me.
We strolled with beers to the river. I told her stories about the French Quarter, like
the time it flooded and the people clung to debris or paddled by in fishing boats,
whacking all the rats swimming for safety with pipes or broken branches, drowning them.
It sounded like some strange fairy tale. I told her about my downstairs neighbor, Willie,
an old black man who knew every dishwasher, street-cleaner, hotel porter and doorman
there was to know in the Quarter. He showed me how to strut like him when I walked,
said it would keep away people up to no good. I tried showing her how to strut, and she
took to it well, though she couldn't do it without laughing. But even Willie had been
mugged once or twice. They took his wallet and his shoes. I told her about the woman
who, when I first came to the city, had passed out in the street one night, the passing cars
missing her by inches, and how I stood by her, protecting her, but I couldn't touch her,
couldn't take her arm to shake her awake. There was something sickening about the
thought of it.
We cut through Jackson Square. Alex was less intrigued by all the goings on; not
bored, just at ease. At dark, when all the performers and artists had gone home, and the
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tourists were crowding into an unstable epicenter on Bourbon Street, the square grew
littered with bodies+f

homeless, of punks and runaways, their heads on their packs.

Alex's eyes grew alert as we passed, and she stayed quiet for long time after.
"You want to go home?" I said. I didn't want to go home. The streets were hot
and wet, almost sticky, as if glazed with honey. I wanted to spend all night walking with
her on those streets, walking with Alexandra until we saw pyramids, like colossal
croquembouche soaring into the sky.

"I should," she said. "Harley's probably done working."

I felt it again-jilted.
"YOUwant to go to a party?"
"A raffle party?" she said, raising an eyebrow.
There were about ten people at Robbie's, colored in tattoos, their faces
glimmering with rings and barbells, their heads shaved or dyed or up in a Mohawk. I
knew most of them and took their jibes at my sudden appearance after so long with ease.
"Here she is," said Robbie, seeing Alex. "Where's tattoo-boy?" Before she could
answer he had her bare arm clasped in his. "Look at this nice fresh piece of meat. I've got
my instruments," he said in an overly seductive tone. "I've got my inks. What do you
say?"
I took her away from him, laughing, and even as I got her a drink and introduced
her around, I regretted the party, and felt as though I'd be carrying her home that night. I
tried to relax. So what, I thought. Let the girl have fun for a night.
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She started to mingle. The air was heavy with smoke and it reminded me of the
bakery, of seeing everything moving behind a fog of flour. Every time I brought my
whisky to my lips I could smell the anise on my hands. Someone belched. Two guys
grappled with each other, ran into a table and sent empty cans rattling to the floor. The
whisky was getting too sweet, and I could almost feel that bakery taste seep up in the
back of my mouth. But Alex looked good across the room, the smoke filtering into her
clothes and hair, the heat polishing her complexion with a sheen of sweat and oil. A
couple of crusty-faced guys had crowded around her.
"Eat shit!" she yelled at one of them, but then laughed.
A girl I had dated years ago, Joanne, grabbed my arm.
She talked in my ear, caught me up on years I didn't mind having missed, but I
kept my eyes on Alex. She was taking a joint from Robbie's hand. Jo kept talking, and I
was feeling drunk, and Alex was coughing now, smoke hanging about her head.
Jo pulled at my arm. I followed her into a bedroom. When I shut the door she
already had her skirt hitched up and her stockings down. It was quick, and I stared the
whole time at a place on the wall where a long triangle of plaster had cracked off. She got
a needle out of the dresser drawer; when I looked again she was holding a spoon above
her lighter. A thin twirl of smoke lifted from the spoon as the substance in it began to
boil.
"C'mon," she said, patting the bed next to her like she would for a dog.
I looked at it for a second.
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"Ugh-uh," I said. I got up and slipped out of the room and back into the party,
thinking the rest of the night about that second.

Alex draped herself into my arms as we walked home. She was babbling,
"Harley is gonna kill me."
Remnants of the night clung to us. I was sure her ears would ring with it in the
morning. In front of her building I looked at her, the girl who once laughed like a child at
the break-dancers with the squirt guns and the mimes walking against the wind. She
kissed me. I had seen it coming-the

shape of her lips, the slow approach of her face. I

wanted it, and I knew it in less than a second. Her lips felt bigger than they looked. I felt
the glide of her tongue in the corner of my mouth, felt the warm, smoky breath from lzer
nose. Her hair smelled like salt and street, but she tasted like caramelized sugar, and she
pulled away just as it became too sweet.

It was officially Christmas rush. C h s t m a s at a bakery was a flurry, a blinding
snowstorm, except without the snow. The temperature was actually rising day by day. By
noon it was ninety-three degrees, and the kitchen was a furnace. When the breeze from
the oscillating fans touched us, we paused, took it in like water. Alex was too busy up
front to visit. I could see white caps scurrying back and forth above the kitchen doors; I
knew the crooked one was hers. I was assembling yule logs-long,

layered cakes with

various liquored fillings, frosted to look like barky trunks, dusted with powdered sugar to
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resemble snow, and finally adorned with miniature plastic Christmas trees, Santa Clauses,
and reindeer. I must have made a hundred in the past week. We began putting in ten,
twelve hour shifts. Yule logs, one after another, watching as the icing melted and the
plastic decorations slid off.
Geraldine was in a rage, biting off the head of anyone who spoke to her. Louis
worked alone behind a sheet of rippling heat, his eyes orange and glazed with the fire.
Even the Chinese family, slicing h i t and thumbing dough into tart-shell pans, couldn't
avoid wiping their brows now and then with a damp cloth. The fire of the ovens
shimmered on Earl's ebony skin, but somehow he sweat in a dignified way. Cathy threw
temper-tantrums, and Geraldine's had a limp in her step, but Jean-Luc strolled about
happily, over-seeing the entire operation, making corrective comments like, "Don't stirwhisk! Whisk!Get the air into it!" and attracting looks, as if from scurvy-sick sailors
conspiring for a mutiny.

I saw the crooked cap go by, and I smiled.
"When will it end?" she asked me on a smoke break.

I told her there was a lull after Christmas and a small resurgence of work for New
Years. Mardi Gras after that. We talked about work. We talked about the weather.
Neither of us had mentioned that kiss, though. I held out a slice of pound-cake and she
said, "Ugh," and waved it away. Yeah, I told her. That happens, and tossed the slice onto
the ground where the roaches would make it an evening feast.

I didn't see much of Harley. The week before Christmas he came out for a drink
with us. He had gotten the tattoo and the shitty job. He'd probably gotten drunk too many
times. When he got into the fight at the bar, it was as though he were testing the waters of
this city one last time.
A man had cut in front of him at the bar. He was getting his fifth drink.
It was probably me he wanted to lob in the face. He didn't like how much Alex
was drinking, and now smoking, but what else did he know?
On the day before Christmas Eve, Alex told me Harley bought a Greyhound ticket
and was leaving New Orleans the next day. For his farm, I thought. I imagined her going
with him, both of them on that long bus-ride up north, up to Wisconsin. The loblolly
pines and cypresses whisking by the window would gradually become sugar maples and
oaks. The land would stretch, freeze, and whiten with snow-real

snow, not powdered

sugar. Her family would pick her up at the station in Portland, and on the drive back
home she'd see her old school, a friend's house, the YMCA where she taught-she'd
almost smell the chlorine in the air. She'd want to take a swim.
"Are you going to go with him?"
She looked across the parking lot, blew smoke from her nose like a pro. I felt like
she was waiting for me to ask her to stay. I wanted to tell her to buy that ticket. But all I
said was,

"Mardi Gras is coming up."

Harley left the next day, on Christmas Eve, while she was at work. She stayed in
the front, wouldn't join me for a smoke break, wouldn't even look at me. I hardly had
time to think of it, though. By the end of that day my body ached. The kitchen was in
disarray, and nobody seemed to be able to walk straight. Even the counter-girls' aprons
were dirty, their faces streaked with cinnamon. The flour bins were empty. The frosting
buckets were scraped clean. The cake pans were scorched, the paring knives bent and
blunted. At the bottom of the liquor tubs was only the mush of cake crumbs and a few
stray brush-bristles.
Earl shut down the ovens, and the place filled wi.th an eerie silence without the
hum of the ventilation fans.
Jean-Luc sat at a free table. Before him spread a banquet-a

turkey he had

boasted of marinating for three months, breads and potatoes and wine.
"Have some food!" Jean-Luc boomed, his mouth crammed.

I saw Alex behind him by the kitchen doors. She pulled off her white cap and
looked at me. She really looked like a beggar this time.

I put my arm around her-high

up on her shoulders, the way her father might do,

and we walked to her apartment. I hadn't been back since the day I dropped off her
application, but I remembered the gate. She looked up at the building and said,

"I can't go in there."
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I could show her where the Greyhound station is, I thought, she might still catch a
bus. But I brought her to my apartment instead and poured her a glass of whisky.
She sat on the couch crying for some time, wiping her nose against her knees.
And then, all at once, she was finished crying. I sat down next to her.
"You smell like a cookie," she said, then laughed.
"So do you," I said.
Her hair was a mess, her face tired, nails dirty.
"Let's not go back," she said. "To the bakery, I mean."
I watched her eyes. They were red, but steady. "Okay."
She took me to my bedroom and I undressed her. We made love in the sunlight
and I imagined the bus had left by now. I smelled the anise and almonds in her hair, and
as my body pressed into her curves I dreamt we had gone back to the bakery where it was
finally empty and still. In that dream I laid her naked across one of the tables, dusted her
body with powdered sugar and cinnamon, soaked her hair in rum, smeared her feat with
honey and took it all off with a kiss.
I felt her hand slip into mine. It felt nice, even though our fingers were warm and
wet. I thought of how much sugary grime crusted the grooves of my handprints, but it
didn't matter; she was like me now, as dirty and as sweet.
We went to the river that evening where Old Algiers glowed on the horizon. We
took the ferry across, floating on the whim of the current. She leaned on the railing, her
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hair lifting and falling, and the fading haze of purple from New Orleans washed over her
face.

Destripado

The line of light between the door and frame fills inch by inch with his dark
figure. A thousand teeth, porcupine quills sticking from his head. Bare wet feet slapping
on the linoleum. Bernardo watches from his bed, holds his breath and grips the paper-thin
sheets. Then the line of light is empty. He hears the body outside his room slide down the
wall, crouching by the door to wait for him. The breeze through the window is hot. The
cicada-bugs have gone to sleep and the crickets have just begun. Bernardo keeps still,
pretends to sleep. Sefior doesn't care for a child who's asleep. When you sleep you're just
a body. Bernardo is always too quick for him-he

blinks and it's morning again. But now

he can't sleep, and he can hear Sefior's toenails curling on the floor.

He sees her in the video store, this girl, Lyonette, whose name he can't
pronounce. They recognize each other from a class-a

chemistry lab at the college a year

back that Bernardo had barely passed. He knew he was not the best lab partner she
could've been paired with, but he had at least kept her amused with jokes. No good at
science, he had thought, not much better at university in general. Grades slipping further,
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his chance at law school-his

Uncle's dream-vanishing,

and the expense of living in

that Rodger's Park apartment and away from family becoming too much. More hours at
the restaurant had looked so attractive, and now there were hardly enough hours in the
day to stay afloat. Bernardo dropped out midway through the next semester.
He had watched her perform the experiments, sometimes writing down the results
as she dictated, and all the while she laughed, and little glass tubes of mercury or bromine
trembled in her hands.

The back of her head presses into the pillow and the two simple braids in her hair
have already begun to come apart. The muscles in her face strain; her teeth clench,
release, clench. Her breath comes heavy and stuttered, laced with plaintive little noises.
All her body sheds a sheen of sweat. Bernardo's fingers burrow and burn behind her head
while the wires of muscle in her neck pulse below his thumbs.

There is something above him when he awakes, a thing black and smiling, and
tickling his chest with sharp nails. And then it's gone. He blinks the sleep from his eyes.
His mouth is dry and foul, his water cup empty. Pirro, the red-headed marionette, dangles
from a nail with .the shadows against the wall. Pirro never comes down to help. He hasn't
got anything to worry about. He's all wood, and Bernardo's never heard of Seiior D.
eating a wooden doll.
Liquored low voices of men come from the comer.

"It went in there, in that kid's window," says one.
"Through the window?" says another.
He looks to the window. Forgot to shut it and now it's too late.
"I saw it myself."
"Poor kid. But still, better him, eh?"
Then, against the planks below his bed, a piercing hammer-crack screams through
the springs of the mattress and rings in his head. His heart stops.

She speaks first, tells him too eagerly that she is house-sitting (just down the
block) and collecting videos for a long, dull night ahead, alone in that large lakeside
home, with that insufferable dog that's sheer bulk and bark, who on the beach that
afternoon had pulled her stumbling into the water to chase a gull. What should I rent,
Bernardo? What's funny? I want something funny-you

're funny. They scan the rows

and nothing is in order, but it's nice to have these pauses. They are necessary and
comfortable silences he uses to feel her out, to get a sense of what she wants, of where
this can lead. Every tattered video box he selects sparks a new conversation. This one, he
says, this one is scary.
Can't have scary!-pinching
Something forgettable.

his arm-All

alone, remember? I want funny.
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Auntie Sofia tugs Bernardo through small crowds of people, her grip like iron
around his wrist. A train thunders by the elevated platform down the block. He is a boy
who cannot imagine where the trains go, or how anyone remembers where the streets end
and begin. He meets Hector-kste

es tu Tio Hector-who

speaks a kind of Spanish he is

unused to. He loves climbing the steps to their third-story apartment and looking down
from his window at the people passing through the alley. He is thrilled every time that, in
snow and hellfire fury, a train blazes by the back porch, almost close enough to touch. He
waves to the people on the train, a blur of strange bundled people, their faces obscured,
but it's always too fast to see if anyone waves back. In Chicago he is on vacation. Just a
few weeks, Nardo-boy. Sofia and Hector begin speaking in English to him. Then, he is in
a school. And when the weather is nicer, on a soccer team.

He awakes with a start. Her body is pressed like a sticky spoon within his. Strands
of her vanilla-scented hair trail over his face. He peels his body away from hers, sits
sweaty on the edge of the bed. His mouth is caked and dry, his chest jittery, frantic still
from a nightmare-there

were people around a table+f

which he remembers little but

the whirling sensation of taking sharp, blind turns in the darkness, and blunt elbows in his
ribs.

Cikrre 10s ojos, Bernardo, but he cannot sleep.
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The fingers around his face dangle listlessly like day-old streamers. He rolls
carefully from her limp embrace, closes his eyes, lies still, breathes carefully, commands
himself: sleep.
If you don't, Sefior will come.
Sefior Destripado, says Papa, who has no skin. Who wears rags and gauze, soaked
through with blood. That's why he comes after little boys and girls who don't sleep at
night-thinks

he can take their skin and use it for himself. Wants to wear the skin, but his

teeth and nails are so long and sharp that when he peels it off it gets tom all to shreds, and
he's left with ribbons, like strips of raw bacon. He wraps these around his arms and legs,
drapes them over his shoulders, but they always rot and fall off. Sometimes he just eats it
all, hoping it will grow on him from the inside. He is a poor, stupid creature, Nardo. The
space where his brain used to be is full of extra teeth, so when he breaks one-snapanother comes sliding down.

In his parents' room-just

his father's, now-Papa

comes uneasily from sleep. He

shakes his face, all flab and prickles, and his head jerks, his face grimaces. He moans.
"Sefior's under my bed," Bemardo whispers. "He was in the hall, but then he left
and got in through the window."
His father's face comes slowly into the night. He blinks awake, gazes toward his
own window, or beyond it maybe, seeing only his dreams creep out. His eyes grow big
and he stares at his son; his brows worry up and all the lines on his forehead grow deeper
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and darker. His mouth comes alive, his teeth gnash. His face shines yellow and wet in the
light of the alley. When he speaks his voice is hoarse and full of hallucinations.
"Did he.. . Did he look hungry?"
Later, his bedside lamp aglow, he takes the boy's arm to see where he was
scratched and bruised, where Sefior had tried ripping off his skin as he flew fiom the
room. Bernardo watches the little bugs in the air swirl above the lamp. Aie-aie-aie, Papa
grumbles, taking his arm in his thick dark fist, and Si-si-si, he wheezes, pouring on it
something yellow, sweet and stinging fiom a body-warmed bottle. Papa brings the bottle
to his lips and gulps, emptying it.

Her body moves closer to his as she scans the titles left to right. Bemardo-braveas-the-bear, Mama used to say-stands

motionless, pretending to read the back of a

movie box as her right buttock bumps his thigh. You should see the television they have,
she says, looking up for a moment at Bernardo, this boy with the face of a Mayan-a
thick, solid face, like skin across limestone. This shy boy---or good at being shy-and

his

long thick waves of black hair. This one, he says, This one is funny. My favorite. She's
delighted, takes the box greedily and smiles at it-then,

a ripple across her face: Oh, you

weren't going to rent it, were you? They leave the store together and walk to the lakeside
house she is sitting. What was your name again? She tells him. On the tip of my tongue,
he says, but he doesn't dare repeat it, still unsure if he can pronounce it. After a block
they turn the comer; at the foot of this street, beyond the coarse beach, the lake howls.

Mama sold skin cream to the tourists along the beach: make your face look ten
years younger. Protect your skin from the sun, from Tonatiuh and Nanahuatzin. Twohundred-year-old, authentic family formula. Mama sold skin cream in short glass jars, a
hand-written label on the lids: Ungiiento del Molusco, the ointment of mollusk shells,
apply in a spiral motion. And after she was gone the blood beneath Papa's face like
mustard and olive guache gumming together, and the leftover jars piling high and dry and
crusting, and Papa in the bathroom slopping the salve upon his face-two
blinking black-and

gaping holes

helically over his hairy chest for hours. A gradual change: from sun-

stricken skin, parched lips and crow's feet, to pearly cheeks and silken smiles. Papa long
dead, dying from the inside as a monster grew out; Seiior Varos, Papa-Loco, part man,
part demon; a drinker, a grieving fisherman with hands of thick hide and a face that only
grew more jaundiced and jagged even with all the nautilus cream Mama had left.

On the couch they move closer together at opportune moments: a particularly
funny bit in the movie and a shudder of laughter-he
laughter now-affords

remembers her warm, rolling

a slouch, a shift of the legs, a wandering elbow. The television

glows in her smile, deepens her dimples. Then the movie is over-stretch,

straighten,

blink, refill the glasses with wine stolen from the pantry, no doubt too good for their
palate. Breathe in the scent of that thick auburn hair, let your hand glide down that slope
from shoulder to hip and gather her up; careful with the other, groping lightly somewhere
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between her lap and navel. Fingers find the patches of skin where her shirt rises off her
hips, those fleshy jaunty juts. There, find the trail of her spine, keep them there so they
don't move too quickly astray while her little wisps of hot breath, wine and waxy lipgloss, play upon your neck, your chin, your lips. Let her kiss your grinning teeth as her
ice-cream fingers find your ribs, soft and wandering, then decidedly eager, nails
scratching as your shirt lifts off.

Bernardo sits up in the bed. Lyonette lies motionless on her stomach, face turned
away, beside him. The glaucous sheets ripple and lap curvaceous shores. They pool in the
small of her back, rise and sweep gently down the slope of her buttocks where two
tributaries are formed by her legs, two rivulets running into the mauve mountain of
blankets at the bed's end. Back into sleep, half-sleep, flowing thoughtless thought,
sensations in a tumbling mind without stimuli or memory of their cause. Muscles flexing
in her neck under his thumbs, deep hollowed clavicles filling deep with deep red hair so
deep into night into sleep, in and out again, clenching, releasing, clenching, a pattern of
her breath in his ear, the bobble of her breasts under his hands. A brilliant thought-no,
lost it. But here it comes again-catch

it this time as it roars by-the

sound of her

hmmmmmms thundering and receding through a slideshow in fast-forward, like shuffling
cards and magic tricks. Oh Dios, the salty, seaside smell of her shoulders and the sandy
slope of her back, and a noise somewhere, a rubbing churning chafing, nails curling on
linoleum, under above him, no, outside, the tree, that damned tree against the window.
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Ripping holes in skin, stripping, tearing into the side of the boat, sinking, filling with
water, a great wave and still thirsty. The sound of rickety springs, the slush of mud, a
weight turning over onto him, smelling of sage and ginger, of pulpy conch shell; and the
red hrnace dumping hot coals and the sparks sallying like firebugs into the-and
white flash-lightning

a great

outside, the silhouette of the maple in the window. Lyonette, the

little lion, hunched on her elbow and pawing him gently. The marbled light of a grin on
her face.

Closer to the train platform now, Bernardo makes out between the shuffling legs
an old man who looks like his grandfather. He is making a ragged marionette dance next
to an upside down baseball hat. When they get close enough, Bernardo pulls at Sofia's
grip and makes her stop. He watches mesmerized as the puppet dances for him. Like slow
gray thunder, a train grumbles into the station and Sofia-iaprisa!-yanks

his arm,

nearly lifting him off his feet.

She is capricious, he thinks, like a connoisseur of foods. Tonight she wants
Mexican-make

it spicy, he imagines she'd say in a bar with girlfhends. And as she runs

her nose up his chest she must smell the food on his clothes from the kitchen he works in
all day. This he does not like, and tries to strip off his outer shirt from under her body.
But he's happy to be her exotic little sizzle in the pan, a story she can tell her girlhends
tomorrow evening. In fact, it excites him, and he thinks he'll quietly smile tonight under
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the spider-webbed lamps on the elevated train platforms, tonight after she says he'd better
leave now and doesn't ask for his phone number. He'll ruin her. He'll love her so
intensely, be so tenderly vicious in the swing of his hips, so savagely refined with his
hands that she'll never forget. She'll spend nights circling round an incessant, nagging
doubt at all those other nights she remembers. He'll love her like they are animals, yet
adore her like a goddess-and

she'll never lay with another man without a piercing regret

that it's not him.
But look how she fumbles with the corkscrew, now clamping the bottle between
her thighs and straining with kitten growls, yanking out the cork-a
anyway. Then she notices him in the doorway watching-"Oh!"-and

jagged piece of it,
a little leap back

but recovering smoothly with an alluring half-smile. She leans into the counter, tilts her
head back and lets the soft light of her neck glow, the bottle and screw lolling close to her
body like strange fruit to be plucked.

Chicago is very different from La Paz City. The plane he rode with Tia-his
and only-was

first

like a giant, flying house. He remembers the snow, too, along the runway

when they landed, and on the roofs of all the clustered buildings below those black, fast,
wet highways. He had met her a few times before, but those were long-ago memoriesPapa's sister in for holiday, Tia Sofia: Armando, stop telling him those stupid stories!
Back from the piers, from the yachts and the rickety rowboats, two fish he had
caught wrapped in newspaper, and there she is in the house, fighting with Papa, raging
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rosy-red and black-eyed, moving about the living room like an animal hunting, exploding
piles from the floor, her flabby arms flailing, then springing to the windows and tearing
open the blinds in a torrent of dust and dead sand flies.
Sofia doesn't stop to say hello to Bernardo; Armando stands idle, his face
petrified, his eyes sparkling bright within his sunken face. Bernardo takes down the
marionette from the nail on the wall in his room. He rushes out to Sofia and begins
making the doll dance and prance clumsily about. Look, look, Auntie! Look, look! She
stares down as if just noticing him, bursts into tears, lunges at his arm and grabs his wrist.
Papa makes no move to help him. He tries to wrestle free but it's useless. Her grip is like
iron. She kneels, grapples with his sleeve and shows Papa all the scratches and bruises,
whirls him around like a doll to inspect purple welts and scabs on his back and legs, then
envelops him in her arms and rains a torrent of kisses on his head.
Monstruos! Bernardo wants to yell. SeAor Destripado!

A small constellation of light freckles stretches softly upon a white night, just
above the protrusion of her left hip. Bernardo studies them, and for a moment they make
a sailboat; then a little boy's face; then the body of a cat, arched. The wind swooshes the
leaves, and the branches of a young maple growing too close to the house rub the far
window with sleepy groans. A balmy night on the Bahia de la Paz, and warm salty
currents emitting from her legs. Cikrre 10s ojos, Bernardo, and dream.
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Bernardo grows sluggishly aware of a commotion outside. Half asleep he listens,
flat on his back in the bed-the

yowl and yip of an animal quickens his heart and flares

open his eyes. His body stiffens, seems to hover above the mattress, and for a moment the
room is as dark as-some

story he remembers-inside

a whale's stomach. When he can

see her, the girl beside him remains motionless, a bar of muted light bending around her
fair arm. The animal outside growls and snaps, the sounds winding in through the yard
from a hidden alley behind the house, then the tinny crash of garbage cans and muffled
glass, the grind of pebbles and asphalt under a shoe and the gravelly grunts of a man. The
man's intermittent hollers and laughs come distantly one moment, receding down the
alley toward the lake, then suddenly close, below the window in the yard. He sings over
and over a verse to a song Bernardo thinks he has heard somewhere before-go
and dream, wake up under angels ' wings-and

to sleep

the animal's whiny rejoinder is like rusty

bicycle pedals.

Her light, lissome arms raise above her head, his fingers grazing all her ticklish
spots as he pulls up the fabric, but he can't take his lips away long enough to finish the
chore. The dog, head dolefully resting on paws, murmurs a sigh from a distant corner.
She reaches for her bra-no,

let me! I can do it with one hand. She smirks, springs to her

feet pulling him up, looking like the messy array of articles hanging from back-of-thedoor bathroom hooks. Follow me--devilish eyes-weave
where are those damn stairs?-scurry

through the house after her-

up the wooden steps (thump-THUMPthump-
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THUMP) like excited children. Her round rump dances inches from his eyes and he can't

stand it any longer and he grabs the back pockets of her jeans and pulls her down, arced
spine and squealing, under his weight. Slide down a few steps together, slither up again.
Bare knees pressed into the stairs, a slender hand grips him like an impersonal doctor and
issues a command through giggles. Growl instead, claw for the buttons on her jeans, get
this goddamned shirt out of the way, send the bra down the banister into oblivion. She
gets away and he scrambles after-snatches

the cuffs of her jeans-she

pulls out of them,

white cotton underwear sliding down on one cheek, socks sloppily dangling from her
toes.

"Papa!" he yells each night when he see el monstruo.
Lots of kids don't come back to school after the summer. Andeana and Antonio,
Juanita and Constantino. Mateo was in his class. Seiior D. got him and tore off his skin
and swallowed it whole. His family bandaged him up good so his organs wouldn't fall
out, but it didn't help and he died in Saint Ignacio's hospital. He hasn't been back to
school this year-Bernardo's

fnends must think Seiior got him, too! Papa used to come,

but now he has to run to Papa's room. And sometimes even then his door is blocked with
the dresser and he can't get in and Bernardo pounds and screams for him. When he does
get in he doesn't ask Papa to scare Seiior away anymore. Papa is too scared now, as
scared as he. Papa's skin is yellow and his face has a beard now and sometimes it moves
with tiny bugs. He just lies curled under his covers saying, "Oh, Dios.. . Oh Dios.. ."

He had always imagined it was a pleasant hospital to which his father had been
taken. With warm meals, a rose arbor and a pond, and nurses who were pretty and young,
or at least plump and motherly. But then one day, coming back from a movie in the city
with old neighborhood friends, back to his aunt and uncle's new house in Oak Brook on
the green-glassed, gliding Metra trains, it doesn't seem so. A wishful belief, clingy like
child-hands, and a queer sense of shame knowing now that he had probably known for
many years that it could never have been that way.

She wants to play. Bellows his name from downstairs: Beerr-naarr-dooo.
He creeps down the stairs, hears her nimble feet, follows the scampering shadows
into the kitchen. He peers round into the breakfast room, down the back hall and into a
small pantry-like place with a wind-rattled door. A sharp knock from the dining room
plucks a wiry nerve and he grins, stalks up to the threshold and pounces into the room,
but he catches nothing except the creamy trail of an escaping leg, heading for the living
room or the stairs, or circling round to the kitchen again. Bernardo tries the latter, peers
around the mammoth black oven. Not here-to

the living room, then; a swift jaunt

through the kitchen, turn the corner and they collide, shriek, grab at each other's ribs. The
girl doubles over laughing, leaps closer and plants a kiss on his face. Her slinky
undershirt whisks through Bernardo's fingers as she dances away into the living room,
her grinning eyes daring him to follow.

He lies next to Lyonette, the girl whose name he could never pronounce. She is
asleep. Her thick, wiry hair blood red and salty with sweat. The rise and fall of her
smallish breasts. Her Irish-white skin. Perfect skin, flawless and silky. She has not asked
him to leave, and he thinks perhaps he should go on his own. He wonders whether she'll
have bruises from him in the morning. The branches of the maple which had only an hour
ago moaned so rapturously against the window now sound like vague wolf-cries. Julian
-the

Saint Bernard-watches

him curiously from the frame of the bedroom door as he

draws up his boxers.
"Hmmm," say the shadows behind him. Then a raspy voice, "Are you going?"
"No.. ." he mumbles without turning. "Tan solo vine por un vaso de agua."
". .. What?"

"Some water," he says. "I'm thirsty."
"Hmm, me too, baby. Bring some up?"
"Si."

Bernardo descends the stairs sleepily, trying to recall where the kitchen is in this
large lakeside house. Midway down, his body jerks awake-a
clicking, a scratching cough-a

noise from somewhere, a

darting shift in the darkness below. Continue down, it

was nothing. La noche estd topando, Mama used to say, just the night bumping around,
trying to fill up all the corners.
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In the living room on the mantel he scans framed photos of a family he's never
seen, each colored in nondescript hues of streetlight and shade. He navigates the house,
from the dining room to the study to the nocturnal sunroom. There are moments passing
between one room to the next when he feels lost, so he imagines that the house belongs to
him. Not as though on paper, but as a ghost owns its haunt. Come morning he'll be able
to glide blindfolded from the crawlspace in the attic to the boiler in the basement.

He is drinking water by the sink-two

porcelain pools of moonlight-when

he

imagines Lyonette awaking with a start, the reverberation of a crashing dream still
sounding in the night of a room she doesn't immediately recognize. The sheets are
pleasant, though, like a damp cocoon, and her body feels warmed through from the
inside. A cool air brushes her bare back and she glances over her shoulder to find only
empty space, rumpled sheets.
"Bernardo?" she hears her raspy voice call.

A jarring thump downstairs-a

bare-foot slap upon the hardwood floors-but

the

sound suddenly has no face, nothing on which she can latch her mind's eye. A gentle
terror flickers to life with her heart.

Off the kitchen a small room, shelves along the wall piled high with bottles and
books, earthy-smelling floor and the wind rattling the door to the backyard. Like Mama's
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little workroom on the side of the house in La Paz, where she blended each night the
ingredients of her skin cream.
An opened window, a scent like snails and kelp wafting from the sun-baked piers.
Bernardo shivers, closes the window and walks back into the kitchen. Destripado, head
full of teeth, is hunched at a table in the center of the room.

Wraithlike hands clutch his ankles, claws up his calves. He cries out, leaps away
and sees her crouched behind a sofa laughing. He scurries down to her, his heart a
moment behind, grabs at the strings around her underwear. You're horrible at this! she
laughs, pulls away and darts back into the foyer. Come find me, she calls-thumpTHUMP-up

the stairs.

SeAor sits at the table, fumbling with something in his lap, brings a palsied hand
to his face, then down again into his lap. Loose and bloodied bandages drape his torso
like a poncho. It's been many years. He seems unaware, or unmoved by Bernardo's
breathless presence behind him. Bernardo edges along the countertop, sees between
Seiior's legs a short glass jar. Mama's Unguento is speckled about the table and floor,
caked upon Sefior's arms and face. His head begins to turn toward Bernardo but stops
short, as if dismissing a faint noise outside. His hand raises again, feebly smearing the
cream across a cheek.
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Then, the chair at the table is empty. A bumpy night; so late, he realizes, that it's
probably the bumpy-thumpy darkness slinking out from the corners in retreat of the
coming dawn, seeping through cracks in the floorboards, dripping into the basement;
hiding in dusty closets and the shadows of table-legs. But the chair is drawn away from
the table; but his skin sweats and squirms so; but it's still too dark for morning.

"Papa!" he used to call.
No answer.
Mama came, though, when she was alive. Died of cancer, or so said Tia. Mama
wakes up if her boy even thinks her name. When he opens his eyes and sees SeAor,
smiling and swaying above him, and tickling his chest with razor nails, she comes. When
he screams and recoils, crashes off the bed, lashes out with his arms. When he's pressed
between the wall and the mattress -and

those wormy arms extending over the bed, that

rank and wicked body, lurching, puffing up, and those claws still on his chest, ready to
strip off his skin as if he were a moldering plum. She'd come every time, and every time
she'd come her big warm arms would muffle his cries, and her glossy nightgown would
press into his cheek, and he'd smell her sweet motherly smells.
Bernardo wants to hide, wants to run, wants to scream for the sun to blaze alive
and shear the night and tear away the roof and make him and everything dust. Until he
remembers the girl upstairs.
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He chases up the stairs after her and, midway up, through the ghostly spokes on
the banister, sees her white feet skitter into the first room. He clamors past this roomWhere are you, mipeque50 lebn? he calls, Are you in the bedroom?-then

creeps back

softly to the first room and waits. He hears her moving around, growing impatient,
coming to the door-

Sorpresa! he roars. She screams, throws out her hands, laughs,

grabs at his arms and pulls close, ear-nips and rapid breaths. Her body quivers and titters
against his and she can't stop grinning through her kisses. She growls: come follow me.

Madre del Dios, she is on him, swaying, baying, bending back and bowing low to
let him feed. Bernardo! She moves like a bell-buoy, but she is the sea, too, a bellydancing bay sending up spindrift and cyclones. She looks different, something wild and
determined in her eyes now, and in the way her teeth nip at her bottom lip, and her
fingers dig into his chest. Bernardo's vision explodes with sunspots, his organs ring
through with a fever pitch and churn in his guts. Then she comes down like a great sail
deflated of all its billowing current, crashes down, rigging and whiplash hair, to smother
him beneath. For a panting, delirious moment her skin and his melts together into a
syrupy scotch. And then it's over. They are themselves once more, pin-prick sticky and
chafing skin, heavy and breathless.

Breathe, calm yourself. He tips the glass of water back to collect a rivulet of icy
moisture. She's asleep, she's safe. Go to her, protect her, keep her asleep. Seiior doesn't
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care for a child who's asleep. Smell her on your skin, remember how she felt in your
arms, how her dark curls tickled your nose, how she tasted when you bit her, and the way
she looked at you so hungrily when you dragged your nails along the bend of her back.
You love her, suddenly and fiercely, like nothing else.
Bernardo exhales, hears his name sung out timorously upstairs and takes a single,
stumbling step.

Someone or something is walking around downstairs; she can't deny it, can't
seduce herself to sleep again, no, not after that definitive, unmistakable, unshakable
sound. A sound she prays will not sound again, prays will explain itself away-just

the

dog, that's all, though the dog is curled up useless in the comer. She's thinking, trying
fi-antically to fill in the blank: what makes a noise like that? But it just stays a blank, a
horrible, wide and empty, blacker than night blank until he's standing at the threshold in
heavy gray bandages. Sorpresa! He comes closer so she can see his face-thick,

high

cheekbones and square jaw, golden skin. It's only me, mi gatita, mi amor. He moves
close and, underneath the bandages-just

a woolen gray poncho now-feels

her

squirming nakedness slither and pull softly along his own skin. Her breasts trail lightly,
like fingertips, up his legs and within the hollow of his hips, her kisses hot upon his
abdomen. She is a shifting lump under the poncho, a bulbous growth traveling under his
skin, crawling higher with spindly fingers. Face poking through the poncho's neck, he
tastes her lips and there's an acridness like blood. A pulse of fear through him like a
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weightless plummet. She is laughing, her eyes replaced by reflective black sunglasses,
and on her head an oversized sombrero. In the glasses he sees his face-a
dirty, intermeshed quills-and

long set of

tries pulling away, but they share the same skin now and

crash off the bed as one.

Move silently through the kitchen, into the foyer where the staircase looms and
the cherry-wood banister ascends into the dark. He hears a feeble rasp fkom the landingthe great pain of walking without soles and skin, Papa had said, like stepping on nails,
Nardo, or broken glass. He begins to climb the stairs, feeling under his own feet the
sticky pools left behind.

Lyonette hears a creak from the stairs. She calls out to the approaching feet, the
faint and gruff breaths of a man"Bernardo. . ."
No answer.
Her body floods with fiery adrenaline. The sounds continue, slow, heavy moans,
the groans of old wooden stairs, and then-bbBemardo!"-the

blunt thump of bare heels

on the landing. It falls quiet now but she knows that the man, the burglar the rapist .the
killer the monster is still approaching. The phone-line is cut, the gun is out of bullets and
the lights are dead but for the streaks of it that split the sky. How many seconds before he
materializes at the door? She begins to count but at three forgets how-she

should move
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she should run she should scream!-but
is that damned dog!-and

the downy bed holds her like quicksand-where

she can't move.

Bernardo awakes with a start-people

are laughing and talking in the living room.

He looks to the wall above him but Pirro is not there, just a nail holding up a square of
streetlight. He opens his door and, squinty-eyed, sees there is a small party around the
table. Both Mama and Papa are there, and Seiior and Pirro, too, and a pretty girl with
dark, red hair who he's never seen. There are cards and stubbed out cigars and bottles of
gold laying about the table, and jars of Mama's skin ointment, and everyone at the table
is laughing and singing and rubbing the cream along their shoulders and necks.
The boy crouches low but they see him, and Papa calls him over with drunken
laughter, his fleshy arms open. Nardo-boy, he booms, aqui, aqui, come here!
Ensamblenos! And Mama is drawing him near, cooing and wooing him with her eyes, a
dollop of cream on her finger for him. But Seiior! he wants to scream-Seiior

sitting

quiet, almost shy, and Pirro lighting his cigar, cackling and coughing, and the pretty girl
speaking casually to him with thick, rubbery words.
But come, Mama says, rub this on your body-make
smooth-Seiior

your skin stay young and

glancing up, Papa howling with his drink, and the girl lifting off her shirt,

lathering the cream on places that make Bernardo forget everything. Papa nudges Seiior
and winks at the boy: you want nice, healthy skin, don't you, Nardo? And Seiior staring
at him, and messaging in the cream, and the cream turning rusty brown.

Bernardo turns on the landing and sees the figure of Destripado dissolve into the
plushy shadows of the hallway extending before him. He walks down the hall, tightropestraight and slow, wants to call out to her, he loves her, but his eyes cannot blink and his
lips, pressed like two stone slabs together, cannot part.

"Bernardo, is that you?"
Her voice is flighty, a feathery heart in her throat.
He feels her fright seeping through the wood and plaster of the hallway walls as if
it were his own; it smells like root rot, like a brittle old, mite-ridden beard, and pumps in
his chest like a toxic jelly, cycling and recycling, eating whatever it sloshes against.
"Bernardo, don't mess around!" she screams.
And he hears her moving about in the bed, thrashing away from the tangled
sheets. He can't see her, but he can taste the sweat breaking out on her scalp, down her
downy-peach arms and honey-smeared thighs. Such sweet skin, skin he had earlier worn,
limbs slung around him and the curvatures of his body fitting so sleekly, so smoothly in
her own. He savors the feeling, head feverish, eyes afire and barreling through a tunnel.
He feels the terror, ripe and dreamlike, but for once it doesn't belong to him.
Bernardo steps into the doorway, fills the space like a squid's black ink. It's
nearly dawn and the faint blush of morning behind the curtains shows-nothing.

He
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blinks. He scans the room--dresser, window, rumpled bed-no

pretty girl with dark, red

hair.

He thinks it's thunder, but it's too close, exploding star-like in his skull; the closet
doors tear apart like a rupturing fault line, like gates to a place Mama had warned him of,
and Bernardo's blood ignites, detonates, dissipates-sends

him crashing backwards

through a lost and abyssal night.
And Lyonette, the flushed figure rushing down to him with cooing concern, but
for a moment before, towering above, holding her ribs and howling savagely with
laughter.

And now she sleeps. And now he lies awake with wiry exhaustion.
Destripado, too, still and silent, knees against his chest in the comer. The shadows
are slowly leaving, layer by layer, and Seiior should be leaving, too, dissolving with the
night. But he only grows more palpable. Lyonette yawns, rolls close to Bemardo, and her
skin smells of a salty breeze and Mama's Ungiiento. She sighs, settles. Seiior doesn't stir.

Ghosts

One day, during a deep spell of loneliness, when every night as I lay down for bed

I felt as though I were sinking into a coal cellar, and every grey morning on the train to
and from work as though the city were emptier, or filling up with strangers, I decided to
contact a girl I once loved, and who once loved me. We had lived together for two years,
but a sorrow overtook her in the winter and deepened in the spring. In May she smiled at
me as I left for work. I put my hand through her hair, thinking that perhaps her fever had
broken. When I returned home, all her things were gone, and all I had left of her were
traces. By nightfall she was a ghost.
Those first nights after her body left, her ghost was still like flesh, warm
and dewy, with smart fingernails that scratched along my back like the edge of paper, and
hair that tickled my nose and smelled sweet and earthy. In bed I could hear her breathing;
I kept rolling over to find her, but she was always at my back. I'd wake up from a
nightmare that she was having nightmares, and get up to turn out the bathroom light after
her, or refill the water glass she had emptied. Only weeks later did her face grow pallid
and ashen, more ghostlike. As I expected, she faded some in the daylight, but grew more
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illuminated in the night. Even through my eyelids I could see her, a cold and bright figure
moving through the darkness for an extra shirt. I left the place we had shared, rented a
new apartment in the neighborhood just south. But no sooner had I settled in and
experienced some reprieve than I began to see her face and form in most every other
woman my eyes passed. From distances I saw her in wizened Mexican grandmothers-if
their hair was still black-and

in grade-school girls, if they were tall. In crowds

downtown she was a wisp of hair, a slender shoulder, walking too far ahead to reach. On
trains she sat next to the window, always going north when I was southbound, west while
I went east. Up close, I saw her in the flash of any woman's face that turned my way, in
any woman's eyes that darted at mine-I'd

turn my head, or lift my eyes, but always too

late to see her; instead there would be someone else, someone not at all her, someone
repulsed by my stare, or frightened, or intrigued. Even in the arms of other womenthose first few, impermanent flings-I'd

breathe in a familiar scent along the neck, or

catch sight of her in the flicker of an eye. All eyes looked the same when you were too
close to see anything else.
She haunted me for two years. I supposed all along I could have found her-her
body, I mean-but

I never looked. When you are haunted, you do not want to look for

anything; you spend your time trying not to see ghosts, and in that willed blindness
everything else gets obscured. Everything but the ghost itself, which haunts you through
blind eyes, deaf ears, thick skin. You forget about the ghost's muse-that

body that had

inspired the ghost; the ghost is what is real. You begin to think that what the ghost
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demands-the

unremitting dull ache of loss-is

easier to supply than what that person

had wanted, easier than untangling those jungles of the heart, hers and yours, each cutting
pathways and hoping, foolishly, that they would somehow connect.
Time is the only cure for apparitions, so long as there are enough new experiences
-like

battens on a window, like debris clogging a passageway to keep out looters-put

between the you of that first, unspeakable night alone and the you of the fresh present.
My ghost appeared less and less, and when I did see her, she was easier to dismiss. I
could walk through our old neighborhood without unleashing a storm, and I could speak
to other women without hearing her voice. Her ghost was gone-I

had escaped it, or

expelled it, or beaten it completely.
Two more years passed, four years since I had touched her head that morning. I
was with other women, but I had not fallen in love. I felt love coming but, like a match
that flared up too brightly, it extinguished itself too soon, suffocated by its own zeal. My
happiness became punctured frequently by periods of utter indifference. I felt deadened,
and nothing-certainly

not pain or ghosts-could

stir in those vacuums, nothing except a

faraway fear at how long the episode would last. I usually came out of the spells all right;

I could feel and think, and hope. But now I was in a state of apathy so deep that,
paradoxically, I was saddened and miserable by it. Perhaps, I thought, this was how she
felt before she vanished, a sorrow at nothing but an inability to feel happiness. It was late
autumn now. The trees had all burst color and dropped over night; coated by an early
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snow, their gold and auburn splendor decayed into a black mire under the melt of salt and
fumes.
I spent weeks with the very small and quiet thought of finding her. I let it bob
behind every other thought like a buoy in the lake, careful not to swim to it too quickly,
or pull it in without deliberation. Maybe it was a trick, I thought, a trick played by her
ghost, to reel me back, to pull me back under. But the whimsy to find her grew into
something essential. Slowly, I let myself think of her body again, of memories of her real
person, and they were like harmless snapshots. I searched through old boxes I had kept
but had not opened all this time. I spilled envelopes of photographs of us together,
unfolded brittle letters she had sent me while we courted and followed the loops of
random words. I was still afraid of exposing myself to her ghost, or of unleashing it, or
awakening it. After she left, I let a picture of her hang on the wall for two months. It had
long become part of the wall; to remove it, to even think of removing it, would make me
notice it again. There was plenty you could do that summoned a ghost's fury, and I was
doing it all, now. But her ghost had been gone for so long, and the more I let myself
remember, the more I ,thought of her with warmth, and with a great nostalgia that didn't
sting but only roiled my heart with something sweet and summery.

I convinced myself that finding her, the flesh of her ghost, would bring me joy. I
thought of our two years together, how simple it all was in memory to love and to be
loved. Apart, those years were incomplete, riddled with gaps and long white winter
months, but together we could recapture their essence, each of us revealing what to the
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other would be like secrets. Our lives were close then, and we shared them with no one
but each other. No one but each other could even vouch that we existed, so insulated we
were in our love. I wanted proof of those years. I wanted to see the things I had lefi in
her, and to realize the things of hers I still carried in me. As I paged .through an old
notebook for phone numbers of friends we once shared, I knew her ghost had long been
sleeping. But like a door you had thought was closed until, pushing it, you heard it click,
perhaps I had only now cured myself of her ghost, now when I felt so such happy zeal for
her living breath, for her blood-filled lips.
The phone numbers I found connected me with people I didn't know, or with the
lifeless voices of operators. I went to the restaurant where she was working when she left
me. I had to jog the owner's memory: "Black hair," I told him, "yea tall, and brown
eyes." As I spoke, as the owner's dark brows slowly lifted, she came more and more alive
for me: slender legs and painfully arched soles, sharp little shoulder blades, slight
scoliosis in her spine, a tiny mole along the outer curve of her lefi breast, dimples below
her lower lip where her canines sat.
"Ah, yes," he said, finally, then, with suspicion, "I don't want to get in the middle
of anything."
After I assured him, he had nothing to tell me anyway; she had vanished as
abruptly from the restaurant.
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I searched in other places she had worked, mulled in her favorite record stores,
pressed my face into the windows at places she liked to eat. As a last resort, I checked the
local phone book, and there she was, first name, address and all.

She must have thought it was a ghost when I called her; I heard her gasp as if her
lights had just flickered, or the curtains on her window rustled on their own. She uttered
my name back to me in shock, and I confirmed; she asked why I had called, her voice
unsettled, growing agitated, angry. I understood why. I had just creaked open the cellar
door behind which lurked the ghost of me, the ghost that had haunted her. I had never
thought of it before. How many years did my ghost haunt her? Did I haunt her with the
force of all the pain and abandonment I had felt from her ghost?
She could not understand why I called, kept asking me why. She sounded
sickened, appalled that I still existed.
But then she said, "I see you sometimes, on the platform, gliding past the train
window."
"I thought I saw you, too," I said, thinking of those ghosts, hers and mine now,

and those horrible years.
"You never see me," she said. "You keep walking, looking straight ahead."
Then, something fluttered into her throat, and with an unsteady voice she
described the torture she felt every time she had seen me, thought of me, was reminded of
me, a lasting shame that had stayed with her for months, that had sweated from her skin.
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She had made a mistake, she said, a horrible mistake for which she could find no remedy
or way to forgive.
It was strange. I had made peace with her ghost, why couldn't she with mine? I
felt wonderful and horrible, told her it was all in the past and to not think about it. I
apologized for calling, told her we could meet some day, if she felt up to it, at the end of
the old stone pier. We could watch the grey, frosty waves; we could reminiscemaybe it
would put things in perspective, maybe my ghost would stop haunting her.
Or, I said, we could hang up and forget everything. But it was too late for that.
Her voice was pouring deep into wells inside me I did not know were there, overflowing
them, flooding me. I needed to see her. I needed to love her again, needed her to love me.
"If you come," she said, "I won't let you go. I won't let you go, and I'll never
leave you again. Ever."
Next day I got off the train at a stop I never had reason to before. The buildings
there seemed all too large and empty, encased in dirt. The streets were coated in an ashen
film of soot, as were the people who littered the comers and huddled under the viaducts,
wrapped tightly against the wind. I could see her apartment building, the last on a deadend side street, an old place with crumbling bricks and a sagging, brown back-porch. To
reach it quicker, I cut across a wasted field, scarred like a dog's chew-toy; beyond that,
where the city sprouted up again, were the dusky silhouettes of other buildings, and the
elevated train I had just alit, winding between them. But nothing fazed me, nothing could
touch me. I walked toward her building with wonderment at what I felt was the opening
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of a fairytale, a fairytale-love interrupted, as they always are, by years of mysterious
slumber.
She had told me to climb the back porch stairs to the third floor. The wind
whipped hard as I turned on the final steps and faced the open field. I approached her
back door, the one on the right, she said. Through a broad and unobscured window in the
door, I saw her. She was in the kitchen. Her back was to me and she was cooking on the
stove, maneuvering over the flames a frying pan she held at her hip. I heard my heart
pounding, felt like it was all taking place on a screen in a dark theater. Her back was to
me, and I knew it was her, but I had seen the ghost of her body move in the sway of other
girls' gaits for so long that now, seeing the real her and her real body felt like a surreal
imitation.
There was music playing and she was dancing, cooking and dancing, waiting to
hear my knock on the kitchen door, waiting to turn around and look at me. Maybe that
was what I had to do-I

had to look in her eyes, and when I did I she would be real to

me, real and alive like raising her from the dead of my mind. And when she saw my eyes,

I realized, I would live again for her, too. How nice would it feel, I wondered, to feel real
and whole in front of her, to feel the life we used to live together, to feel the end of this
intermittent apathy and sadness, this emptiness crowding my heart.

I took a step closer to the window and watched, reflected in the glass, the scarred
field and the giant sky, choked with grey clouds, slide away; and taking their place, my
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own translucent reflection, which greeted me like a ghost with my own smile, and stared
me in my own eyes.

How clever I was, I thought, as I looked into my reflection: here must be my
ghost which has haunted her these years and caused her the grief she had described to me
over the telephone. Indeed, my reflection seemed apart fiom me, and almost annoyed at
my presence.
Never mind, I thought, I will dispel it at once, I will knock on this glass and give
it a good shaking; then, she'll come to the door with a smile and fill in the shape of my
ghost with her body. When she opens the door, the ghost will shatter into a thousand
ribbons of twisted light. I will go inside, embrace her, and my ghost will never again have
a surface on which to appear, a room cold enough in which to thrive.
But before I could move, I heard a voice say, "Get out of here, idiot."

I thought at first it was me who said it, for it was my voice, and in the glass I saw
my lips shape the words; but I didn't feel my lips move, nor the vibration of breath rising
fiom my chest. I stared at the glass, at the image, and suddenly felt the wind blasting cold
little nails into my neck where my scarf was coming loose.
It seemed ridiculous, but I said, "Who, me?"
"Who else?" the reflection asked.

I tightened my scarf and glanced around, back into the vacant field. When I
looked back at myself in the glass, I was surprised to feel only a little irritated. No one, I
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told myself, not even a ghost, was going to hold me back again. Besides, I knew full well
the rules by which ghosts had to play.
"You're my ghost," I said, not without smugness, "and you can't haunt her while
I'm here. While my body is here."
"I'm not your ghost, you moron," it said.
"Really?" I said, haughtily. "Then why do you look like me?"
"Do I?" it said. "Look closer.. ."
I looked closer and indeed, the image of me in the glass had long, unkempt hair,
and a smoother chin, and an old leather jacket; it was younger than me, four years
younger, of course-the

way I looked when she left me.

I looked through the image at her. Still cooking, still dancing. She looked happy,
but even in those happy movements I could remember a pervading sadness in her, a
sorrow that radiated from her, that made her skin like moonlight, that made you want to
cry even while she laughed, in fact, because she laughed. I remembered it because that
was how she left me, with that smile.
"Even so," I said, "why do you still haunt her? I've forgiven her, why can't you?"
"Are you thick?" it said, lighting a cigarette now. "I told you, it has nothing to do
with you. I am her."
"Listen," I said, "I expelled her ghost.. .that is, the ghost that haunted me-two
years ago !"
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The reflection laughed. "The only ghost that can haunt you, my dear boy, is your
own. And to expel it is to become quite dead." Then, with sternness, it said, "Now you
listen to me: the ghost you're speaking of, the one that looked like her, was you all
along."
This was getting absurd, I thought. I will knock on the glass now. I will reach out
and open the door.
"But," I said, instead, "I haven't seen or felt a ghost in.. .in two years."
"So?" my image said. "You think it's not there now? You've only swallowed it
down, like medicine. Surely," is said, grinning, "you feel its absence?"
"No," I said, although I couldn't help but to remember the spells of indifference,
the blank nothingness from which I had just emerged with the dire need of finding the
girl who was only a few feet from me now.
"Why do you think you're here?" it said. "To save her? Could anyone save you
from the ghost who haunted you?"
"No.. ." I said, and felt a gust of wind whip down my neck, through the buttons of
my jacket, up my pant legs. I wanted to be in that kitchen, that warm kitchen smelling of
food and life.
"And," it said, "you're not so naive to think you and she will simply fall back in
love, are you?"
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Yes! I wanted to scream, Yes! Of course we will fall back in love! Hadn't we
already? Had we ever really fallen out of it? But it all felt false rising from my chest, and
I let it slip back down with a metallic sting.
"No, you're too jaded for that," it said, "too roughened, your senses too blunt."
"I confess," I said, "I've been a little blue. But that has nothing to do with-"
"You wish you were a little blue," it said, haughtily. "No, you've got it worseyou're nothing. You feel nothing. That's why you're here: you don't miss her-that

girl

in there cooking. You don't miss a foggy memory; you miss the fog itself, you miss your
ghost. That's what makes you feel."
I shook my head and hissed, "You lie." I threw my head back and laughed.
I peered into the kitchen again, looked through the image at her, the real her. Her
back was still to me still, but she was beautiful nonetheless; I could feel that, couldn't I?
Or did I just know it? Did I just remember it? But what of these past weeks of mine,
thinking so much of her, feeling her life rise from the cauldron of my memory-isn't

that

what I missed? Her body? Her voice? Her realness?
"Let your ghost seep back out," the image said. "It wants to come back out. You
want to let it."
I stumbled back, turned and caught myself on the railing; I gazed hard across that
ragged and torn field. I realized I was no longer cold, and had the sudden panicked
thought of freezing to death out here without even knowing it. Maybe it was true. Maybe
I had been living within a great white blankness. Maybe it was that hollow pulse of loss,
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that constant dull ache that I missed, not her. Maybe I was lonely without her haunting.
Had my heart grown so benumbed?

I looked back once more on the person I had come to rediscover, to save, to be
saved by. Her body seemed no different now than the thousand bodies in whom I had
seen her ghost flicker and flash. I wondered, as I fled down the back stairs, as I stumbled
through that scarred and frozen field, what she saw through that window, or on it, when
she finally turned and looked.
Winded, I reached the train station. As I passed through the grubby turnstile, I
noticed the black hair of the woman in the caged information booth. I took the stairs in
twos, passing the a slender body of another woman. She turned to look as I flew past, but

I was too afraid to return the glance.
The train was thundering into the platform as I turned, throwing sparks into the
grey-white air. Every face aboard, rushing by at first, then slowing as the train
decelerated, seemed to be hers, glancing away from me just before I caught their eyes. I
threw myself into an open seat, slumped against the window and watched the platform,
and then the whole city, become a blur. The forced air from the vents grazed my face
warmly. Two seats ahead of mine was a girl with shoulder-length black hair. Whenever
she peered out the window, I saw part of her profile. I would've been positive it was her,
except I felt her staring so intently at the back of my head from somewhere else, maybe
two seats behind.

Versions

Jonah Katz feels guilty about not having visited his aged parents in three years.
As he makes the ten-hour drive from Evanston, Illinois, to his hometown of Barcelona,
New York, where his parents still live in the same house his father purchased when he
returned from his tour in Germany in 1945, Jonah also feels guilty that this visit is
prompted only by the prospect of purchasing a widow's book collection.
"Look at that beard!" his mother, Barbara, says, shaking her head.
"I've had it since I was thirty, Mom," he says, hugging her with his free arm.
Every time he visited, it was as though she were seeing it for the first time. Then
again, every time Jonah saw his parents he was surprised by how old they looked, his
mother's wrinkled face smiling at him, his father's face frosted like a cactus.
"Do you see that beard, Al?" she asks, while son and father are shaking hands. "Is
he wearing his hearing aid, Jonah? He never wears it."
Jonah hasn't even got the duffle-bag off his shoulder yet.
A1 pats his son's arm. "Looking good, son."
"You too, Dad," Jonah says, and grips the man's shoulder for a moment.
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"The two of you. Honestly. 1'11 get you a drink, dear. Apple juice?"
"Make it a stiff bourbon," Jonah calls after his mother, then grins at his father.
"I think she said 'apple-juice,"' he says.

". . .I know, Dad, I was only.. ." But he stops. The joke isn't worth the explanation.
His father motions upstairs. "There're fresh razors under the sink," he says.

In the bathroom he showers, then wipes at the condensation on the mirror to see:
his sagging chest; his pale, plump arms, his unkempt beard and thick, black hair. He
remembers looking in this minor when he was scrawny, worried about pimples, eager for
those first few hairs to poke out on his chin. He rubs a scar on his left forearm where no
hair has ever grown and suddenly feels entirely too bulky for the bathroom. Perhaps, he
thinks, his beard has grown a bit long. He trims it with scissors, and then clips the hair on
his head until both are, if not kempt, than at least shorter.
Sitting downstairs with his mother knitting, and his father grumbling at the
evening news, he feels like he's never left home.
The next morning Jonah phones Mrs. Gretscher, who has lived across the street
from his parents since Jonah was born. Her daughter, Margo, answers. He knew Margo
had moved back in with her mother after her father died two years ago; his mother keeps
him abreast of all the slightest goings-on. She told him Margo had quit her nursing job to
care for her mother, and wasn't that nice of her? Margo's return had been nice for Jonah,
too. When Mrs. Gretscher decided to part with the bulk of her late husband's book
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collection, it was Margo who reminded her that Jonah was a book dealer with his own
store in Evanston.
"Come by anytime," Margo tells him on the phone.
Before he arrives on the front porch of Mrs. Gretscher's home, Margo is at the
screen door smiling warmly for him. The last time he saw her may have been four or five
years ago; he can't remember. But he is not surprised to remember the birdlike fragility
of the bones behind her face, and to feel the bright-eyed gaze of a young girl upon him.
She has always looked young to Jonah; while she is only two years his junior, her age
seems to hover about her face, never really becoming a part of it.
"Long time," she says, hugging him with a strength he didn't expect.

Jonah offers his condolences to Mrs. Gretscher for her late husband, but rather
than Dr. Gretscher, who in Jonah's memory is a silent man, obscured by the half-closed
door of his study, all he thinks of is when the news reached him of her son's death. Jonah
had been a freshman at Fredonia University, Thomas serving his first year in Vietnam.
Long before that, they had been childhood pals, inseparable. No one seemed to have
noticed how distant they had grown as teenagers, but Jonah was acutely aware of it, his
hand sweaty on the brass rail of Thomas's casket.
Now, Jonah exchanges pleasantries with Mrs. Gretscher. It's a tedious affair with
her poor hearing, not to mention the hue of dementia in her eyes. Margo leads him to Dr.
Gretscher's study, though he still knows the way, and as he steps in, the walls of sun-lit
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books open to him like a golden childhood memory. He lets his eyes sweep the room, and
breathes in the musty miasma, like oatmeal and ash, recalling how as a child he had
marveled at the collection, stacked from floor to ceiling, spines of green, brown, blue and
gold, as many words as there were stars, as many letters as grains of sand.

With all his years' experience with books, it is not the sheer number-he's

seen

far larger collections--or the humbling experience of standing before so much
knowledge at once that impresses him. It's that he recognizes most of the titles, and
knows he can move them; none are extraordinarily rare, but they're in good condition,
their spines a little faded from the sun but only slightly worn. Still, as Margo leaves him,
as he runs his fingers along the spines as if he were blind and reading Braille, something
in the room stirs him.
When he was thirteen or fourteen, he and Thomas had crashed after each other
into the study, trampled over papers and books strewn about the floor; Dr. Gretscher
calmly rolled up the newspaper he was reading and tapped it into his palm. But the boys
were already tumbling out and .throughthe front door of the house, through the
neighbors' yards, and onto the grassy trail to the beach, only a few hundred yards from
their street.
Jonah also remembers how he and Thomas used to steal Margo's dolls and bury
them up to their necks along the shore, then watch as the tide came in and the waves
washed up higher and higher. Margo would search for her dolls, plunging her hands into
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the sudsy waves where she thought she saw a head and retrieving only rocks and
seaweed. Jonah had wanted to tell her where the dolls were buried, but he was afraid of
Thomas's scorn, which he'd already seen plenty of toward Margo. Once, in retaliation,
Margo threw sand in Jonah's face. It scratched his cornea and he had to wear a patch for
the first three days of high school while it healed.
And he remembers Margo as the sixteen-year-old girl wrapped between her
parents' weeping arms on the day they buried Thomas. Among the sympathy flowers on
the dining-room table stood a photograph of Thomas as a boy, beaming obliviously
through his sister's sobs. When Jonah went back to his dorm after the funeral, he found
himself thinking about Margo a lot. He realized he had a crush on her-perhaps

he had

always had it, but with her brother dead it came to the surface. Even though it was
suddenly safe to feel his affection for her, Jonah found it impossible to do anything about.
When Margo came to Fredonia University two years later, all he did was wave when he
saw her. In her father's study, Jonah wonders if Margo spent those college years timid of
him, the boy who had teased her, just as he had been apprehensive around her, afraid of
her looking at him and seeing a part of her brother.

Jonah has given himself six days, including the two days of travel. He'll take his
parents out for a fish fry at Barry's; he'll mow the lawn while his father oversees, and
he'll look through photographs with the neighborhood ladies his mother will invite over
one afternoon. On the last day, if there's time, he'll have a stroll along the beach. And
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then he'll box the books he'll have purchased, stack them in the back of his station
wagon, and in the morning say goodbye.
He spends the second day in Dr. Gretscher's study making neat piles of the books
he wants, scrawling down the titles and publication information so that later on, among
the model airplanes he used to build still dangling from string in his old bedroom, he can
assess the prices.
Around dinnertime, he finds an old briefcase lying on the bottom shelf of a
mahogany bookcase. Inside are a few books in plastic-a

few dictionaries from the late

1800s, too tattered to be worth much. There is also a roll of paper in a cardboard tube;
Jonah withdraws it and unties the brittle piece of string around it. He presses the stack of
paper down and knows by the length of the sheets that they are galley proofs. These were
the first printings of a manuscript from which the author and editor checked for errors
and made changes. Once changes were made, the permanent plates were cast for the first
edition. Most proofs these days are bound in soft covers for reviewers, and aren't worth
much money. Older proofs like these, he knows, could be valuable, though it depended
on the author.
The sheets are fragile but intact. He reads on .the title page: In the Mountain's

Passage. Directly below is the author's name: William Bryce Anders. His heart stops.
Like most people, he is familiar with the book, having read and studied it in grade school,
high school, and American literature classes in college. Jonah is especially aware of the
novel, since Anders was born in Rochester and lived most of his life in Western New
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York. The novel chronicles the adventures of Arthur Masterson as he cuts trails through
the country's western frontier. Jonah has even seen both infernal screen-versions of itthe old one as a kid, the one from the 1990s with his ex girlfriend, Diane.
It is likely a reproduction, he thinks, purchased by zealous collectors or used for
scholarship in universities. He carefully flips over the first page. The second is marred
with handwritten notes he can hardly decipher in the margins, with arrows threading
between the lines of print, the work of a black pen lassoing some words and blotting out
others with sharp Xs.
He eyes the sheet closely, bringing his whole face an inch from where it lies on
the floor. The paper is too old, too brittle to be a reproduction; he can feel the impressions
of the handwritten words on the other side of the sheet. But whose handwriting is it? It
seems unlikely that it is Dr. Gretscher's; why would he have ruined such an important
document? Yet, it seems impossible-too

impossibly wonderful-that

the marks were

made by an editor. As for the author, W.B. Anders himself, Jonah pushes that inkling
right out of his mind. But he still feels dizzy, like when he and Thomas would watch the
schools of minnows in the lake, a hundred slivers of a shadow darting in unison below
the rippling light of water.

When he opens the door to his parents' house he is nearly knocked down with the
pickled air of corned beef and cabbage. At the table his father feebly cuts the brisket with
an electric meat-shaver.
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"Your favorite dinner, Jonah," his mother sings, rolling the potatoes in butter. "I
had A1 get it this morning-from

Warshinski's, you know."

Jonah has never liked corned beef, and he has always hated cabbage; even those
red potatoes are ruined for him, boiled in the brackish meat water.
"Remember, Jonah, one year you wanted it for Thanksgiving?" she says, then
hoots with laughter. "Instead of turkey!"
He's familiar with the story; every time she's made a corned beef brisket in the
past decade, she tells it, and every time he's argued with her about it: Maybe it was one
of his cousins who wanted corned beef, he'd tell her. Or maybe one of her friends'
grandchildren.
He watches as his mother forks slices of brisket on his plate, watches the steam
rise from the rubbery leaves of cabbage. He watches his parents. His father, Allen, is a
quiet, somber man who fought in the war, then took a career at the bank, but never speaks
of either. He likes to watch the news while they eat. Barbara talks about whatever passes
through her mind, recreating conversations she has with her neighbor about vegetables in
the garden she barely manages to tend these days.
He could never tell her how much he hates it. Tonight, he is too excited and
distracted to even argue about the anecdote. He just eats quietly all she has put on his
plate.

Later that evening he finds his old copy of In the Mountain's Passage between
Twain and Milton, in a built-in bookshelf in the living room. Over dinner his mother had
asked if there were any good books at the Gretschers', and his father had said,
incredulously, "Those things really worth money?" But he didn't want to talk to his
parents about books. They had never cared to read more than the Barcelona Post, as
evident by the shelves which held only the books Jonah read in high school and college.
He flips through the copy, replete with his own notes penciled in the margins, scribbles of
a mind he hardly recognizes as him own.
"Indian symbol of wild," says one note. "Masterson names him Nemesis = divine
vengeance. 4-shadow death."
Jonah smirks to himself at the simple-minded note. He flips again, stops on
another page:
"Margaret loses red bracelet = fertility."
He isn't sure what that means. It's been some time since he's read the book.
"World beyond mt. all new," reads another. "Thru passage is destiny."
He takes the copy up to his old bedroom. In the small biography he learns that In
the Mountain's Passage was the only book William Bryce Anders wrote. Two years after
the War he shot himself. No other writing was found in his home-a

cabin in Montana to

which he had retreated. Not even a scrap of paper. By that time his parents were both
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dead-his

mother had died of tuberculosis, and his father had been killed in battle in

Virginia. His youngest daughter had died, too, and his wife, Carolyn, divorced him and
moved back to New York with the rest of the children. His masterpiece, which had a brief
first run of five hundred copies, was mentioned in a few newspapers. It had just begun to
be read when the news spread of his suicide.
He doesn't read far, too distracted by the fantasy of what might be the find of his
lifetime, just across the street.

Margo lets him in; she's still in sweatpants and an undershirt.
"DO you want some coffee?"
"No," he says. "Thank you. I don't drink it."
Margo leans on the doorway of the study and sips her coffee. She watches Jonah
take out his notebook and begin recording the publication history of a collection of blue
and gold medical encyclopedias.
"We should get some lunch later, catch up a little.''
"Alright," he says.
When she leaves he moves the encyclopedias off the desk and retrieves the
galleys of In the Mountain's Passage. He wonders if she knows about the galleys. He'll
ask her later, but for now he likes thinking they're a secret he has all to himself. And
besides, he hasn't ruled out the possibility that the galleys might be nothing. He takes
from his back pocket his own cheap edition of the novel. Jonah has never been much of a
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scholar. He knows books, but he's never had a "baby" to devote himself to, has never had
a Grail-not

like a colleague who searched tirelessly for Fitzgerald's Ur-Gatsby, or

another who .thought he discovered three handwritten pages to an early Moby Dick, and
still another who believed in the existence of early notes to Crane's first novel. Jonah
didn't like chasing ghosts. Then again, he remembers Twain's original manuscript of
Huckleberry Finn being found in an attic after a hundred years of searching.
Jonah sits himself down at Dr. Gretscher's desk and looks at his copy of In the
Mountain 's Passage and the galley proofs with, well, somebody's handwritten revisions.
There is a date on the proofs that reads 1865. What he knows of the novel is that it was
written before the Civil War-the
Smithsonian-but

handwritten manuscript is on display at the

not published until a year after, in 1866. If the hand that scribbled the

notes on the proofs was the author's own-and

Jonah was willing, if only for the sake of

his amusement, and only for a moment, to believe they were-then

what he has found

must be final, or close-to-final revisions.
Except there is a difference: in his copy the dedication reads: For My Parents, My
Reverence, but in the proofs this is crossed out. The handwriting next to it reads: For
Helena Belguard, My Love. Who was she? Jonah wonders. Perhaps the young daughter
who died.
On the first page of the galleys, the handwritten marks refer to little more than
spelling corrections and comma adjustments. These corrections are accounted for in his
copy. He turns over several pages and finds the protagonist, Arthur Masterson, in the
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saloon where he meets his traveling companion, Billy Heyward. "Arthur brought his lips
to the mug of ale, his drouth too powerful after the day's journey to care that the mug was
chipped and greasy. He felt lucky to have found the town, and knew it would be the last
he would see for some time." There is a circle round the words "mug of ale," and Jonah
follows the line to the messy note: "Tumbler of whisky." He sees Billy Heyward just
below-Arthur's

wild foil, embodiment of the fiee American spirit--offering to pay for

the next round, except a note next to his name reads: "William." It is underlined. Jonah
pages through his own copy, the text that has been translated into over fifty languages,
quoted by poets and politicians, the text that every American student has read before high
school, and finds the scene-the

Great Departure scene, as it is called. The revisions did

not stick. Arthur still drinks ale, Billy is still called "Billy."
He searches for another hour and finds numerous more alterations that his copy,
and presumably every edition beginning with the first, has ignored. Arthur's wife,
Margaret Corray, is supposed to drink ale, not water; and her hair should be red-"Blood
red," the note reads, not chestnut-brown, or the "color of the good earth," as his copy puts
it. Arthur curses in both editions, but in the galleys her reprimands are crossed out.
Arthur's lovely singing voice is muted in the revisions, in favor of a talent for the
harmonica. But in the published version Arthur still sings those patriotic hymns. When
Clay Harker dies in Jonah's copy, Arthur shoots him-a

single shot from across the

valley, and mercihlly quick. But the revisions call for a lengthy fight, each character
"writhing like worms in the mud, reaching for the bayonet as though for Heaven's gate,
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even as Arthur felt the Devil's black nails grip his soul and begin to pull." Arthur impales
Clay, turning the blade into the villain's guts. It is a slow, brutal death.

"I'm sorry about Diane," Margo says.
Margo has brought him to a burger joint, a new place that must have gone up in
the past three years. Jonah is lost in thought, already planning a drive to the Buffalo
Public Library, where he can find a biography on Anders and see if the handwriting from
the proofs matches any that might be reproduced in photographs. Already planning on
using the internet there to find the telephone number of a colleague who knows a
tremendous amount about Anders-and

wondering how he'll phrase his questions so as

not to give away what is already forming in his mind as a secret he must preserve at all
costs, at least until he's sure of its authenticity, and sure that he can leave Barcelona with
it.
Jonah breaks from his thoughts. "Who?"

"Diane," she says, lighting a cigarette. "She passed right around the time Dad
did."
Jonah didn't know she smoked. Furthermore, he doesn't know why she thinks that
Diane, his ex-girlfriend, is dead. Did he tell her that? Did his mother make it up, to cover
for his not attending Dr. Gretscher's funeral?
"Yes, about two years ago now," he says, then coughs, too embarrassed to correct
her.
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Two years ago was when Diane left him. She might as well be dead, he thinks; he
hadn't seen or heard from her again. She left him because he had, among other reasons
Diane scribbled to Jonah on the back of a shopping list, made a book purchase with a
substantial portion of the money they had set aside for an engagement ring. Jonah had
replaced the money within the month, his plan all along, but it was too late; his
transgressions had spilled over the rim of her patience. That was how she put it, he
remembers, like some fed up heroine in Ander's novel.
Somehow the topic turns to Margo's ex-husband, David.
"He was so much like my brother,'' she says, dragging a French-fry through a
pool of ketchup. "Or how I imagined Thomas would be, if he lived."
Jonah takes a large bite of his burger and chews it as many times as he can.
"Funny. Sweet. But with such a , . .mean streak," she says, her brow furrowing. He
doesn't know anymore if she's talking about David or her bro.ther, Thomas. Probably
David, he thinks. Margo never speaks ill of her brother.
But Thomas, Jonah knew, did have a mean streak.

When he was around sixteen, Jonah's mother, Barbara, had become interested in
gardening. It was the only thing she did to enjoy herself while her husband worked all
day at the bank. Behind their fence grew tomatoes, basil, cucumbers, broccoli, spinach.
She wanted the outside of the fence painted nicely, not just flat white like the neighbors';
she wanted something creative, something different, but couldn't think for the life of her
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what. Jonah's father got the idea from The Tale ofPeter Rabbit, a book which he used to
read every night for Jonah. Allen didn't know he could draw, no less paint, but after Barb
had nagged him long enough to follow through with his idea, he tried, and it came
naturally. He painted the rabbit family first: Peter, Flopsy, Mopsy, Cotton-tail and the
mother rabbit peeking out from behind carrots and leaping over radishes. Then, he
painted Mr. McGregor on the far left, holding a garden hoe.
Jonah had never seen his father so delighted with himself--or his mother, who
adored the paintings. Neither had Jonah ever been so mortified at them. His father's
newfound artistic talent quickly attracted Thomas. Jonah made fun of it, too, if only to
deflect the criticism, but he knows now he shouldn't have. He hated the fence, but he
should have stood up to them, defended his father. But the scene wasn't even completed:
his father planned on painting Mrs. McGregor next. She was to be depicted setting a pie
on the windowsill to cool.
Thomas found some red paint and a brush. He and Jonah gathered near the fence
that evening and Thomas handed Jonah the brush. Jonah dipped the brush into the paint.
He made one blotch on the fence-right

over the mother rabbit's face-then

stopped. He

extended the brush once more before Thomas snatched it away. "Gimme that," he had
said. "You can't do it good enough." Jonah had seen Thomas's collection of violent
comics and adult magazines; Thomas took them out from his mattress every time Jonah
came by. Still, the gruesome things he painted shocked Jonah-large,

red teeth and eyes
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for Mr. McGregor, a red eye-patch for Peter, blood pouring out of Flopsy. He even
painted a phallus under the leaping Mopsy, and the word "Fuck" by the painted turnips.
The next morning Jonah's father didn't go in to work. He stripped the paint-all
of it-and

repainted the whole fence a dark blue. Jonah went out to help him repaint,

even though his father hadn't asked. He didn't help for long, though; he sliced his arm
open on a nail sticking out of the fence. Dr. Gretscher gave him a tetanus shot, then
stitched him up on the spot. He felt the thread being pulled through his skin, hoping it
was the height of his punishment.
Jonah didn't rat out Thomas, not even when a police officer visited the
neighborhood homes in pursuit of the vandal. The only one Thomas talked about it with
was Jonah-again

and again.

"I can't believe you let me do that," he'd say, smirking. "Your father worked so
hard on it."
Jonah gradually drew away from Thomas after that. In their last two years of high
school together they hardly spoke. It wasn't only the new crowd of kids Thomas began
hanging around with-kids

who had called Jonah a kike, who had said his father was a

miser and his mother a prostitute. Jonah didn't care about the epithets, at least not
anymore; what bothered him was that his classmates had said these things while Thomas
stood by. And sometimes Thomas even laughed along with them.
Jonah's father never spoke of the fence, never asked him about it, but the guilt
resonated in Jonah for years. When Thomas enlisted for the army in 1966, Jonah wished
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him well at a neighborhood send-off party, but he secretly hoped he'd come home with
an ear missing.
Jonah had never told the story to Margo, certainly not after her brother was killed
in Vietnam. There was a sanctity she had bestowed her brother. He didn't like it, but he
understood it, and dared not ever challenge it.

"There was only one set of revised galleys," says Gary, the expert on W.B.
Anders. It is the third day and Jonah is speaking to him on a payphone outside the
Buffalo Library. "It's from 1863," he says, and Jonah can hear him striking his palm in
time with his words on a table. He's always been adamant on the subject of Anders. "It's
privately owned, but occasionally it goes on tour. Anders was making final revisions at
camp-while

the War was on, no less. The definitive edition is based on the galley

corrections, but it wasn't published till 1866, because of the War, of course."
But Jonah has in his satchel a galley page that says 1865. He's already been inside
the library, has already looked at a reproduction of the supposedly first and final galley
from 1863 and, though he isn't a bibliotist, feels assured that Anders's handwriting
matches that in Dr. Gretscher's proofs.
"There's no possibility that Anders did further revisions?" Jonah asks. "Say, later
in the War?"
"Are you mental?" Gary yells into the phone. "Why are you asking me this? You
trying to piss on my leg?"
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Jonah hangs up the phone, grinning at the thought of Gary's world collapsing
when he sees the proofs to the version W.B. Anders had wanted to give the country, but
for reasons Jonah couldn't yet fathom, was denied.

It isn't until the fourth day, pruning his father's apple-tree in the back yard, that
Jonah's feet feel like they're treading solid ground once more. His mother wants to have
some neighbors over who haven't seen Jonah in the past three years, and she has been
predictably asking Jonah to help make the yard look nice.
"Right there," his father says, pointing with his cane. "Get that one."
Jonah clips off the offending limb and it lands with a soft thud. All he can think
about is the amount of work left for him at the Gretschers'. Margo appears that moment
with the lawn mower. She's been mowing his parents' lawn since she moved back in with
her mother, and Jonah, feeling another pang of guilt, insists on doing it this time. Margo,
her acorn-colored hair pulled back, her dark eyes young and crisp in the morning sun,
helps clear the fallen apple-tree branches and smiles whenever Jonah passes with the
mower.
Around the patio table sit several neighbors; even Mrs. Gretscher has made it
across the street. Jonah answers all the usual questions about selling books, about living
so close to Chicago, about his store. He gives these people the same banal answers every
time he sees them, except this time he has to answer evasively when Mrs. Catcher
remembers Diane.

"No," he says of her, "that's over now."
"Jonah's expanding onto the internet," Margo says, then glances at him for
confirmation.

". . .Yes," he says, stroking back his hair. "Yes, I am."
They had talked about it briefly at the burger joint two days ago.
"You have to," she says. "Jonah says the independent bookstore is a thing of the
past."
This elicits conversation that is at least a little more interesting. A pot-bellied man
new to the neighborhood, Dan, asks Jonah if he could sell his first edition of The Sun
Also Rises when the site goes up. His mother asks what the internet is.

By Dan's description of the book's cover, Jonah knows it's not what Dan thinks it
is.
"That's Grosset and Dunlap's first edition, 1930." Jonah says. "Not the
Scribner's, 1926."
"Oh," says Dan, looking down into his cup and giving the ice-cubes a swirl. He
glances up, hopefully. "Still a first edition, though, right?"
Jonah crooks his head. "Could fetch you a couple hundred."
Mrs. Catcher, bored with books, begins telling the group about her
granddaughter's upcoming birthday, and this gets Jonah's mother talking about Jonah's
birthday parties. He knows the story she will tell first: One year she made a cake that
looked like a choo-choo train and Jonah hated it and cried and threw a fit. Jonah
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remembers the cake but certainly not throwing anyfits. Another year, she says, Jonah
was trying to blow out the candles and burned his nose, and later the same day fell off his
new toy wagon. Over the laughter, Margo, for just a moment, clutches his arm
sympathetically. "That was a bike," Jonah says, "not a wagon." And that fall wasn't as
bad as his mother describes. The stories of childhood disaster go on and Jonah begins
amending them more and more: it was Thomas who flew the kite into the lake, not him; it
was Aunt Ruthie who got drunk and sat on him, not Aunt May. When the discussion gets
too close to bickering, Jonah blushes and stops himself while his mother begins another
story. It occurs to Jonah more than once that afternoon that his parents could be talking
about anyone's kid.
"What about that one?" Dan says, pointing to the scar on Jonah's forearm.
Jonah does not want to get into the history of that scar, and says, "Childhood
accident."
He feels a flash of heat. Realizes how close Margo is sitting next to him, her leg
bumping into his for the past hour, smelling her faint perfume with every breeze.
Jonah's father says, "You got that with the what-cha-ma-call-it, the tree saw."
"Yup," Jonah says, nodding.
But his mother is already furrowing her brows and opening her mouth.
"It wasn't a tree saw, Al. He got that at the beach, at whada-ya-call-it, at the well.
He fell off that old oil well."
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Jonah puts his palms on the table to push himself up. "I have a lot of work ahead
of me, so.. ." But he can't move when he hears Margo's voice.
"He got it in a fight with my brother," she says.
The table falls quiet and Jonah is momentarily suspended-he

wants to correct

her, set it straight, but suddenly the story of getting cut on the fence feels off.
"They got into it right before Thomas was shipped off," Margo continues, her
voice steady but soft, her eyes lowered. "Jonah slipped and caught his arm along this
broken part on our front porch railing. Thomas started it, of course," she adds, as if she
always tells stories about fights Thomas started.
Good God, Jonah thinks, his body suddenly too drained to move. She's right. He
didn't get cut on the nail helping his father repaint. He had gotten a scratch, maybe, but
he was cut on the railing, during the fight he only now remembers.

It is night. Jonah sits in Dr. Gretscher's study, hastily compiling the list of books
he will purchase. When Margo comes in he stops.
"Is it late?" he asks.
She shrugs. "Take as much time as you need."
He eases a bit, watches her leaning against the door jamb looking through the
window behind him. She comes into the study for the first time Jonah has seen. She
settles tiredly into the small couch and Jonah swivels in his chair to face her.
"I hadn't thought of that fight in.. .years," he says.
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She smiles, sadly.
"I don't even remember what it was about," he says. Probably Thomas had called
him a name, or reminded him about the fence one too many times. He really didn't
remember.
Margo opens her mouth as if to tell him, but just says, "Me neither." Then she
seals her lips. She falls into thought.
He looks down at the pen in his hand, at the title and dates he has just scribbled.
He expects it to be an uncomfortable silence, but it's not.
She gets up, moves by the desk, and asks to see which books he's compiled,
which ones are valuable, how much he's going to sell them for. It's a feigned liveliness to
force herself into a new discussion, a new thought. He indulges her. He wouldn't mind
moving on to a new topic himself. He shows her various books-good

examples of rare

books and first editions. He doesn't mention the galley proofs, sitting alone on the top
shelf of the mahogany case.

By late afternoon the next day, Jonah has the list ready, and after consulting
several pricing guides, comes up with a figure of around twelve hundred dollars to pay
Mrs. Gretscher. It's a fair price that will allow him a reasonable profit in his shop, or at
the next book fair. Or online, if that ever goes anywhere. Of course, this price is for the
books, not the galleys. That is a dilemma which no pricing guide can settle, for no such
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guide exists. Jonah has been delaying the thought of it all day, but as he writes the check
for Mrs. Gretscher he knows he must make up his mind.
He wonders what the galleys would sell for. Five thousand? Fifty thousand? No
amount of money seems right. Money doesn't even seem an appropriate marker of its
value, even as he imagines some fanatic-perhaps

his colleague, Gary, with a pool of

investors--offering him a hundred thousand dollars, or Jonah himself releasing the
definitive edition-the

real definitive edition-and

help but imagine such transactions-and

reaping the profits. Yet he cannot

a new home in Wilmette, with a hot-tub in the

back and a sports car in the garage. But even these fantasies collapse under the
comfortable weight of his life: a sports car means more insurance, and how would he fit
crates of books into the back of something so small? And Wilmette is a longer drive to
work.. .Would he open a new shop? Or go strictly internet? Who needs to deal books
when you're wealthy? But then, what would he do all day?
Jonah wonders how Dr. Gretscher got the galleys. Why didn't he sell them? Or do
anything at all with them? Even if Jonah were to work out the kinks in his dreams, he
knows he would feel ashamed for selling something so critical to the history of American
literature. And he wasn't fit for the great task of releasing a new edition. He'd donate it to
an institution, perhaps his alma matter, Fredonia University, so scholars could piece
together the revisions. His name would be on the cover, or at least mentioned in the
forward. For a moment that feels like the right thing, but a moment later he feels cheated,
left out.

Mrs. Gretscher protests the amount of the check. Even Margo's eyes widen.
"It's not that much," he says. "Really."
Margo helps him load his station wagon. He leaves the galley proofs in the study,
telling Margo that he may want to rummage through .the shelves once more before he
leaves. If he decides to tell Margo about the proofs that, by all rights, her mother owns, it
will look far better if he discovers them still in her late father's study. Pushed way back,
on the very top of the mahogany case.
"You've got one day left," Margo says by the station wagon. "Have you been to
the beach yet?"

On the beach they don't talk about their recent lives, only the parts they remember
sharing, parts that inevitably involve Thomas. Margo brings up the pig roasts her parents
would have every year on the beach, and Jonah tells her how he'd watch that old rusty
butcher's truck deliver the carcass. Their fathers would gut it, and cleave off the hooves
and the snout. Margo says her brother had gotten hold of a snout one year and tossed it in
her lap. Jonah laughs and says, "I thought that was an ear." And how one year, Jonah
goes on, he and Thomas and the other neighborhood boys went to the beach the evening
of one of the roasts with fistfuls of meat, eating it along the way-"Very
says, smirking-and

primitive," she

how they'd gone swimming at night and then built a fire and had
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sword battles with the wood-slats they had pulled from a fence along the dunes. Jonah is
losing himself, hardly stopping to breathe-how

they leapt across the fire, kicking up

swarms of sparks, and how the red-hot bits of the fence slats would shoot off as they
battled and burn their arms or singe their hair. Margo remembers too, although Jonah
doesn't recall her being around those nights-but

then, for the first time, she is there;

creeping along behind the boys, sitting off with a girlfnend watching them do battle.
And then they both quiet down, their chests warm with laughter, simultaneously
remembering that Thomas is dead now. They realize it's dark, too, and suddenly hear the
bullfrogs and crickets around them, the water of the lake lapping the cooled sand.
"It's good to remember," she says, her voice scarcely above a whisper.
"Sometimes."
It is good, Jonah thinks. He doesn't feel weighed down, doesn't feel guilty. For a
little while his entire youth seems wonderful and worthwhile. In that moment of strange
euphoria he says,
"Diane isn't dead. She left me."
For a moment he regrets it. Until Margo says,
"I divorced David because he used to hit me."
They sit down in the elbow of a grassy dune and don't speak again.

In the biography Jonah checked out of the library in Buffalo, he finds no mention
of revisions the author made that, just prior to publication, were abandoned or rejected.
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Before dawn, an inch from sleep, Jonah sees the word "Eden," a small town about forty
miles up the Erie coast. He had passed it on his way to Buffalo, dimly remembering a trip
with his parents to visit the Kazoo factory there. He had been reading something or other
about Anders's failing marriage with Carolyn, and her suspicion of a mistress; he awakes
fully when he finds Helena Belguard's name. Jonah remembers the altered dedication in
the galleys. She was not a daughter, but a lover.
He sits up in bed and reads on. Helena, he learns, had lived in Eden and was
Anders's mistress before the War. Helena had expected him to divorce Carolyn and,
against her parents' advice, waited four years while he was in the War for his return to
her. But on his travels home from the South, Anders wrote her of his intentions to move
west, to Montana. He was a mere day's journey from Eden when he changed his mind
and rode toward the town. When he arrived, Helena was dead and buried. She had
stopped eating and fallen sick, and died three days prior.
The Belguardes, Jonah reads, were hardly hospitable toward Anders. They let him
stay one night-he

slept in the barn-then

asked him to leave in the morning.

Jonah imagines Anders slumped in the hay by a lantern, crossing out the
dedication printed on the galleys he was traveling with, and writing what only Jonah had
seen since: "For Helena-My

Love." Somewhere in this story, Jonah knows, is the

reason why the revisions never made it into the final novel. Perhaps they hadn't been
rejected, but abandoned, or simply forgotten in the barn. In their anger, it is likely the
Belguardes wouldn't have made the effort to reunite Anders with the galleys. Helena's
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father, he reads, was rumored to have burned any subsequent correspondences from
Anders before opening the envelopes.

With the excuse he had prepared the day before, Jonah knocks on Mrs.
Gretscher's door the next morning. Margo is dressed, her hair combed nicely to one side.
"Just in time for breakfast," she says.
He wants to spend the day looking for more alterations in the proofs, one more
day basking in his excitement, so he eats quickly. The check he wrote yesterday still lies
in a h i t basket, along with pieces of mail. Margo sees him eyeing it and says to her
mother,
"I'm going to deposit that check in the bank today."
"That's too much," Mrs. Gretscher says, scowling.
"We should give Jonah a check for taking all those books away, right Mom?" She
grins at Jonah, and he shifts in his seat.
Margo follows him into her father's study. He feels a moment of panic while, not
wanting to let Margo see the proofs, he pretends to browse through a book he has not
taken.
"Oh!" says Margo. "Have you seen these?" She takes the proofs from their shelf.
Jonah feels his face whiten as he watches her yank the pages from the brittle
envelope.
"I was dusting the shelves last night and found them way up there."
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She knows, he thinks, remembering what he now perceives as sarcasm-we
should give Jonah a check-moments

ago at the breakfast table. But then he realizes he is

safe; she can't accuse him of taking the proofs when he left them behind. Still, he remains
quiet, unsure of how to answer. Perhaps she knew about the proofs all along, or has just
remembered them now. She must be wondering why her father put them atop the
bookcase, opened and exposed to the sun and dust and not rolled up and secured in that
tube, like they were when he first showed them to her. Yes, Jonah thinks, why wouldn 't
he have shown them to her? Surely he knew what they were, had some intimation as to
their importance.
"These are amazing," she says. "Look-.they're

his rough drafts or something."

Jonah bends over them as if seeing them for the first time. "Yes," he says.
"Have you ever seen these?"
He listens for any hint of sabotage. She sounds genuinely excited.
"Yes," he says again, "I looked at them briefly the other day. I put them up there
to keep them from getting damaged." He clears his throat, pushes back his hair. "I'm glad
you remembered them. Or, dusted, rather."
Margo squints at him. He nearly faints, but then her attention is back on the
proofs and she asks him if he knows what they are.
He can't bear lying to her-not

to her face. He begins to tell her about galley

proofs but she already knows what those are, knows about moveable type and printing
plates; she wants to know whether these are genuine.
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"I believe they are. By .the look of them," he adds. "I'd have to do some research,
of course."
"So this could be worth some money," she says, flipping over a page to see the
back.
"Careful !"
She sets it back down on the desk. "Aren't you going to take them?"
"I.. .I wouldn't know what to do with them," Jonah says, and he knows this is
true. He wasn't even sure a moment ago what he was going to do. Take them? Leave
them? Tell her everything? Maybe it's alright that she knows, he thinks, carefully tapping
the top page flush with the stack. Maybe she'll tell him what the right thing is to do.
"Well," she says, "maybe I'll sell it. I could go on eBay. Or down to the Book
Shack, you know, on Main?"
She's laughing about it, but it's not a fun image for Jonah: some sallow-eyed
creep shrugging as he offers Margo fifty dollars, afraid to open his mouth lest he gasp for
air.
"No, you won't get a good price for it there," he says.
"Well how much could I get? A couple hundred bucks?"
He winces. "Let me ask around," he says. ". . .You might be able to get closer to, I
don't know, five or six hundred?"
Her jaw drops.
"Well, that's it!" she says. "You sell them for me and take a cut."
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He lets the idea roll around his brain, seeing how it feels in his gut: I didn't steal
the unread revisions to a book that has defined American Literature. I paid a few hundred
dollars for them. It makes him feel better, but not by much. He can hardly notice how
much.

Margo only grows more interested, and he realizes that it is likely she had no idea
of the galleys' existence in her father's study. He spends the day, Margo at his side,
paging through his copy of the novel and the proofs again, finding more and more
changes. None are big enough to be considered revolutionary-they

are changes in

minuscule detail, from a colorful necktie to one that is black, from a punch on .the ear to a
beating, from a stiff drink to one that is stiffer. Jonah doesn't find he has to feign
excitement when Margo points out the alterations he's already noted. The fact that they
are reading such a thing makes every change feel like a continual surprise.
The novel is still a story of America--of her plunge into the frontiers and of her
magnanimous spirit, and her loss of innocence. Yet, altogether, the altered details seem to
create a tale that is a shade darker, the story of a more brutal and relentless trek westward,
one where a beginning foundation of innocence is more an illusion propagated by men
who were always and nothing more than savages.
"It's no wonder," Jonah says, "after what he saw in the war, and after his life
deteriorated so quickly."
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Margo looks at him. He realizes his mistake instantly and says he read a
biography on Anders some months ago. But they continue on, discussing the changes,
each taking turns finding the pages in the novel, then deciphering the notes on the proofs.
Laughing at one where the author changed the type of shop in which Arthur Masterson
meets his Margaret Corray six times, from a butcher-shop to a shoe-repair shack, to a
horse stable, back to a butcher-shop, to a general grocery store, to a jewelry store, and
back to a butchery. Puzzling over another note that simply reads, "put white sheets down,
never dark."
When Margo was bent over the galleys, reading aloud, Jonah would sometimes
look at her neck instead of the words. Her hair was pulled up and her neck looked warm,
a little sticky in the humid sun on her back, and when she'd sit up he would smell her
faint perfume.

They sit side by side on the porch swing. Jonah can hear the swell of the lake and
feel the cool wind coming off of it. His shoes scrape across the porch lazily as the swing
rocks to and fro.
"It was because you were going to ask me to your prom," Margo says.
The scraping stops. There are too many questions brimming to his lips, so he says
nothing and just waits.
"The fight," she says. "That's why you and my brother fought."
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He doesn't know how she does it, how her mere mention of things bestows them a
place in the memory of his life. But there it is, the foggy picture of the Gretschers' living
room, Margo in a recliner doing French homework, Jonah pretending to study with her
but talking about the prom, how he didn't have anyone to go with, and who was she
going with, if anyone? There it is, the faint image of an afternoon, the muted sounds of
voices, even the smell of tomatoes roasting in the kitchen. And then Thomas confronting
him on the porch. "You stay away from her, Jonah." A push on the back. "You hear me?"
A punch in the arm. "Sick-0." And then the woozy, black-out feeling of swinging back.
Was it always there? Or was it just written in?
"I can't believe you remember.. . Did I ask you?"
"No," she says. She takes his arm in her lap. She runs her fingers along it, tracing
the white, blotchy scar. "You hinted at it-that's

what Thomas said. I didn't even realize,

but Thomas did. He was so goddamned overbearing about me, you know?"
It's the first time he's ever heard her talk like this about Thomas.
"Well," he says, "he was your big brother. They can be.. .protective."
"They can be bastards," she says.
Indeed, he thinks. They can be traitorous and mean and repugnant, too. They can
go and get killed before they ever say they're sorry.
"You were Thomas's best friend," she says. "You were the only one who tried
talking him out of enlisting. The whole neighborhood thought it was so patriotic."
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"I don't know.. ." he says, taking his arm back, gently, and feeling those casket
rails in his palms.
"Know what?"
"About Thomas and I. We weren't very great hends.. .towards the end, I mean."
"What are you talking about?" she says, looking at him.
"Well, he'd done some pretty nasty things to me, too." It felt good letting it out
for once. "Do you remember those Clarkson boys he hung around with? Well, it doesn't
matter. It was just the names he'd call me sometimes, you know, or let his h e n d s call
me, anyway."
"Well," she says, shrugging, "that's high school for you."
"Do you remember when my father painted his fence with those stupid rabbits?"
What was he saying-stupid

rabbits? He gripped the side of the swing, angry at

himself for doing it again. Thirty odd years later, still ashamed of his parents.
"Thomas was just trying to find himself, Jonah," she says. "He had no idea who
he was, you know? Except a big brother."
"Sure," Jonah says. "It's just that he did some really mean things to me. He really
let me down a few times. Even you said-"
"I didn't say he was 'mean,' I said he was a 'bastard."'
So that was it, Jonah thought. He was still a saint to her, and his own
disgruntlement was paramount to blasphemy.
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"He used to tease you, Margo," he says. "Mercilessly! I know-I

was there! We

used to bury your dolls in the sand and you'd be screaming, looking for them-"
"He brought them back to me," she says.
Jonah can't respond.
"He brought them back," she continues. "Most of them. He'd return them to me
after he was done teasing me. What, you thought my parents got me new dolls every
other day just so he could lose them in the lake?"
"I.. . I don't know what I thought." But he knows what he wanted: he wanted to
rescue the dolls, though if he did, Thomas would have a field-day.
"I don't know why I want to talk about him so much lately," she says. "I guess
it's seeing you again."
But Jonah is through talking. He gets up fiom the swing, easily so as not to appear
upset.
"Oh," she says, sitting up quickly. "Are you off already?"
"Early start tomorrow," he says.
"Okay. What about the galleys? You can really get five or six hundred?"
It puts him off. He wants to tell her the importance of the proofs-that

what

nearly every student in the country, not to mention dozens of other countries, has been
reading for the past one hundred and forty years is, with high probability, not the version
W.B. Anders intended them to read. That afternoon he had feared the thrill of the
secret--or what little of it he had figured out and had told Margo--would be diluted with
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her knowing, but it was not. It was actually heightened with the two of them playing
detective. He had thought for a moment that maybe he didn't need the proofs for himself
after all, that maybe he and Margo could keep playing detectives, preparing the arduous
work of presenting to the world the new, truly definitive version. With Margo's help, it
had seemed possible to him that afternoon. He had felt a little woozy at that, the thought
of such a change in his life. He'd have to move back to Barcelona, at least for some
stretch of time. He'd have to move back in with his parents. Only the thought of spending
more time with Margo allowed him to entertain the idea.
But entertainment is all it is. He isn't going to tell Margo any of it. This is his
baby, his Grail. He isn't going to let some little girl throw sand in his eyes again.
"I'll pick it up in the morning," he says.

And he does, early the next morning. But first he says his goodbyes to his parents,
suffering all the usual delays.
"Are you sure you don't need to use the bathroom, Jonah?" his mother says. "Oh,
wait, here are those photographs you were going to take!"
"You go to Sam's for gas, Jonah," his father says. "Not Mobil. Sam's is cheaper.
Fill er up before you get on the 90 cause that's where they really gouge ya."
"Do you need a pillow for your back?" his mother says, stuffing into his hands a
wad of photographs. "How do you drive in that thing. Doesn't your back kill you?"
Walking across the street to Margo's he hears them still:
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"Call us from the road, Jonah," his mother says. "Call us as soon as you stop."
"You call your mother, Jonah," his father says, sternly, wagging his finger and
grinning.
In Dr. Gretscher's study he secures the galleys in a box he took fiom his parents'
basement. He tries to move fast.
"So, when will you be back?" Margo asks him from the doorway. "Not another
three years, I hope?" she says.
"Oh no," Jonah says. "Sooner. Hopefully."
"You'll call me when you sell it?" Margo asks.
"I'll write when I do," he says, giving her a limp hug. "I'll send you the check.
Shouldn't take too long."
Margo realizes she is standing in his way, then laughs nervously to let him pass.
He hears her behind him: "I would've said 'yes.' If you asked.''
About the prom, Jonah knows. The idea doesn't amuse him at the moment.
"If only your brother would've let me," he says, turning just enough to see her
brow furrow with confusion.
But the moment is cut short. He hears a weak, frantic cry, not fiom behind but
from outside. Margo pushes past him and runs out onto the front porch. When Jonah gets
there, Margo is on her knees next to her mother, who is lying at the bottom of the steps.

At the hospital Jonah sits in the waiting room while Margo is in one of the
emergency rooms with her mother. He stares at his feet, keeps one rapidly thumping up
and down until he notices a flush-faced woman glaring at him.
Margo appears, but only for a moment to tell him that she's going with the
doctors who are moving her mother upstairs now. She seems composed, but she's
moving quickly.
"Do you need anything?" Jonah asks, rising.
But she's already turning the comer.
When she comes down again, she sits next to Jonah, smiles, then breaks into sobs.
"She said she was going to May Market," Margo says, composing herself once
more.
That was a store that had been on their comer, but it had closed some ten years
ago.
"To get you some English shortbread." She smiles, sorrowfully. "'The kind he
loves,' she said."
"Me?" Jonah asks. "What on earth for?"
"She thought you were my father," she says, looking at him. "Or has a few times
this week while you were in his study."
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Jonah sinks in his chair. He feels Margo's hand on his arm,pushing herself up.
And then she's gone again.
At noon, Jonah asks the receptionist at the desk about Mrs. Gretscher. She makes
a call, but they don't have much information.
"She's stabilized," a nurse tells him, pressing more buttons on the telephone.
"Doctors' are going to run some more tests and we'll know more then."
He looks around the waiting room. The flush-faced woman has disappeared.
He wants to write Margo a note, but the receptionist is speaking on the phone
again. He leaves the hospital, the sliding double-doors opening and the sun nearly
knocking him over.
He drives back to Margo's house. The door is unlocked and he is thankful; he had
left the box with the galleys in the foyer. He thinks about writing a note, wishing Margo
well, saying goodbye. Mrs. Gretscher is stabilized. What good could he do by staying?
He thinks about another round of farewells with his parents. He decides not to tell
them why Mrs. Gretscher was traveling down the steps alone. Then, he decides not to
bother them at all. He gets in his car and turns at Main Street. He sees signs for the 90
West, then realizes he's been holding his breath the whole way.

By nightfall he is back in Barcelona. He filled up at Sam's and, getting nervous
around a half-tank two hours later, stopped again. He heard his mother's voice in his
head, but did not call. He continued on for another two hours when a swift pang of guilt
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at leaving his parents again made him stop and find a payphone. He cradles the receiver
on his shoulder, rubs two quarters together, and stares at a single tree, far across the
highway in a field. A tree he never would have seen. He hangs up the receiver and drives
straight to the hospital and before he can ask at the desk, sees Margo curled in a waitingroom chair. He sits down next to her and she drapes herself into his arms.
She tells him her mother is in stable condition, sleeping.
"I'll take you home," Jonah says.

He throws the box with the galleys in the backseat to make room for Margo. He
should never have taken them, he thinks, should never have even found them. In his car,
she leans against the door, her head cradled by the taut seatbelt strap. Each fluorescent
bulb hovering in the dark above the highway illuminates her legs, then moves up her
chest, around her neck like a scarf and over her face like a breeze; then, her whole body
slips back into the darkness. Sometimes Jonah sees that her eyes are opened and he
catches a swift glimmer of light in them, and sometimes they are closed, her lids glowing
soft, like eggshells.
He brings Margo to her bedroom. It's too late to knock on his parents' front door;
she doesn't want him to go anyway.
"I'll sleep on the sofa," he says.
"Stay with me," she says. "Just for a little while."
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He lies down and she pulls a blanket over them both, their shoes still on. She
kisses him. Slowly, on his lips, on his cheeks, on his forehead. They are feverishly hot,
like the quick presses of a tiny branding iron, running in shivers through his body. He can
taste the salt of her tears where her face brushes his lips, where he begins to return her
kisses.
That night, lying next to Margo, he thinks of all the versions of his life.
He is a successful book dealer, expanding his business onto the internet. He is
man in his fifties, unmarried, childless; a recluse, really, who hardly cares anymore
what's in the books he peddles. He is a good son. He is hateful, his parents are a
nuisance. He is the man who discovered the most important literary document of the
century. He is the man who swindled a woman on her death bed, and a daughter on
whom he still had a childhood crush. He was the boy who let his father's fence be
vandalized, had seen the look on his father's face as, silently, he pried open a can of
white primer.
"You didn't have to let me do it," Thomas had told him.
He remembers a scene from In the Mountain's Passage, where Masterson and his
Pawnee guide, Nemesis, stand on the peak of a mountain; below them runs the passage
that leads to the rest of the country. Masterson has long expected Nemesis to kill him
along the journey, to stop his onward trek and thus, in symbolic terms, cease the Anglo
movement westward. In Jonah's paperback, Arthur doesn't believe in the horror his guide
prophesizes. He plunges forward, ignorant in his optimism, innocent in his hope of peace.
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But in the galleys, Arthur knows well that such expansionism will disfigure the land and
obliterate the native cultures he has come to know and love. Arthur turns and removes his
hat, waiting for the blow of Nemesis' axe. I will not do that for which you named me,
says Nemesis, but none go unpunished through the mountain 's passage.
Jonah told his father about the fence after Thomas was dead in the ground a year.
He left out any mention that he was there, only saying that Thomas had done it. His
father didn't look up from his paper. He just raised his brows. "Is that so? Huh." He
thought he'd feel better about telling his father--or ratting out Thomas-but

he felt

worse. Not because his father wouldn't speak ill about a dead soldier, or because Jonah
sensed his father's disappointment in him for doing just that, but because Jonah knew
how good it had felt applying that first splotch of paint, the first blot covering his
embarrassment.
Lying there wide awake on his pillow next to Margo, Jonah knows he did not
have to let Thomas wreck his father's fence. But Jonah was going to do it anyway.
Maybe, he thinks, that was why Thomas had snatched away the brush; because he knew
Jonah would do it, because he didn't want Jonah to have to live with that on his
conscience. So much for nice gestures, he thinks. Thomas had gone through the
mountain's passage for him and Jonah had condemned him the next thirty-six years for it.
But no, that would make him a saint. Thomas was not a saint, Jonah knows, but neither
was he so wicked.

It takes almost a week for Mrs. Gretscher to die.
Her condition-broken

hip, internal hemorrhaging-worsened

over the first night.

Jonah stays in Barcelona, stays at what will soon be Margo's house, telling his
parents he's there to comfort her, which he is, but telling them also that he is sleeping on
the sofa, which he is not. Each night Margo asks him to lie next to her, and each night she
kisses his face, then curls into his arms and falls asleep in seconds. Every day they spend
together at the hospital next to the old woman, until Margo puts her in Hospice, and all
the life-support equipment it stripped from her body. There is just a tube for morphine to
dull the pain. There Margo recites Hail Marys over and over, until Jonah hears them in
his head when he goes into the hall to get her another cup of vending-machine coffee.
When she stops she tells him things about her mother, and about her father and brother.
Her father was an alcoholic. Her mother hit a squirrel and cried about it for
weeks. Her brother used to bring her back the plastic dolls he had buried and told her
were lost at sea forever. Jonah knew that one already, but it was a continual surprise.
When members of Margo's family fly in, Jonah returns to his parents7house, to
his old bedroom, which feels more lonely that ever before; but for once he feels like his
presence is useful, like he's needed. He helps his mother around the house-cleans

the

layers of dirt she can't see anymore. He sees how frail his mother is, how unstable her
steps are. He helps his father with the lawn, laying down new sod where patches have
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turned yellow. He trims his beard again, the beard that cover his own aging face, trims it
so short his mother is delighted when she see it. He brings the galleys to his own
bedroom and at night continues through them, starting from the first page and
transcribing in meticulous detail the notes and the sections they refer to. It doesn't last
long, though. He's tired of looking at the thing and wishes Margo were beside him,
helping him. Or demanding them back--out of his life forever.
The funeral is crowded and he doesn't get a chance to say much to Margo that
day.
When the priest reads Mrs. Gretscher's full name, "Janice Marie Gretscher nee
Belguard," Jonah thinks he is hearing things and sways on his feet.
The galleys had stayed with the Belguards, as he suspected, and that was how
they had ended up in Mrs. Gretscher's husband's study, rolled up in a briefcase, lost and
forgotten.
He thinks of returning home, thinks of his shop, still closed, his mail piling up
behind his door. His old life waiting for him to crawl back into like an old shirt. When
Margo calls him she's at the airport having just seen off the last of her relatives.
"Stay one more night with me," she says to him over the phone.
Just one more night, he thinks.
That night she kisses him more sweetly than ever before, the kisses no longer so
much like desperate gestures to let her forget her grief. They are things given to him, not
merely received.
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Before dawn he awakes and sees Margo at the end of the bed, just sitting in the
dark.
"You should keep those galleys," he says.
"I'll have to sell the house," she says. "Get something smaller."
"They belonged to your mother's family. They should stay here with you."
"They were never really theirs," she says. "Anyway, you keep them. She forgot
about them a long time ago-if

she ever knew what they were."

"They're important, Margo. More important than I told you before."
He can hardly see her in the morning shadows. She is silent, her back to him.
"They're the authentic version," he says, nearly yelling it by accident.
"No," she says, showing him the profile of her face for a moment. "The edition
we read-the

one that's out there in the world-that

's the authentic version. Those others

are just a version that didn't make it."
Jonah thinks about his life, not about ,the version he's always thought he had, but
about the version he wants. He sits up in bed and pulls himself closer to Margo. He
reaches one arm around her body, searching with his hand for her hands lying
somewhere in the dark of morning, somewhere on her lap.

Interior

I felt myself being built up, little by little. It was done with order, wooden studs
erected and secured between the top and bottom plates, joists feeling the solid weight of
the ceiling and the foundation below the floor. Upon my studs a lattice of laths was
coated in a wet mask of gypsum and sand, then a cool plaster; I was primed and painted
an eggshell white, and decorated with a simple horizontal border along the bottom and a
thinner one a quarter way up. I stood tall, proud, knowing myself a wall if only because
of the opposite wall, upon which I gazed as if in a mirror.
I first grew aware of her as something glowing like a sweet, dull ache filling the
entire frame of my vision. Indeed, I had little choice but to gaze at her, though it was true
that in my periphery I could see other things, things that reminded me that space existed
between us, and that we were not alone: two adjacent walls to my left and right, a closed
door in each; below me the glossy, golden hardwood floor, and above me the ceiling,
bare and boring, albeit with a modest chandelier.
Every afternoon upon the floor I saw two large rectangles of light. Each rectangle
was further divided into twelve sections. They moved across the floor, making it sparkle,
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then crept against the foot of the opposite wall where all twenty-four squares of brilliance
began to climb. Slowly they'd travel, up and across in a radiant passage, then, diffusing
on the ceiling, the chandelier would catch them and send forth butterflies of light. My
beautiful opposite would hold ,the light as long as she could, stretching it, warping it, till
she had to let it go. The room would fall into darkness, and it was then, in those hours of
quiet, black awe, that I realized I loved her.
As much as I stared at her, she stared at me.
"Why are you looking at me like that?" I asked her, innocently.
"Oh!" she said, as if seeing me for the first time. "I'm just looking out your
windows."
Of course! I thought, I have windows! I could feel them, two large gaps in me that
grew warm in the afternoon, and cold at night. I could feel the cool tickling fingers of the
rain whenever it tapped my glass. I was embarrassed because the opposite wall was more
solid than I, but I was humbled, too, proud of my sunny windows through which my
opposite wall gazed.
"And what is out there, my darling?"
"I don't know," she said. "Just blue."
She was playing coy.
"I love you," I said. "Do you love me?"
She seemed to think about it. "Yes," she said, "I suppose I do."
And for a long time I was happy.

One day a man came into the house. I heard a door unlock in some other part of
the house-parts

I had never seen-and

felt the vibrations of the man's steps. He breezed

through the room-our room--quickly, and all I saw was a briefcase in his hand, and
upon his head a fedora with a red feather. He left both of the adjacent walls' doors open,
so that they looked slack-jawed.
"Things're gonna change around here," grumbled the wall to my right.
"You betcha," said Lefty.
I didn't like the sound of that.
Sure enough, the next week the man with the hat came back, this time with a
younger man in a dirty, blue uniform. They walked around the house, slowly this time, in
places I could not see.
Behind the right adjacent wall I heard the man with the hat say, "Nice Formica
countertops here," and "There's your door to the backyard." In another part of the house
he said, "Your family room here-get

yourself a nice television set and watch a special

with the wifey." In our room the young man in the blue uniform glanced quietly into the
corners of the ceiling and floor. He walked up to one of my windows and touched the sill
with thick, yet tender fingers. I could feel his breath fogging the glass.
The man with the hat stood by, pensively, until the younger man took his hands
from his pocket and gave me a good, solid slap.
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"Good sturdy walls," he said.
Oh, it felt nice! My opposite wall had never complimented me like that, even
though I composed poetry for her: "White and smooth, smooth and broad, broad and
white."
The man with the hat eased, smiled. He said, "Master bedroom up the stairs, and
two smaller ones for the kids-when

the stork brings em, of course."

They left the room. I could hear them stomping up and up and up, then their
footfalls above me.
"Did you hear that?" I asked my opposite. "'Good sturdy wall' he called me."
"'Walls,"' said Lefty. "Plural."
"Yeah, that means us, too," said Mr. Right.
"If you say so," I said, beaming too brightly to let them crack my paint.
Not long after, the man in the uniform returned-this

time with a suitcase and a

young woman. I could hear her laughter, and the heels of her shoes clacking excitedly
fi-om room to room. In our room she spun around with her hand across her stomach and
said, "Oh, look at how the light comes in!"
Yes! I wanted to shout. Look at how the light comes in! In through my eyes to
shine across my lover! And just then a cloud must have passed because my opposite
coyly blinked.
Our room filled with a table and chairs, a large lamp, and a cabinet with a radio. It
filled with the sound of conversation, of the wife humming in the kitchen behind Mr.
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Right, and music from the radio, and the murmur of the man and wife in long embraces.
As they ate each evening among us, the sunlight crept over their legs and arms, over the
table and the food, glinting in their eyes.
"How romantic," the opposite wall cooed.
"It's wonderful," I said.
How I loved her then, and longed suddenly to touch her like the man touched the
woman, to embrace her. How I wanted to feel her smooth texture, warmed as the sunlight
streamed in across her. I tried to move toward her-it

was only a gesture. It was

impossible. Still, one of my windows slid shut and startled the man and wife.
"Oh, but if you could embrace me, my dear," said the opposite wall, "why, there
wouldn't be any room for the man and woman, would there?"
It was true, I thought, and for a moment I almost resented them.
The wife would stand by my window and watch her husband leave in the
morning. In the evening she'd glance out, watching for his return. The opposite wall
would tell me when his car pulled in the driveway. She'd tell me of all sorts of things she
saw: a child pedaling by on a bicycle, a picket fence around the lawn; across the street
there was a tree, she said, its branches swaying, and a fat, old neighbor pulling weeds
below it, and behind the tree there was another home that looked back on us.
One evening she saw the man getting out of his car with a large painting. He came
into our room and faced my opposite with a hammer and nail. I felt her studs tense up
with fear, felt her plaster turn to sand.
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"Uh-oh," laughed an adjacent wall. "Get ready for a splitting headache!"
"Yeah," said the other, "they've already screwed hooks in my back."
"Be brave," I cried to my beloved.
When it was done she said, "That wasn't so bad, really. What is it?"
I had a strange, almost out-of-house feeling, as I recognized what was in the
picture. "Bluebirds," I told her. My opposite had described the birds, one of which landed
on my sill only days earlier.
The wife said, "Just look how the light brightens it!"
Gradually, I came to enjoy the picture. Good thing, since more and more went
onto the wall. Since she could only see the backs of them, I spent a lot of time describing
what they depicted. Two elderly people, cheek to cheek. A solitary man with a beard and
long hair, and a great red heart outside of his chest. She loved to hear me describe them,
asked me again and again. I never grew bored, each time finding new details I hadn't
seen before. What a strange hat on that elderly man's head, as if made of straw. And the
woman beside him-look

at her dress, not at all like the dresses the young woman wore.

And see how the children in this photograph are older in another? And what were all
those tall building in the background of this one? They must touch the clouds!
My opposite continued telling me what she saw from my windows. She told me
of a flower outside on the grass with white petals and a yellow center. Why, there was a
picture of those very flowers upon her, but in the picture there were thousands of them,
spreading across the widest lawn, stretching into the horizon. In this way, we learned

about the world outside: it was big, filled with other men and women, with other houses,
and structures so strange we couldn't fathom their purpose. And everything existed under
that giant blue sky.

My opposite grew more and more beautiful with her adornments, but sometimes I
missed her bareness, and yearned to see beneath those pictures, to gaze on her naked as
the day her paint dried.
Not only that, I began to wonder when the man and wife would hang a picture on
me. Lefty just snickered and said,
"Don't expect any gifts; your windows might brighten us up, but they make you
shadowy. Can't see anything on you anyway, letting in all that sun."
Indeed, all I got were drapes. The adjacent walls called me "Drape-face," but I
was concerned only because they obscured my opposite's view through my windows.
And though the woman was diligent pulling them open in the mornings, she was hasty
pulling them closed at night. I felt the world had gotten a little smaller.

The first child was born, and then the second. Around the table was now a
wooden highchair, now another chair with a phonebook. The children were loud, one
scurrying across the floor, the other crying till she was taken in her mother's arms to
nurse.
"Wouldn't it be nice," I said to the opposite wall, "to have children?"
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"Don't be ridiculous," she said. "You can see there isn't room enough for any
more walls."
"What about right there, in the center of the room?"
"They'd block my view," she said.
It bolstered me that my sweet, white opposite would miss my face, yet it stung
that she'd rejected it so quickly, even if it were only a fantasy.
As the children grew they became hurtful. Several times I felt the stick of warm
foods hurled against me and my windows. The adjacent walls laughed and laughed until
the mother cleaned it away. It was worse for them, though, as the children had learned to
manipulate the doors. How they'd slam them shut! I couldn't help but giggle whenever
one of the adjacent walls grimaced.
Mr. Right's door was left open, obscuring his vision, but Lefty's door, which
swung out of our room instead of in, could see the new television set. It was by watching
this that he reported on all sorts of new things. Mostly, though, he liked describing the
Great Wrecking Ball he had seen on a news report. How it swung down from the sky and
demolished mammoth, concrete structures with its iron fist. How it left buildings in piles
of rubble and dust.
Meanwhile, the man had pushed a new cherry-wood display cabinet in front of
my opposite. The mother filled it with flowers and fancy blue dishes and silverware. The
adjacent walls fawned over my opposite, but they were jealous of our love, and grew
eager to scoff me.

"Too bad you're not over here, fella," they said.
"Why is that?" I asked, just to humor them.
"Well, can't ya see?" they snickered.
Yes, I could see. I could see how they formed corners with my opposite. It had
always been like that, like they were holding hands. Although I knew it was merely the
way they were made, I felt a pang of jealousy, and a little sickened knowing they touched
me, too. Knowing the only way I was connected to her was through them.
I began to fear that their flattery was going straight to my opposite wall's top
plate. How she'd laugh with delight, and make me explain in detail all the new
photographs of the children.
"What's the chubby one doing?" she'd ask of a picture that just went up.
"He's sitting there smiling, I don't know."
"You should really have some pictures put on you," she said. "Or a hick-knack
shelf or something. Honestly, I don't know how you stand there all day with nothing but
your drapes."
And what about my windows? I thought. Had she forgotten those?
I loved the man and wife, and I loved the children, but sometimes it felt like my
opposite wall loved them more than me. With more fi~rniturecrowding the room, and
with the photographs and paintings that adorned her, why, I thought the floor had grown
wider, she seemed so distant. I could hardly see the pure, white wall I fell in love with.
And my windows? The sunlight had little room for its beautiful voyage anyway; instead,
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it caught in the glass picture frames and the silverware in the cabinet, and glimmered
painfully, almost grotesquely.
Even Mr. Lefty got more attention than me, with the children's height measured
in pencil every year against his doorjamb. And the children, really, I was beginning to
wonder what the big fuss was. All they did was gum up my windows with their hands.
Even the mother, who once kept me so clean, ceased to bother sweeping the cobwebs.
Maybe she couldn't see them in my shadows, but I could feel them wafting in my
comers.
The father came home later and later. He wore a clean, grey suit, now, and put a
quick end to any shenanigans the children were up to. I swear, his booming voice could
rattle my timbers. At night he'd tum on the lamp in my comer, which always sent a
pleasant hum through my insides, and spend great lengths of time at the table after the
mother and children were cleared out, reading, drinking, smoking. Some nights the
smoke was so thick I could hardly breathe, and the adjacent walls never failed to say,
"You know that smoke's gonna ruin your nice, white finish, 01 boy."
"Yup. Gonna yellow it right up."
"Yours, too," I hissed.
The wife would come down in her nightgown and put her arms around her
husband. He'd shift and her arms would drop, and I would feel sad for them.

"Why won't you let me near you?" the wife said. She was pregnant again.
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I could hear my opposite whispering with the adjacent walls, laughing about
something. I tried shaking the drapes from my windows so she could see the starry night
through me.
The man slapped me-in

anger this time. "I feel so.. .so boxed in!"

Then pull my drapes! I wanted to cry. Or better, knock out those adjacent walls.
That would open this place right up!
I felt desperate, like my opposite would turn her back on me if I didn't do
something.
"Shall I describe a picture for you, my love?" I asked.
"Huh?" she said.
"I wish I could move these drapes so that you could look out," I said.
"Don't be silly. I can hardly see a thing from behind all my ornaments."
I felt the foundation plummeting away beneath me.
"But, you still love me, don't you?"
"Listen," she said. "You're just so far away and I've been spending a lot of time
with the adjacent walls, and, you know, you should really give them a chance. You'd like
them."
So that was it! I thought. I wanted to break free, I wanted to crash, face-first, onto
the floor and destroy us all-my

opposite wall and the adjacent ones crashing behind, and

the ceiling burying us all, the husband, wife and children included.
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But I said nothing, and I felt nothing but a tiny piece of plaster come loose and
crumble away inside me.

I decided to commiserate with the man. I took in his yellow smoke and felt it
coagulate in the pores of my paint. I took the heavy hammer-fall blows of his fist against
my plaster, and ached with him until the blue morning. Winter nights he'd throw open
my window and a draft of bitter wind and snow would blast in. He'd stare out my
window, and I'd feel happy to see the opposite wall shivering. In the spring, when the
man wept into his hands, I drew the rain in and let it seep through and stain my surface in
rings of golden mold the wife could not clean away.
Yet even he, to whom I had been so faithful, betrayed me, but in so doing, I
gained a new fhend. It was the third child, a blond-haired boy with blue eyes-I

hadn't

paid him much attention since he was born. He sat on the floor one day, his back against
me, running crayons he gripped in his little fist across a sheet of paper. The drawing was
hardly more than scribbles, but I could make it out as clear as if it were a masterpiece
hung upon my vain opposite; I could see the green grass, and the white fence and the
boxy house, I could see the wide blue sky, and a fat, yellow sun smiling above
everything. My opposite had long ceased telling me about the outside world, and I
shimmered as I remembered it, and those faraway beautiful days.
He turned to me and he pressed that picture against my surface, and I felt it
through my marred paint and cracked laths, felt it in the core of my beams. Oh, I tried to
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hold on to the picture, I coaxed it and I willed it to stay-Try

again, boy, press harder!

You need a tack and hammer, or some sticky glue! But the picture kept falling, falling to
the boy's feet. I thought he'd given up when I felt a crayon jab me, and glide waxy across
the plaster. I wept, though it tickled me, and I laughed, though the father was storming
across the floor in a rage toward the boy.
The man spun the boy around by his arm and struck him across his face, but I was
too overjoyed at the moment to comprehend it.
And despite how little we spoke .these days, I cried out to the opposite wall,
"What is it?" "What is what?" she said.
"Just scribbles," said Mr. Right.
"Ugly, ugly, ugly.. ." sneered Lefty.
"Oh, get mold!" I shouted, even as I heard the wife shouting at the man.
"They're right," said the opposite wall. "They're just scribbles."
"Well.. .what color are they? Please," I said. "At least tell me that."
"They're blue," she said, almost sadly. "Like bluebirds."
The father returned with his blond-haired boy and a pail of hot water. He made
the boy scrub the crayon clean. If my paint had any sheen left, it would be gone after that.
But as the boy scrubbed and cried, I whispered to him, "Thank you."
After that, the wife packed a suitcase. All three kids waited in scarves and jackets
in our room, their faces like alabaster, while the man and woman argued in another.
When the man and woman appeared at Lefty's threshold, they're faces were wet and
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rosy, but they were smiling. Then, the space between them disappeared as they leaned
gently into one another. Things calmed down, but I saw less and less of the man. He
spent his time in other rooms, now.

The children grew quickly. The oldest would open the cabinet where his father
kept ,thebottles from which he used to drink. And when his father yelled at him, he yelled
back. He'd flee the house, slamming doors, and drive away. The daughter escaped her
mother's tight embrace, giggling with boys in other rooms when no one was home. Then,
as if overnight, they were gone, left and never came back. The house fell quiet. In time,
the arguments between the father and mother and the blond boy eased, and the man's
booming voice softened. He repaired all the stains and dents in me, and gave me new
paint, but never again sat alone with me by my window. All he did in our room was eat
supper with his wife and his son, and if I heard anything from them in other parts of the
house it was quiet laughter.
Finally, even the youngest son, his hair darker, but still blond, was old enough to
leave. And when he did I feared I would be completely alone. But by then, the older
children were coming back for visits, and everyone seemed happy. The older children
began showing up with their spouses, then their own children, and the house became full
of life once more.
The grown-up daughter wiped a finger across a picture on the opposite wall and
said,

"Mom, you've really got to dust in here."
I laughed so hard I felt my studs shake.
"I'm sorry," I told the opposite wall, because the bitterness was washing away
like fingerprints on my new glossy paint.
"That's okay," she said. And she laughed a little, too.
"Isn't it nice?" I ventured. "All this commotion? Like the old days-besides

the

dust, of course."
And even behind the cherry-wood display cabinet and the paintings and
photographs, and end-tables with vases of old flowers, and the clock and the cross, I
could see her smile.
One night the man came into our room. He looked around us like he had that first
day, slowly and quietly, glancing in the corners. He knelt down by me and ran his hand
along my surface, his fingers thinner than before, yet still gentle. He touched the spot
where his blond-haired son had scribbled with his blue crayon. I heard him chuckle, then
felt his palm give me a good, solid slap. He sat at the table for a long time with the lamp
out, just staring out my window, and then he began to cough. He doubled over in his
chair, clutching his chest, then, still sitting, leaned against me with all his weight-"A
good, sturdy man," I said to him, softly, like he had told me once I was a good sturdy
wall. His face pressed against my window, but this time no breath fogged it.

The blond boy came back and took his mother out of the house. Movers came and
lugged out the table and the chairs and the lamp with no mind for scraping them against
my face.
"This is it," said one of the adjacent walls. "The Great Wrecking Ball in the sky is
gonna swing down any minute."
"Don't be such a brick-and-mortar," I said. "It's just a make-over. Probably."
But I began to believe him as the day pressed on, as the boxes piled in the corners
higher and higher. The movers stripped our entire room clean. I could see the discolored
shape of the absent display cabinet against my opposite.
"Ugh," grunted the adjacent walls, trying to pull away from her.
"Oh, no," she said to me, frantically. "Does it look bad?"
"No, my darling," I lied. "You're beautiful."
The mother pulled off my drapes-I

had long forgotten they were even there. But

it was then I realized the worst was yet to come. She and her son began taking down all
the pictures from my opposite wall, and the cross and the calendar and the clock, and the
large painting of the bluebirds.
"No," she cried, "don't take them! Leave one, leave just one!"
I watched in horror as they came down, and one by one I longed to see them each
again because I had already forgotten what they looked like. Yet, at the same time, I felt
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that old yearning creeping up my timbers-that

desire to see my opposite stripped and

bare, glowing naked like a dull ache once more.
The adjacent walls stood quiet, too afraid to speak.
"It's cold now," she cried to me, "it's so cold and empty!"
But I could do nothing. There she stood, a wall of discolored squares, rectangles
and ovals, of ugly cracks running wild from a hundred black puncture wounds.
"Look away!" she screamed at me.
But I couldn't. I could never look away.

Our room was empty, the house was silent. Spiders' nests clogged the corners so
that we all looked old and wizened with long, grey beards. I felt the pitter-patter of mice
inside me all through the night, scaling my laths, knocking out crumbs of plasters,
nibbling at my wires. I felt myself withering, growing thin and hollowed, and the ceiling
became a great weight upon me. The rain seeped in, and I wheezed through the summers,
and in the winter I grew brittle and cold. At night, quiet, dirty men would sleep on the
floor and disappear in the morning, and in the days, the sunlight came through my
windows pale and grimy, and shone on my quiet opposite in tired splotches ,that lingered
on all her flaws.
"It's better than the wrecking ball," I said to her.
"Is it?" She said it weakly, then stood quiet. There was something different about
her. "You must think I'm such a cinderblock," she said, after a while.
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"No," I said. And I meant it. "We all stand where we're built, and there's nothing
we can do to change that."
She was quiet again for a time, then said, "I missed your eyes. I missed seeing all
you showed me."
I straightened my timbers, shyly. And then I realized what was different. She
seemed closer to me, or I to her. We were leaning toward each other in our old age,
buckling just an inch or two at our horizontal borders. It was enough to make the room
feel smaller, to make it feel like someday we'd squeeze out the adjacent walls, the floor
and the ceiling, and finally touch. For once I was happy not to be as sturdy as I had
thought.
"Well," I said, "what do you see through my windows today, Mrs. Opposite?"
She laughed. "Well, Mr. Opposite, I see an old beat-up driveway, and a broken
fence, and a mammoth tree across the street, and a tired old house behind it, and a young,
thin girl in a garden. But mostly," she said, "I see a bunch of tall, ugly weeds wafting
against your window panes."
"Weeds!" I said, and laughed. "But is there still blue out there?"
"Oh," she said, breathlessly, "there's plenty of blue."

My father never ate. All year he starved himself until the two precious summer
weeks he spent with us, his family, at the house on the beach. Only here would I see him
eat-breads

and meats and fish-ravenously

filling himself to last another eleven

months, to last until the next summer, thinned out and pale. My mother ate at the lakehouse, too, and although she ate throughout the winter (my younger brother, Alex, and I
called every moment away from the lake-house "winter"), she preferred to do it away
from my siblings and me; she ate with girlfriends at luncheons that wandered late and
tipsy into the afternoon, or else fasted for black-gowned dinners downtown. At home my
sisters and Alex and I ate plenty, but in separate rooms, watching separate television sets.
But this, too, changed at the lake. Alex and I had given our beach a name: Wolf Beach,
and we all ate like our namesake, together in a big hungry pack.
It was mine and my brother's job to set the table. It was an enormous thing, like a
castle door, scarred with a thousand black gashes. Too large for our family alone: my
father and mother, three sisters, Alex and me. But it hardly mattered since we always had
five or ten guests visiting for the day or the week or the entire summer: my grandmother
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made the pilgrimage every year, a black shawl perched upon her birdlike shoulders,
mostly to wander once through the old cabin Grandpa built where they had summered
every year (about a hundred yards from the new house my father built). All sorts of aunts
and uncles and cousins from across the country visited; and friends of the family, or
people who worked for Father.
Around the table we'd go with the plates-Alex

on one side and me on the other.

That table was nearly petrified so it didn't need a fancy cloth, and I liked the way the
glassware and cutlery sounded as we laid it all out. The lack of tablecloth was as much as
my mother would concede: the rest had to be done "proper." We started with plates and
cloth napkins and silverware: fish fork, dinner fork, salad fork on the left of the plate; on
the right, Alex set the soup spoons, but I had to handle all the dinner and fish knives. We
set small butter knives-Mother

granted Alex this much-across

the bread plates, and

positioned the wines and water glasses neatly next to each other.
Sometimes Alex would complain about our duty.
"Why don't they do it?" he said, pointing to the kitchen doors, behind which we
could hear working Anja, our maid, and our cook, Jorge.
I'd give him a pinch and say, earnestly, "Don't be so bourgeois!"
It was true, setting the table could be a chore, especially if you were across the
lake at Bear Beach or Snake Beach (we'd given all five beaches animal names). But the
reward came after the work when Alex and I, as a finishing touch, determined that
evening's seating arrangement. I spent many late afternoons designing name cards:
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writing names in calligraphy or block letters, accompanying them sometimes with a
doodle or an origami swan. Next to my sister Maura's name I once drew a cute pig's
face. Maura was two years older than me; as far as my sisterly bonds went, she was my
closest, but also my most treacherous. Maura, especially in those chubbier years, did not
appreciate my scribbles. She would scream bloody-murder to our mother, but it was easy
enough to defend myself that evening. The trick was to have barnyard animals be a theme
for the name-cards. I drew Alex a lamb, my mother a peacock; for my eldest sister,
Olivia, a doleful cow-face, and for my second-to-oldest sister, Teresa, a hen. And
although my father, Nathan Romanson, was more lupine than I, for him I drew a stately
horse, and for me a wolf, the elegant terror of the forest.
There were only two seats Alex and I could not tamper with: on one end sat my
Grandma Anna (I drew her an owl), a wizened and white woman, her long ashen hair
pulled back, a staunch scowl but glossy, kind blue eyes; on the other end, my father. He
was clean-cut those years, as any CEO of a major oil company should be, but in my
memories he always looks like he did when, years later, he sold the beach-house and
moved into his father's small cabin: like some reticent, slightly crazed medieval duke, a
thick, black moustache and a Cossack's beard. Sitting near him at the table, everything
seemed more intense. Even the silverware seemed heavier, colder, shinier; the tines of the
fork felt like tenterhooks against my tongue. Sitting by Grandma Anna made me feel like
we were all living a hundred years ago; she proudly retained her Old World accent, and
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even the way she chewed seemed to be of a different age. She ate very little, and her
abstemious portions made our own seem gluttonous.
But between those unvarying poles of my father and my grandmother, Alex and I
had the freedom-the jurisdiction, even-to

set anyone else where we pleased. For

instance, we put Maura next to cousin Elroy, who liked sticking green beans and other
cylindrical foods up his nose and barking like a walrus. If Elroy wasn't around, there was
Great Aunt "Grabby" Abby and her incautiously groping hands (nipping your cheeks,
arms, legs). I loved my fat Uncle Tim, with his pencil moustache and that single wisp of
hair on his head, but we couldn't resist seating him next to Uncle Jon's wife, Shelly, who
was near anorexic. Uncle Tim always came with his attractive "roommate," David, who
we had sit next to Nancy Spiers, my mother's only divorced friend. When Olivia and
Teresa brought their boyfriends to the beach-house (Mother made them sleep in the
apartment above the garage), we made sure to pair them wrong and set them on opposite
ends of the table.
And whenever Maura complained about where she found her neatly placed namecard, Mother-who

we sat next to the loquacious brother we knew she disliked-would

say, "Your brother and sister went to a lot of trouble. Now you sit and appreciate it."
But it was Alex's trouble she really worried about. My brother was my shadow,
and any authority Mother granted me rested strictly on my proximity to him; it was
Alex's feelings she would not let be trampled or disregarded. So, when I drew an octopus
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on Maura's name-card (and gave it pink glasses, like Ma~lra's),I made sure to convince
Alex that the underwater theme was his idea.

When she came up for air, she squinted through the splash of her arms and tried to
find Alex, her brother. Over her shoulder she saw him, pulling the water with his thin
arms, still behind but steadily closing the distance. Anona veered into his path, hoping the
spatter of her feet would slow him. Ahead was the wooden raft their grandfather built,
and that their father still kept the same canary-yellow. She glanced back again and saw
her brother grimacing in her sloshy wake and wasting the use of one hand to shield his
eyes. A smile pushed at her cheeks even as she slid back under the surface.
That was me, the summer I was thirteen; Alex was a year younger. I preferred an
underwater variation of the breaststroke, or just a streamlined body with fluttering legs;
whatever it took to stay beneath the surface for as long as possible. Alex's stroke had
evolved over the summers from a floundering dogpaddle to an expert front crawl. When I
surfaced again, I found him nearly at my side.
"Alex, look!" I shouted, sacrificing precious seconds to turn and point to a spot
just beyond the boy. "Look, it's one of the miners!"
"Shut up," he said, but not before taking one white-eyed glimpse behind him.
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We called it a lake, but everyone knew that where we swam was really a flooded
limestone quarry. Some seventy-five years ago .the workers struck a spring; the water rose
ninety feet in two days. On the floor still existed the necropolis of rails and carts, cast-off
picks and leather gloves, shanties from which their father, an amateur diver, recovered
relics-shovels

and helmets, an old China bowl. When the water had stopped rising there

were several men unaccounted for, miners at work in a new shaft that had filled up with
water too quick for rescue.
Father tried to dispel the myth. Those men, he explained, had escaped through a
connecting shaft and sat back while their wives collected the company's condolence
money. He said Grandpa had become acquainted with one of the miners, a tall, holloweyed ghost of a man and his large family still living in the area. The man had helped
Grandpa build his cabin-planing

timber and looking off into the water where he had

supposedly died. It was one of the first cabins to surround the quarry, and now it sat like a
petrified memento in the shadows of our six-bedroom summer home. But when it came
to stories, I always preferred the plainly horrifying over the horrifyingly dull. For me, the
miners had died. They heard a drizzle snaking down the shaft; one thought of the hedges
around his parents' home full of sparrows at dawn. Just as they turned their lights upon
the song, a white roar engulfed their lungs.
Alex's stoke became erratic, the speed of his arms moving out of sync with his
body. I dipped under once more, pretended to be a barreling submarine, a lithe mermaid,
a black eel; and pretending to be unafraid of the monster I had just conjured. But already
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I felt something looking up at me, saw myself through the eyes of a miner, saw my
stomach and knees and elbows floating on the sun-glittering surface like a hooked worm.
The miner was rising, his chalk-blue face rippling across his skull like a loose, rubber
mask; I could feel it in my gut, my chest, my neck, and I laughed with terror until I pulled
myself onto the raft and collapsed on its warm surface.
I won the race by only a fraction; Alex was already out of the water, dropping in
similar fashion to lie on his stomach. I could see his back rising and falling as the blood
still pulsed in my own ears, and as I flipped onto my back, and breathed in the warm,
woody must of the raft, and heard the croaks the water made under the platform as it rose
and fell, and as I looked up at the fat, cotton clouds and felt the water on my skin begin to
magnify the sunlight, I sometimes felt-more

and more often felt-a

delightful frisson

boiling in the arches of my feet, swirling behind my knees, then flaring between my legs.
It lasted a few seconds, sometimes ebbed away but more often ended abruptly-at

my

brother's cough (as he slipped quickly back into the water), or at the sudden sting of a
red-striped horsefly on my shoulder.
I raced my brother to the rafts as often as I could that summer.
I had to concede, though, that my winning streak would be short-lived. By .the end
of the summer I knew he'd have me beat. It wasn't fair: it was only Alex's second
summer of being allowed to swim without floats, and to swim out to the raft without
Father. On top of that, I had, only the summer before, began to beat my sisters when
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suddenly they stopped caring about racing and started preferring their hairdos to the feel
of water.
From the raft I scanned the beaches, first Wolf Beach, then the neighboring
shores, each separated by thick patches of forests and cliff walls. The weeping willows
came closest to the walls' edge, with their long thirsty tendrils dipping into the water.
Directly north was Eagle Beach; no one of interest lived in the home there, just an older
married couple, the Dunlucks, who we saw once a year at the community Fourth of July
potluck. We had to keep close tabs on the Dunlucks, so as not to get caught leaping from
the cliffs near their home-the

tallest cliffs around the quarry. They didn't want to be

sued if anyone got hurt, and there was at least one lawyer in each of the five families
around this lake. Northwest sat the Turkington house, or Turtle Beach, summer home to
Emily and Lisa Turkington: Maura's friends more than anybody's. To the east was Bull
Snake beach, and above that, Bear Beach, where the Holmes family stayed. It was too far
a distance to see anyone clearly on the other beaches. Sometimes I waved over to Bear
Beach if I saw someone; sometimes they'd wave back if they saw me. I always hoped it
was Ian Holmes, but realized with disappointment each time that even if it was him, he
wouldn't be able to see who I was, either. Still, I imagined we'd talk someday privately,
and come around to it by chance-did you see me waving? Was that you? Yes, was that
you?

From the raft I could see my own beach. I could see mother in the rare moments
she came down to the sand. Mother said I was like a fish, but I knew she said that about
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anyone who went into the water up to their ankles and enjoyed it. She owned a bathing
suit, a one-piece thing that looked like the kind I'd seen Grandma wearing in photographs
when she was young, but Mother never got wet. Sometimes Alex and I would play a
game we called, "Let's spot Mother." It was simple: whoever saw her on the beach first
won. The real purpose of the game was the chance to sound like the British narrator for a
nature-program we watched on television every week. But if Mother was unpredictable,
Father was Old Faithful. Nathaniel Romanson got in the water twice a day: in the
morning he'd rise early and bring his shampoo and soap to the lake, where he'd wash his
hair, scrub his face, and lather his hairy underarms. A younger Anona, who hated to
sleep, who woke at dawn nearly every morning, would accompany him. But she was
forbidden to wash her hair in the lake. Little girls take baths, her mother said. My father
would stand in the water, his arms outstretched like some lathered and white messiah,
then melt before my eyes into a sudsy foam that jostled on the surface and slowly
dissipated. I'd watch the surface, unsure of the direction he went until fifteen feet out
he'd launch from the water clean, sparkling, renewed. Even though I always saw the
surface shimmer just before he actually broke the surface, it surprised me every time; it
was like the silence between lightning and thunder, how it never made the inevitable
crash any easier to brace against.
In the afternoon Nathaniel would come down for the second time to the beach, no
matter the weather, march into the water and swim. Father swam farther than anyone,
farther than all the other fathers; crossing the quarry to say hello to the Holmes family, if
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any of them were mulling about the shore, and returning. I crashed into the water with
him, and we'd dip below, splash each other playfully. But then I'd wipe my eyes and see
he was on his way, swimming across. I challenged myself to follow him with my eyes,
watching his head shrink to the size of a pin, until all I could see were the miniscule
white splashes of his arms. On his way back, the splashes again, and then his arms like
weary old mill wheels, and his head lolling over for air. Several times, a very young
Anona had looked away and lost sight of him, then ran back to the house crying that he
had drowned.

Olivia and Teresa had taken to sunbathing with their boyfriends on the farthest
reach of our beach, where the sand tapered with the marram grass and grew coarse with
rocks; where the shade of the bordering willows attracted mosquitoes. They were older so
Mother allowed a modicum of privacy; though she wouldn't let them go any farther or
they'd be out of her sight. She reminded them with pride that she could see the whole
beach from the second floor of the house.
"And every time I look," she told the boys, "I had better see each of you."
Another privilege of turning closer to twenty, Olivia and Teresa discovered, was
their independence from their younger siblings. Mother didn't want any of her daughters
getting too far from under her talons, but she certainly held on to us all with different
paws; unfortunately for Maura, she was in mine and my brother's camp. So it was that
one summer day, no more or less summery than the rest (strike that: I remember now I
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was feeling down because Daddy had plans to leave the next day), Maura sat pinching
sand and letting it sprinkle down her legs. She looked longingly to her faraway sisters and
their boyfriends, then with a scowl to Alex and me, digging holes in the sand like dogs
and barking to boot. I think our actual dogs, Kurt and Jimmy, were there, too, digging
themselves, with seaweed dangling from their soggy, slimy muzzles. Did we allow
Maura to trek alone to Turtle beach where, as Anja relayed the message, Emily and Lisa
Turkington had just arrived? No. We tagged along after her-with

Mother's

encouragement.
"Let's take the labyrinth," I called to our leader, marching ahead.
"Let's just be quiet," Maura said.
The way to Turtle Beach could be easy and direct-the

sandy beach ended but the

shore continued, more or less, with a terrain of rock and grassy fields--or it could be fun:
winding dark paths through the forest. We called it the "labyrinth"; obviously, we were
never to set foot in those serpentine trails. We kept on, Maura leading with her
headphones on, me last, and my brother between us, as if cushioned. He wasn't allowed
to walk barefoot, especially around here where sharp rocks and bird bones poked fiom
the sand. I watched his legs move, watched his sneakers squish into the sand, or tread
upon clumps of weeds, or hop fiom rock to rock. I had always watched my brother. We
all had, all our lives. We all remember his first steps, his first words. And we all
remembered the reason we watched him so closely.. . But besides the swimming that
summer, I noticed he was getting tall, almost as tall as me. And, though I wouldn't have
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admitted it then, he was getting handsome. His body was svelte and smooth, and his face
still childish-but

more so when he laughed. When he gazed across the quarry at a cloud

or a gull, or nothing at all, there was something insightful in his richly blue, baby-eyes,
and something elegant in his profile. His hair was blond and although he always kept that
blue fisherman's cap perched on his head, it only got blonder as the summer wore on, so
blond that sometimes the light from it seemed to bleed and drip onto his forehead, until
his whole face burned white-hot.
We were greeted by Mrs. Turkington, who hugged us all like her own children
and gave us various messages to relay to Adrienne, our mother, which all boiled down to
a promise to visit one evening soon for wine and cheese. Maura went into the Turkington
house and straight to the bathroom while we waited on the Turkington's splintery porch.
When she emerged she was in a bikini; I pretended to be blinded by her pallid stomach
which, because of Mother's rules, hadn't seen the light of day all summer. She smirked
and pushed past me. We joined Lisa and Emily, already bikini-clad and lounging like
movie-extras on the beach. My heart sank when I saw Ian Holmes. He was on a towel on
his back, propped upon his elbows and looking out restlessly into the water. I was dimly
aware that Ian's monkey-brained hends, Warren and Marc, were also there, scampering
about the girls and laughing. But the world crashed back into focus soon enough as
Maura descended, new bikini and all, like a fat, hungry gull, next to Ian.
"You want to go jump off the cliffs?" Alex asked me. "You want to build a
castle? You want to catch minnows?"
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Alex depended on me to make things exciting, and I usually obliged-I

often had

to convince him to join me in some nonsense game or crazy stunt. But this time-maybe
for the first time-I

just wanted to sit with my older sister and her fhends, no matter how

boring I knew it'd be. Or not boring, as Alex and I stationed ourselves around the group,
a little out of orbit, like a wildlife narrator watching a troop of baboons. In fact, it was
getting interesting, watching how Maura fumbled all her words around Ian. He didn't
speak much and more than once I saw my sister's eyes move about his tanned face, then
drop to the sand like a man overboard. I swallowed every word I thought I'd say to himDid you see me waving?-and
archery-Mr.

looked away. Alex had begun talking to him now about

Holmes had all the boys around the quarry over for archery practice a few

times every summer and Alex was looking forward to doing it again.
It was Lisa, yellow-stringed Lisa, who handed Warren the sticky suntan lotion
bottle and said, "Put some one my back?" She was midway into repositioning herself on
her stomach when Warren dropped the bottle-she

stopped, twisted again to retrieve the

bottle, and in that moment of awkward acrobatics the bottom of her bikini caught under
her rump and pulled away in the front. A sparse patch of shiny black hairs was exposed. I
glanced away quickly only to see that Alex, as if by some masculine radar, had already
detected it. He looked away then, looked to see if anyone else saw him looking. I looked
into the sand. When I glanced up he was staring again, his mouth hung slightly open, his
fingers like fence-poles in the sand. All this to the sound of Lisa gabbing on about some
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waterproof watch she wanted, and helping Warren with the bottle; even Ian was talking
now, about what I couldn't hear over the blood in my head.
And then the spectacle was over: her tanned legs, a bar of golden sunlight running
along each like racing stripes, clapped back together; she flipped like a fish onto her
stomach with Warren coming down next to her in the sand, his knees jabbing her ribs. No
one, as far as I could tell, except Alex and myself, had noticed. Alex glanced away dazed,
his hands drifting aimlessly in the sand. I felt my body grow clammy; I could feel every
grain of sand clinging to my beanpole legs, stuffed under my toenails. I looked toward
the water and wished I was in it, suddenly dreading the distance I'd have to walk showing
my body, which was more like a skinny boy's, more like my brother's. It was certainly
nothing like Lisa's, but not even like Maura's.
I watched Alex's hand come alive once more, like a little creature in the sand, this
time gliding across the undulated surface, gathering up sand and letting it spill through
his fingers. He stole peeks at Warren's hand, blending the milky lotion into the golden
wet hue of her back, his fingers making furtive darts below her bikini string. I thought at
first it was the shame of my own body I felt (I had seen the after-school-specials): my
bony knees, my kiwi-sized breasts, my double-pigtails; but then I knew my sudden
anxiety was that Alex had made a distinction between my body and Lisa's. I didn't care
so much that he chose Lisa's over mine, but that he could choose at all. Not so many
years had passed since Anja couldn't bathe just the one of us without the other dashing
in, tearing off our shirt and shoes. Now, I figured Alex had that that spider-stepping tingle
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down his spine at the moment, that twinkling trace of something in his gut like sweet
nausea. I knew what it felt like. I had felt it before-thinking

of Ian; but more often while

watching Jorge in the kitchen, the lean muscles in his neck twitching as he carried some
cast iron cauldron to the fire. What I couldn't understand at that moment, sitting on the
too-hot sand, squinting through fiery eyelids at the water, was why I so fervently felt it
now.
I hadn't looked at Ian since the bikini mishap-about sixty seconds had passed by
then. My eyes kept drifting back to where Alex still gazed, to Lisa's lissome limbs, to
Lisa's shoulder blades, to the rise of Lisa's buttocks, glistening like two suns.
I broke from it and barked my brother's name. "Let's swim," I said, already up
and heading for the water, my towel around me like a cape.

I looked back only after I dipped beneath the surface and found my brother, just
then stepping into the water, had grown several inches taller; his face had taken angles,
his arms sinew. But no, it was Ian. My brother was behind him a few feet. Ian stopped,
turned while taking a thick folded knife from the back pocket of his cut-off jeans. He
tossed the blade-the

sun catching sharply on it as it sailed-back

onto his towel.

"Hi," I said, surprised that being near him didn't make me sink like a stone. It was
the water, I think. The water cooled me, protected me. I did a handstand, then a
somersault. Alex swam over to me and followed suit. We didn't go out far. The quarry
had a sandy bottom that descended sharply; after six or seven paces out, the water lapped
our chins. The next step, we knew, our feet would feel no sand, only the panic of icy
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nothingness, a moment of helpless sinking. And I'd have that feeling again of seeing
myself from other eyes. We bobbed close to shore, snorting our noses, spitting fountains.
Ian was swimming farther out, alone. But I was watching Alex. I thought then that he
would never look at another girl the same way, not even me. It was perhaps the beginning
of our separation.
I scooped a handful of sludgy sand.
"C'mon," I said.
"C'mon what?"
I heaved the sand back onto the beach; the clump disintegrated in midair and
came down onto Maura and her friends like shrapnel.
Alex laughed. I loved his young, puckish laughter.

I said earlier that Mother held us under different paws; this was true of her
daughters, but not so for her son. Alex, she held between her teeth. Gently, delicately, so
as not to make him bleed, because if Alex started to bleed he could not stop. Not on his
own. All my sisters and I had been trained in administering his emergency infusions. If
he cut himself, the infusion would mix synthetic blood factors into his own that would
make the blood clot, and the bleeding cease. We had all visited the special clinic where
Alex, and many other hemophiliacs-"people
to say-went

living with hemophilia" we were instructed

for all his basic medical needs-check-ups,

colds and cavities. We all knew

Dr. Garja, Alex's hematologist; Mother had her over for dinner two or three times a year.
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Of all his injuries, his first had been his worst-when

he was an infant, before my parents

knew of his disease. I was too young to remember; Olivia, eight at the time, said she did,
but she refused to talk about it. I had seen Alex get scrapes and pokes over the years; they
hung like paintings in my memory, those images of him on my mother's lap, weakened
and quiet, his arm or leg wrapped in white, my mother's hands round the bandaged limb
like an intractable vise. I remember walking into those intimate scenes like an intruder,
my mother's face pale, as if it were her blood that was spilling, and wracked by a weary
joy that his had stopped.
Therefore I knew it was an infraction for Alex and me to leave the group that day
without Maura. Warren and Marc had responded with savagery to my muddy-sand-attack
and Ian took up our protection, which I thought was noble of him. Maura and the girls
joined in, but the battle soon excluded us completely and turned into an excuse for the lot
of them to begin grabbing and groping each other. Anyway, I couldn't bear the idea of
settling back down on our towels near Lisa. But if sneaking off while they swam was a
misdemeanor, taking the labyrinth back home-those
rising deer-trails that threaded through the forest-was

winding, diverging, dipping and
a murderous offense.

When we reached the first trail's entrance, Alex tossed his shoes, which had been
hanging around his shoulders like a pair of dead ducks, onto the trail and began wiggling
his feet into them.
"You don't need them," I called from ahead.
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I stamped at the soft and cool ground, dusted with golden pine needles from last
winter which were too brittle to stick.
"I have to," he said, tugging at a knot with his teeth.
Yes, I thought-for

my sake, as well as his. If Mother saw him unshod it was my

hide she'd use for his next pair. I knew it was the safest thing, but couldn't help but to rail
against Mother's restrictions.
We meandered through the trails, stopping often to observe sticky spider-webs
across the path, then clear them with sticks; running after frogs, exploring smaller trails
that broke off from the main one, until they ended in impenetrable brush or wandered too
far afield. I was always in the lead, my makeshift machete hacking and thwacking any
vegetation that had prickles, stickers or thorns.
"Eat these berries," I said, tossing a few up in the air. "They'll make us turn into
wild animals."
I plucked off a cluster of red berries for him. He took them and raised them to his
mouth. This was a game, of course: he wasn't going to really eat them. Instead, he
crushed them in his hand.
"I'm bleeding!" he cried, opening his hand with a grimace of pain.
We laughed, although it really wasn't filmy. He threw the pulpy mess at my face,
then tried to push me into the brush.
"Hey, hey, hey!" I said, our arms tangling together.
He stopped. "What?"

"Do you remember what color Lisa's bikini was?"
He looked at me sharply, then played dumb.
"Huh? How should I know?"
"Oh," I cooed, pushing him off me. "I don't know. How should you know?"
I don't know why I brought it up except the whole incident kept popping back to
mind. I wanted him to admit what he saw, and how it made him feel. Maybe then I could
forget what I felt.
"Wasn't her hair pretty?" I said. "You saw her hair,didn't you?"
"Shut up," he said, lunging again at me.
But I was already gone, bounding down the path yelling, "You can't catch me!
I'm a wolf!"
The forest flew past in a green, tangled blur, the thin-armed trees that reached
across the path bending and whipping back, and lazy frogs leaping for their lives before
my lightning speed, and milk pods and dandelions exploding, and silver spider-webs
latching to my eyelashes, turning to silk in my mouth. We followed the paths as they
wound, as they rose and descended, leaping over fallen trees and woody vines, charging
through patches of wild white trillium flowers. The ground swept by, and the mottled
light came down through the trees that swayed dizzily high above, came down and lit the
path like a leopard in fast pursuit of something.
He tripped.
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with the blood drumming loudly in my ears, I didn't hear him trip, didn't see it
happen either, only I suddenly felt I was running alone, streaking like a wolf wi.th no
pack. I turned and ran back several hundred feet until .thebrush and trees around a wide
bend revealed Alex on the ground, investigating his right knee.
"What happened?" I called from several yards away. I was breathless, but not
because I was tired.
Alex looked up at me, then revealed his knee.
"Those are berries!" I yelled, as if I could make it so.
I fell to the ground and grabbed his knee, then his bloodied hands. It was only a
scrape but comb-like lines of blood were seeping through.
"Your infuser," I said. "Did you bring your infuser?"
"I forgot it."
I knew he hadn't brought it. He had no backpack with him to carry the needle and
the medication, no pockets big enough in his swimming trunks.
"I think it'll be fine," he said, wiping the scrape with a dirty hand.
"We have to get you back,'' I said. "We have to get your infuser."
"No," he said. "If I just apply pressure.. . It's not that deep."
I watched him lie on his back and lift his leg. He looked at me expectantly.
Realizing what he wanted, I scurried under his leg and propped it on my shoulder. I made
a tourniquet of my towel around his knee, twisting the ends like a braid. The towel stayed
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white for several long, quiet moments, but the whole time it was drinking up the blood; it
came through the cloth now, from fiber to fiber, spreading like a flower blooming open.
"It was just a scrape, right?" I asked, my breath pushing out the words as if from a
too-crowded lobby.
"Yeah," he said.
I watched the rise and fall of his chest grow more severe.
"It'll stop won't it?" I said.
"Yeah."
I felt something roll down my wrist-blood

from the towel I was keeping

clamped around his knee.
"I should go," I said. "Can you hold it if I go?"
But I knew I couldn't go anywhere. I was ten minutes from the house-mine
the Turkingtons'-if

or

I ran at top speed. Another ten minutes getting back with the

infuser. If Alex couldn't hold on that long, if he passed out.. . And Mother would see me;
yes, I had contemplated getting the infuser without alerting anybody else, and it sickened
me. But it was just a scrape, wasn't it? Scrapes, even small cuts, don't always need the
infuser. Alex was right. I tightened my grip on the towel, mottled with blood.
"The trees are spinning," Alex said. He was gazing at the sky.
"We should check it," I said. The towel seemed drenched.
I unwrapped the towel, found the wound and saw it release, freshly red, as if my
eyes upon it had been too much.

Alex craned his neck to see, then yelped and threw his head back.
"What! What is it!"
"It hurts."
"You're okay," I cried. "I think it's about to stop. It's just a scrape, right?"
I was shaking. I was crying.
"I think I need my infusion," Alex said. His voice was growing desperate.
"No," I said frantically, "I can't leave! I can't leave you here!"
His knee wasn't just bloodied now; the whole thing was glowing rosy red,
smoldering beneath the surface. I realized with terror that the scrape wasn't the problem.
It had been bleeding inside him, a thousand blood vessels that had burst when he landed.
Alex shuddered, then dug his elbows into the dirt and tried sitting up. His leg fell
from my shoulder and I screamed at him, "What are you doing!" and screamed into the
trees for help, pushing him back so he'd lay down, but he just kept pulling at me with one
hand, and clawing to get away from me with the other.
He dropped back to the ground, his teeth gnashing, his hands tearing at the towel.
I went limp. I looked off down the path. Everything swam in my vision. I looked
back on my brother, curled in the dirt, squirming like a newborn. The sunlight danced
over him. I shook my head, tried to wake up.
Then, I had a thought: Your brother is going to die.
I considered running home again; getting into trouble didn't cross my mind.
Instead, I felt it was too late. If I ran now, I thought, I'd only be doing it to avoid
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watching him die. I forced my body to move, to lay beside his, to cradle him. I pulled him
into my arms. I began to stroke his head.
"Shh," I told him, but he wasn't making any noise.

Anona saw milkweed in the air, a single white, star-shaped cloud of it floating
down as if from the trees. I watched its slow, gentle course, and then noticed another by
its side, and still others higher up, falling, all of them, like large flakes of snow, and
falling toward her as if guided by lines of spider-silk.
And then, for the third time that day, I felt something in my body that didn't seem
to belong to me-this

time, an incredible pain. It started in my head-my

convulsed, I clawed at the moist ground-then

body

wandered down my neck, floating like the

milkweed. Like my brother's, it wasn't a surface pain but something deeper, like fire
roiling under damp leaves. The pain welled my clavicles, then spilled across my chest;
my sternum collected it like a rain gully, funneled it like a flashflood and sent it all into
my gut where it became a whirlpool. It clung to the arches of my pelvis, took course
down my right leg and pooled into my knee, where, finally, it clogged and remained.
I looked at the knee from which Alex's hand had fallen limply free. It was
swelling, the bright rose blush of blood just beneath the surface, like a piece of fruit
whose insides had liquefied. I looked at my own knee-just
yet I could barely draw a breath.

a thin, knobby, normal knee,
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I didn't know how much time had passed. I awoke several times from sleep I
didn't remember drifting into; I kept wondering what that weight was upon my body, and
that pain in my knee. I awoke again, or maybe fell asleep, and knew at that moment that
the weight was my brother, still resting against me. He wasn't moving. I pushed at him
like pushing off wool blanket nightmares, struggled against gluey webs tangling my
limbs, against mud sucking at my feet, and legs not working and arms like brittle sticks;
and whose were whose arms anyway? I couldn't tell. My leg or his? His knee or mine!
Until a voice, a very calm, soft voice said,
"It doesn't hurt so much anymore."
I felt our body become two at my brother's voice-and

I felt the pain in my knee

intensify and knew then that it was my pain, and mine alone.

I don't know how long we laid there. I listened to his voice; not the words, but the
pitch, the melody. I could see that his knee had deflated, and that the bleeding had
stopped. It was almost enough to counter my pain. Finally, Alex was able enough to sit
up. I could feel him gently turning toward me, could hear his voice grow worried. I heard
something like my name over and over.
The forest shook; something was coming. I could hear the noises ricocheting off
of trees, catching in the curls of a million leaves. It was Maura, bikini and all. She was
hysterical, her face like a purple star.
"He's alright," I said. I'm not sure if she heard me.
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I could hear Alex speaking: "I fell but I'm okay. It stopped all by itself,"
I watched her disappear down the path, off to get help.
"Did you see those angels?" I asked Alex. I whispered it, the pain lessening.
"What angels?" He looked around. "Where?"
"The milkweed," I said. "Up there."
He hadn't. What felt like minutes later our father was there, and all our sisters,
and how many other people I didn't know. They swept down from the forest from
nowhere, or from vines like Tarzan. There was a tremendous noise and fearful crying,
and voices demanding answers from me, hands upon me, Was I alright? What happened?
Get up, now, we've got to get him to the--Are you alright? Hands were pulling me to my
feet but I just watched as the others scooped Alex up and took him away, around the
green bend. The whole crowd moved off and I was left alone. Even the pain in my knee
disappeared, as quick as it had come.
I looked down at my knee; there was blood, but none of it was mine. My knee
was fine. There was nothing to indicate anything had happened at all. Not even a dull
ache lingered with me as company. But one thing stayed behind. It caught my eye under a
blackberry bush-the

towel, wadded up, red and black like a blood clot. I took it from the

ground and let it hang like a curtain by an open window, heavy and wet. What color had
it been before? I couldn't remember. How had it felt before? What did it smell like? I
couldn't imagine.
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There was a tree before me, a big gnarled thing, draped in miles of thick,
desiccated vines. Each of the tree's black limb s tapered into a million skewers pointing
in every direction. The tree was dead; in the crooks of boughs and branches were the
dried remains of birds' nests, frayed and scattered as if by a ferret. Limbs that had broken
from the tree hung tangled in the vines like severed arms and legs. I felt the salt and
warmth of tears in my eyes-it

would be a relief to cry. And it was. I balled up the

bloody towel and heaved it up at the tree. It sailed, a thick dark clot, opening slowly,
unfurling like red wings, then snagged and wrestled in the branches where it finally
caught, draped like bright, living moss, and dripped.
I looked down at myself. The blood stained my hands like a murder. It dripped
down my arms like a suicide, and smeared across my thighs like a girl defiled in the
night.

We lived under covers-under

silk sheets that let in the light, under the thick,

warm scent of down. We lived beneath pastel acrylic thermal, and rayon that made us
sweat; under fleece, cashmere and wool, and quilted yarn blankets that smelled of
mildew. We stretched them from sofa to loveseat, from that old wooden rocking chair to
the leather recliner. We turned the entire living room into catacombs and crawled through
the tunnels on our hands and knees. We were caterpillars in cocoons, warm and safe.
Only one rule governed our den, our warren, our secret palace, and that was: Ye Shall
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Tell the Truth. I had uttered the rule some years ago-I

don't know what inspired it-

and Alex had agreed.
I'd ask, "If you could be a monster, what would you be?"
He'd say, "A vampire."
"Have you ever seen a real vampire?"
"Yes."
"If you were a vampire, would you suck my blood?"
"Hmm.. . No."
"What if you needed blood right then or you'd die and I was the only one
around?"
"Still no."
I was eight and it was the sweetest thing anyone had ever told me.
He'd say, "If you could be a monster, what would you be?"
I'd say, "A wolf."
"That's not a monster."
"Okay.. .then a werewolf."
"What if you were starving and there was a full moon: Would you eat me?"
"No, but I'd bite you."
"Why?"
"So you could be a werewolf, too."
He was six, and looked a little unsettled by my testimony.
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We didn't play much like that anymore. As he grew, Alex became more enthused
by tearing things down-stomping

sandcastles Maura and I had built, tipping Olivia into

the quarry water from the inner tube in which she lounged, mashing his own neatly
arranged grilled cheese sandwich into his tomato soup, sprinkling it all with potato chips.
By the time I got back to the house after Alex hurt his knee, my parents had
already left for the closest emergency room some twenty miles away. Anja screamed
something in Spanish when she saw me and frantically checked me for wounds, spinning
me around and around. But I was only dazed, and incredibly drained. She led me by the
hand to a bathroom; though she hadn't bathed me since I was six years old, I let her. My
bathing suit slid off my body with ease under Anja's deft hands; in the tub, the water
roaring and frothing with soap, she scrubbed my limbs while humming something
between her teeth, which seemed at the moment bared like an animal's, protecting her
young. Once cleansed and dried I felt the swarming of a fever deep in my gut; I froze
beneath my blankets and awoke sometime in the night when I heard people downstairsmy parents and Alex, back from the hospital. I would learn later of how severe the
internal wounding was, or, according to the doctors, should have been, if the bleeding
hadn't stopped. "As if by a miracle," Mother had said to a friend on the telephone the
next day. Father's discussion with his brother was more clinical: "No, no. Internal
hemorrhaging.. .Yes, in the joint of the knee. How it stopped without the infuser, the
blood concentrates, is a mystery to them." It was to me, too, and as my fever rose, then
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boiled hot to the surface and broke, I dreamed of being under the covers with Alex,
laughing together about something, laughing and laughing.
The rest of the summer was a bust. I was interrogated in the morning by Mother,
and punished in the afternoon by Father: two weeks grounded-confined

to the beach

house, and no more hikes to Turtle Beach, or any other. On top of that, I was stripped of
even the slightest guardianship of Alex-he

couldn't even sit on the beach with me

unless a sister, or an aunt or uncle, was nearby. Because of this last sentence Alex must
have felt his own reigns tighten considerably; it was with me alone that he experienced
any fi-eedom.Now, all he was allowed was to tag along with our other sisters, and all they
did most of the time was sunbathe. After my punishment had been read to me, I watched
Alex from the window where Mother boasted she could see everyone on the beach. He
was sitting on the sand beside Olivia and her boyfriend wearing pants, shoes and a shirtthe doctors forbade him any strenuous activity the rest of the summer, lest his very
forgiving and miraculous knee, which allowed him to walk with only a slight soreness,
should change its mind and rupture. He was tossing detritus and shells he found in the
sand, not watching where they landed. The water beyond him looked bluer than ever. At
dinner-setting

it was now my chore alone-he

ate slowly; he was drained, too, and

quiet. He hadn't spoken to me all day, so I arranged our place settings so that we'd sit
aside one another; I put Mother at the opposite end, near Father, but she ignored her name
card and sat in my seat.
"Mom," I said with my brows raised; I pointed to my name card on the plate.
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"Oh," she said; she snatched it up and handed it to me. "There you are,
sweetheart."
That evening I found Alex, wrapped in an afghan, watching our nature show in
the darkened living room. It was about amphibians that night. I watched it from the
doorway to the living room for a little while, then came to the couch and sat down next to
him.
"Hey," I said.
"Hey."
"How's your knee?"
He shrugged without looking at me. "Okay, I guess."
A very strange sort of salamander came on the screen. It was called an axolotl; it
had opalescent skin and strange, branchy gills that sprouted fiom its neck like a
candelabrum.
"Weird," I said.
I looked over at him, but the television had his gaze.
Was he angry at me? Mother had probably told him how wicked I was taking him
through the forest. I wanted a reaction from him, even if it was to say he hated me, so I
put on my best nature-show-narrator voice and said,
"The spotted Adrienne-toad has one of the foulest smells in all the wild
kingdom. .."
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I saw the shadows and the blue television light on his face form a weak smile; I
heard a halfhearted giggle. I belched like a frog: even less.
I turned back to the axolotls on the screen and became engrossed. They seemed
nothing short of magical to me: they were able to breathe underwater with those gills, but
they had lungs to breathe in the air, too. If they were injured by another animal, they
could regenerate their skin; if they lost a limb, another would grow back in its place. And,
unlike most salamanders, who gave up their gills to move on to dry ground, the axolotl
refused to completely grow up. Not quite a slimy tadpole, they stayed in the water, in
their larval form, their whole life. They had been that way for so long now that it was a
dangerous thing to try to change into adult form; the process could kill them. If they
survived the process, they'd find that they had traded in all their magic for it, and their
life would be brief. I wondered how old I was in axolotl-years. Was it too late to stay
here?
I grabbed the afghan from Alex's lap and threw it over our heads. His arms tried
swatting it away but I held it tight, laughing, gathering the edges and wrestling it away
when he grabbed it.
"Ye shall tell the truth!" I lowed.
"Get off me!"
"Not before ye tell the truth," I said, pinching his ribs.
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I had the upper hand, but I couldn't let him get from under me or that would be
the end of it. We crashed off the sofa but I held on to him and the blanket-and

my

advantage-tenaciously.
Finally, his squirming stopped and he said, "What do you want?"
"For you to tell the truth."
"What?" he said. "About what?"
Now I had to think. I didn't have anything in mind besides this-tackling

him,

wrestling with him, connecting with him again somehow. And it felt good with him in the
dark and the warmth, felt good after this very hollow day without him.

". ..Are you mad at me?"
I couldn't see his face but I could hear his heavy breathing cut short, could feel it
stop under my weight.
"No," he said.
"You lie," I said. "Ye shall tell the truth!"
66

39

I am...

"What happened yesterday?" I asked. "After you fell, after I found you?"
"I don't know. Nothing."
"Did you see the.. . Did you see the milkweed floating in the air?"
"No. And now I am getting mad at you," he said. He gave a donkey-kick and
nearly sent me flying. "Get off!"

But I did not. He was lying, breaking the only rule under the covers, and I was
getting angry, too.
"What color was Lisa's bikini?"
"I don't know, that's gross! Why do you keep asking me? You remember it,
probably."
"Yeah, right, well.. .so do you. That's why you tripped yesterday, you were busy
thinking about Lisa's bikini, and her you-know-what."
He laughed-but

only because it was impossible for a ten-year-old boy not to

laugh when he knew what "you-know-what" referred to. Actually, he was furious. I held
on, my hands pinning his arms. I wanted to hold his kicking legs under mine but, mindful
of his injured knee, I used my knees like pliers around his ribs instead.
"I saw you staring at her," I hissed. "You were staring at her big boobs weren't
you? And her big bottom! You wanted to rub that lotion on her back, I know you did!"
I heard him spit, felt it strike my face. He spit again, and once more, waiting for
me to wipe it away with my hand so he could free himself. I felt something else, toothat sweet warm swell of blood I felt yesterday, that clammy-palmed shame, those tender
soled feet.
"You want to kiss her, don't you?" I said. "You want her to kiss you."
I felt it all rise inside me, building like a sneeze. And then I felt something, if not
as strange, than real. It was not something inside me, but under my ankle. In a halfsecond I realized with horror that my right knee had wondered too far up along his ribs,
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which placed my calf over his gut, which placed my ankle over an area it shouldn't have
been near.

I lost all vigor at once and immediately felt the blow of his small fist to my chin. I
tumbled sideways off of him, heard him yell, "I hate you" as he ran off, and laid there
panting until Mother was inevitably summoned, perhaps not by Alex himself, though I
had angered him enough to tattletale, but by Maura, who would see he had been fighting,
and would know it was my fault, again, and relish the opportunity to see another
punishment befall me. But to the thirteen-year-old girl lying there, spit on and bruised, I
had already lost my brother, and there was no greater punishment.
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